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Dedication: To Gödel and Leibniz.
Kurt Gödel, widely heralded as the greatest* student of logic since Aristotle, was a pal of Albert Einstein’s, in the 1950s,
at the Institute for Advanced Study, located in Princeton, New Jersey, USA. Gödel had proved that logical systems of
language embracing as little as ordinary arithmetic -- unless they were self-contradictory -- were inherently incomplete.
That is, they must contain internal truths that escaped all deductive derivation within them. For a celebration of Einstein’s
work, Gödel contributed a new particular solution to Einstein’s cosmos-encompassing Relativity Theory, which may not
hold for our actual cosmos, but which allowed for a kind of “time travel”.* Gödel also noted finding a contradiction in
the U.S. Constitution, enabling degeneration into dictatorship*.

The “academic consensus” seems to be that Gödel suffered unreasonable, unrealistic paranoia after Einstein’s death, in
fear of poisoning, or of other impairment, by “those people who do not want men to become more intelligent.”* This
verdict, of paranoid unrealism, now pleads for some clemency, as we’ve since learned that J. Edgar Hoover and his FBI
plotted to deport Einstein at the time, for “communism”**. This is not to assume that Gödel knew of that plot. But
Gödel, like Einstein, was a smart man. He could get wind of things. Gödel himself was under FBI scrutiny for letters he
wrote to his mother in Austria, praising Roosevelt, and criticizing what Eisenhower later called “The Military-Industrial
Complex”, and its foreign policy, letters which were read by censors of the post-WWII U.S. military occupation, in
Austria, “who were then still routinely opening and reading mail”, and reported directly to FBI Director J. Edgar
Hoover.*** Too much fear may have gotten to Gödel. That does not mean that all of his fear was “out of touch with
reality”. Could a person able to solve, exactly and “simultaneously”, the ten, interconnected, nonlinear components of
Einstein’s General Relativity Theory pose a threat to “those people who do not want men to become more intelligent”?

Rebecca Goldstein’s biography of Gödel, however unsympathetic it may be to its subject, does include a passage which
recounts a central theme of Gödel’s concerns: “In Gödel’s estimation Leibniz [co-inventor/co-discoverer, with Newton, of the calculus –
K.S.] was an even greater thinker than posterity has realized, and had carried his ideas for a characteristica universalis –
[universal character-language/algebra – K.S.] or algebra of thought, which would be used to represent thoughts in a logical way,
rendering their internal logical relationships transparent – to a more advanced stage than [widely believed – K.S.]. Gödel had
confided in Karl Menger [Austrian-American scientist -- K.S.] his suspicions that some of Leibniz’s “important writings had not
only failed to be published, but [had been] destroyed in manuscript.”
“Who could have an interest in destroying Leibniz’s writings?” Menger had queried.
“Naturally, those people who do not want men to become more intelligent”, was the logician’s reply.”* [KS: emphasis added]
Gödel also conveyed these concerns to economist Oskar Morgenstern, accompanied by supporting documentary evidence,
at the Princeton Firestone Library –
“Gödel had…gathered together “an abundance of really astonishing material,” in Morgenstern’s words. The material
consisted of books and articles with exact references to published writings of Leibniz, on the one hand, and the very
works cited, on the other. The primary sources were all missing the material that had been cited in the secondary
sources.”*
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

*[R. Goldstein, Incompleteness: The Proof and Paradox of Kurt Gödel, W.W. Norton, New York, 2005, pp. 259; 256-261; 232-234; 247-248, respectively.].
**[F. Jerome, The Einstein File: J. Edgar Hoover’s Secret War Against the World’s Most Famous Scientist, St. Matin’s Press, New York, 2002, pp. 218-228.].
***[S. Budiansky, Journey to the Edge of Reason: The Life of Kurt Gödel, W. W. Norton & Company, New York, 2021, pp. 246-247.].
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Preface.
The purpose of this booklet is to let you in on a simple but powerful secret, a mind-tool, a thought-method that
can typically enable you to reconstruct, coherently and revealingly, the past, plus to coherently and insightfully
present the present, and, moreover, to predict, or ‘pre-construct’, the future, symbolically, as well as to resolve
apparently irresolvable oppositions. This is achieved by a kind of thinking that can help you to overcome life’s
dilemmas -- for an enormous range of topic areas, as sampled by the seven worked examples presented herein.
The study of this method teaches that, although conflicts – and ‘self-conflicts’ – may not be avoidable, they are,
given time – with deepened perspective and insight – resolvable.
This ‘rule-of-thumb’ [“heuristic”] mind-tool is called ‘dialectics’. We see reality as ‘everywhere dense’ with
dialectics. We see the contents of our cosmos, and not just its human contents, as incessantly ever in ‘dialogue’
among themselves, incessantly ‘talking’ to each other and to themselves, in the sense of interacting with each
other and with themselves. Perhaps the wide diversity of the examples of dialectics, presented herein, as well as
the relative simplicity of some of them, will help to reveal for you, our reader, something of this ubiquity and
universality of dialectics that we see, in case you have not already seen it for yourself.
We have found that, if one can learn to hold one’s attention at the categorial level of thought, when scrutinizing
any portion of our cosmos, and to set aside, for the moment, its distracting, unhelpful details, including, at first,
its quantitative details, then one may tap a deep, categorial, qualitative, intuitive, ‘contental’, kinds-of-things
penetration into each such portion. One may then develop ‘new eyes’ that can see into their pasts, penetrate
their presents, and also see into at least their most-likely nearby futures – sometimes even into their far distant,
long- term futures, into their very destinies – for many sub-universes within our universe. One can even learn
to do so for our known universe as a whole, as we shall see in our final example. If you thereby become able to
regularly, methodically, carefully, and symbolically ‘pre-construct’ the categorially-implied, and categoriallyimpended future content of any sub-universe, then you will have the chance to foresee its destination, if you can
solve for the meanings of the category-signs that will result from your methodical, shorthand category-symbolmakings.
This short text will teach you, rule-by-rule, step-by-step, how to make this powerful thought-tech your own.

Karl Seldon
Terminious, California, 03 April 2022
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Background. Briefing on the History of Dialectics to Date.
For ~2,500 years, increasingly, from the times of Heraclitus and Pythagoras, to the times of Socrates, Plato, and
Aristotle, up until the fall of ancient Rome, and, more importantly, up until the fall of ancient Alexandria,
Egypt, circa 640 C.E. [“Common Era”, sometimes rendered instead as “A.D.”], the cognitive reputation of what
Plato and Plato’s Socrates called Dialektikê – “dialectics”, in modern English – was high, and mostly rising.
“Hopeless” oppositions, and their revelatory resolution, have always been at the heart of what dialectics are.
Pythagoras, ~570 to ~500 B.C.E. [“Before Common Era”, sometimes rendered as simply “B.C.”], and his
followers compiled tables of opposites as a key to the core of their cosmological ideology. A key Pythagorean
slogan was “All is Number.”, which, to avoid confusion between the modern and the ancient concepts of
number, needs to be translated, for modern readers, as “Everything comes in Arithmoi of Monads.”, meaning,
“Everything manifests as numbers of qualitative units, of numbers of units of qualitatively different/opposing
kinds.” The philosophical slogan, “All is Number.”, thus meant “All is [kinds-]Categorial and ‘Unit-ed’.”
Heraclitus, ~540 to ~475 B.C.E., described our cosmos as an unending strife of opposites, producing change,
unceasing flowing change. Thus, for example, one cannot thrust one’s foot into “the same” river more than
once. On the occasion of such an attempted second insertion, “the same” river is no longer present, is gone
forever. The river has now changed, and one’s foot is now immersed in waters that are different from those that
flowed before. This already suggested that our world is one of ‘non-repetitive order’ – perhaps one of “chaotic”
turbulence – but not one of purely-cyclical repetition.
Zeno, ~490 to ~430 B.C.E., the very founder of dialectics, per Aristotle, developed a method of refuting his
opponents’ positions by first assuming that those positions were right, and then reasoning from those positions,
as premises, to a conclusion that contradicted those premises, thus revealing the logical falsity of those [thus
wrongly] assumed positions. The contradicting conclusion, derived deductively -- perhaps at length, after many
intermediate propositions, from the adopted premise proposition, at the end of the deduction -- struck back,
reflected back, from that end, upon its beginning, upon the adopted premise, negating it. Zeno’s recorded use of
this method was mainly in topic areas of what we would today call physics and mathematics.
Socrates, ~470 to ~400 B.C.E, developed a method of dialectical dialogue, called elenchus in ancient Greek,
similar to Zeno’s method, but focused on ethical issues. Socrates would ask his discussant to define a key
ethical concept, such as piety or justice, and then, feigning ignorance of the true definition, interrogate that
discussant until the inadequacies of the discussant’s definition were revealed.
Plato, ~428 to ~348 B.C.E., in his surviving dialogues, often featuring Socrates as a “character” in them, placed
dialectics at the summit of the sciences, calling it “the coping stone” of the entire edifice of human knowledge,
such that “…there is no other study that deserves to be put above it”. Plato’s early philosophy posited a cosmos
made up out of three kinds of “Numbers of Units” – of Arithmoi of Monads. Highest were the “Arithmoi
Eidetikoi”, deified “Units” of “The Kinds”; “Species” and “Gene” of transcendental “Ιδεας”, with some ΙδεαArithmoi subsuming many Others. These “Numbers” were asumbletoi, ‘unsummable’, unaddable, because of
their heterogeneity; their qualitative differences. Lowest were the “arithmoi aesthetoi”, “merely” sensuous
numbers of tangible things. Mediating between highest and lowest, were the “arithmoi monadikoi”, whose
units/monads were akin to the modern purely abstract units, each named ‘1’, of the “Natural” Numbers. Plato’s
later philosophy opposed externally caused change to “self-change” [auto-kinesis]. A “number” [arithmos], per
Plato, represents a multitude of units, all of a given “Kind” [a given species or genos], grasped as/by/using a
‘singleton’ unit in its own right. Just so is a category. The categories signed herein constitute a demystified
version of Plato’s “Kinds”.
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Aristotle, ~384 to ~322 B.C.E., placed greater emphasis than did Plato on deductive reasoning. However, he
ascribed to dialectic method the key role of discovering the right premises – the postulates and axioms – for
each science. This is a high placement indeed, because deductive reason cannot deduce its own premises, and,
without premises, there is nothing to deduce from -- deduction cannot even begin. Moreover, without right
premises, deduction will go awry or go astray [cf. Zeno].
After ~500 C.E., the western European civilizational collapse, and its long “dark ages”, intervened, such that
advanced philosophical and scientific thinking were long eclipsed for Occidental humanity. Throughout the
succeeding Middle Ages, as religion ‘retro-subsumed’ philosophy and science, the term “dialectic” was used to
name the nascent re-emergence of both deductive and dialectical logic. Indeed, it was not until the verge of the
19th century that the term “dialectic” began to be widely revived, as naming a way of thought that was distinct
from, and superior to, deductive logic.
For Immanuel Kant, 1724 to 1804 C.E., dialectic named, pejoratively, the over-reach of the human mind, when
attempting to reason about matters which were beyond its ken. Kant was a highly dualistic thinker, and many
binary oppositions were, for him, irreconcilable, unbridgeable. He regularly failed to find the syntheses for the
antitheses that plagued him. More specifically, Kant defined dialectic as a kind of thinking which resulted in
irresolvable radical dualities, expressed in pairs of mutually contradictory propositions, each of which seemed
intuitively plausible, even necessary, but both of which could not be true, as stated, together. Each attempted to
reason about time, about space, etc. – about “forms” of human cognition that, per Kant, our minds imposed
upon our sense-data, but that were not truly “out there” in the real world of unknowable “things in themselves”.
Fichte, 1762 to 1814 C.E., “the founder of German Idealism”, took off from Kant’s philosophy, but also
rehabilitated dialectic after Kant’s denigration of it, positing dialectical necessity as the driving force of the
progress of reason itself. Fichte was the first to successfully articulate the “thesis→thesis & antithesis→
thesis & antithesis & synthesis”, triadic formulation of dialectical progression.
Schelling, 1775 to 1854 C.E., located Fichte’s triadic dialectic not only in human history, but also in exo-human
Nature, in natural history. Even Deity, for Schelling, was an eternally self-developing being, One whose own
self-development was driven by an ‘intra-duality’, or “internal contradiction”, which did not, however, denature
the Deity’s essential unity: an inner opposition between “the void of nothingness” and “the plenitude of being”.
Hegel, early-on a protege of Schelling, critiqued Schelling’s final mystical period, centered on “The Absolute”
-- a “Oneness” almost as denying of differentiation as Parmenides’s “One” -- likening it to “the dark night in
which…all cows are black”.
Hegel, 1770 to 1831 C.E., made dialectic the architectonic of his entire philosophical system, from the grand
dialectical triad of that system entire, as a three-stage presentation of “ALL” that presently exists – as Logic →
Logic & Nature → Logic & Nature & Spirit – and with lower-scale triadic dialectics concurrently recurring at
every subordinate scale within that ‘Grand Triad’, to his philosophy of human history. For Hegel, the aufheben
concept was central to dialectics. But, for Hegel, dialectic was, ultimately, entirely idealist and mystical, such
that Hegel’s immense, material historical, scientific, and practical knowledge was disguised in mystical,
subject/object-inverted, and reified reconstructions. Hegel emphasized the categorial character of dialectics, as
opposed to the propositional basis of formal logic. We do likewise in this booklet.
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Marx and Engels, 1818 to 1883 C.E., and 1820 to 1895 C.E., respectively, saw dialectic as a systematic method
of discovery, and also as a systematic method of presentation of the results of such discovery [more Marx’s
emphasis], regarding present realities -- via a process of immanent critique or internal critique of ideological
systems of thought. In effect, that process of immanent critique was a process of self-critique of those sciencecompromising or ideological idea-systems, which exposed and refuted their reason-paralyzing, subject/object
inverting ideological mystifications, so as to save their science. Dialectic was also, for Marx and Engels, a
system of “laws of [self-]movement”; of “laws of self-change” as “laws of self-development”, in human history,
in exo-human natural history, and also in human thought itself [more Engels’s emphasis].
Since Marx and Engels, dialectic has entered a new “dark ages” of its own -- has tended to degenerate into a
mechanistic, dogmatic, metaphysical, ‘secular catechism’, in the hands of pseudo-Marxians like Lenin, Trotsky,
Stalin, and Mao, or into a swamp of obscurantism, in the hands of non-Leninist writers like most of the “postmodernists”. The latter typically tend to wallow in nebulosity about this subject-matter. They don’t seem to
know what they mean by the term “dialectic”, in any coherent and unified sense. They certainly, if they do
secretly know something about such “dialectic”, never let their readers in on their secret. Luckily, there are
some writers who have skirted this trend of degeneration, some of whose work we shall put to good use herein,
and some of whose writings are cited in the back-matter of this booklet, in our Bibliography/Suggestions for
Further Discovery.
The Foundation Encyclopedia Dialectica practice of dialectics, which is the practice that this booklet aims to
convey, arose from the locating of a generic core of dialectic in an operation of “self-change” [ancient Greek:
auto-kinesis]. By this ‘self-operation’, the units of a category for a given kind of units then ‘negation’ their
original ‘position’, by and while at the same time ‘elevating’ themselves up to a new, higher ‘position’, a new
and more complex kind-of-units level and ‘qualitative fractal’* scale, while also still preserving themselves at
the very heart of the new, higher units thus created, and of their new, higher-level and ‘qualitative fractal’
higher-scale. They thereby create what we call the ‘self-hybrid’ units of a new category. Also by this
operation, units of one kind/category may operate upon units of another, qualitatively different kind/category,
thereby transforming, uplifting, and preserving units of that other, qualitatively different kind, by creating new,
higher units, which constitute a ‘mere-hybrid’ of the two kinds of units. The German word for both cases of
such action, often used in Hegel’s writings, is aufheben. The meaning of aufheben, and of dialectic in general,
comes down to this: ‘We live in a world which is made up out of units within units within units…’. We even
define dialectics, in brief, as the theory of aufheben processes, and of the aufheben relations to which aufheben
processes give rise.
The goal of this booklet is to provide you with a clear and practical definition of dialectic, one that you can use
in your own practice of thought and inquiry to deepen and accelerate your insights, discoveries, and solutions to
your problems of real life. What you can take away with you from this text is a veritable recipe for dialectic,
one that you can apply to any topic area – at least to any of the myriad topic areas to which we have already and
successfully applied and tested that recipe. You will gain a “rule of thumb” for dialectical thought, for both
discovery and presentation, a “heuristic” that, as such, almost always works, even if often offering two or more
possible solutions, among which it is then yours to choose, as to which better serves your views and purposes.

*[A ‘qualitative fractal’ is a finitely-many-leveled structure, with mutual similarities among all levels/scales.].
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Introductory Overview: Dialectical Categorics.
The exposition of what we will call, herein, ‘dialectical categorics’, is designed to familiarize you with this
probably unfamiliar mind tool by means of the familiar. This means by means of examples from your daily life,
and for topic areas about which you already have thorough knowings, just from having grown-up in, and lived
in, our present times. Those familiar topic areas comprise our first four examples of dialectics -- family, money,
TV, and English. These are topic-areas about which you have a detailed content-competence that you share
broadly with all of your, and our, contemporaries.
By showing you how categorial dialectics reproduces and organizes your already-acquired knowings – perhaps
even with a few gains to those knowings -- for these everyday topic areas, we may show you this method’s
power to help you to order, to systematically organize content-knowledge for you in other, perhaps lessfamiliar topic areas. For those topic areas you may at first have only unorganized and scattered impressions; a
chaotic jumble of uncoordinated categories [See Figure 1.]. We can show you how you can use this dialectical
method to do so, so that you will be able to use it to accelerate your study, systematic solutions-discovery,
comprehension, explanation and presentation even in topic areas that are entirely new to you. This includes its
use to stimulate new discoveries – discoveries that will be new to others as well as to yourself.
The final three examples address topic areas some of which may, indeed, be new to you, or, at least in part, a bit
mysterious to you. They include the history and “genealogy” of human social forms, of major categories of
human belief systems, and of major categories of Nature entire, ‘human Nature’ included. These final examples
will train you to employ ‘dialectical categorics’ generally -- for content areas of all kinds. They will show you
how to use this categorial dialectical method to reconstruct the past, to systematically comprehend, explain, and
present the present, and to categorially predict – or ‘pre-construct’ – the future, for topic areas generally.
Note that the dialectical method detailed herein supports “purely” qualitative reasoning. Our higher dialectical
method, that supports unified, ‘qualo-quantitative’ reasoning, is addressed in our concurrently published new
book, entitled Dialectic: Users’ Manual.
Our Definition of ‘Dialectics’. At this point, a definition of ‘dialectic’, per this booklet, may be in order. By a
‘dialectic’, we mean a process by which the simplest and/or earliest 1st category that your cognition sees as the
‘root-category’ of your given topic area, as a result of your prior knowledge/experience/study of that topic area,
evokes your re-cognition of -- or whose own internal potentiality/duality, as cognized by human minds, splits it
out into external duality with -- a 2nd, supplementary, qualitatively different category, perhaps a diametricallyopposite/polar-opposite category, but a category also inhering in that same topic area. These two categories are
then seen to, in part, persist in present existence, in their mutual opposition, but also to have merged some of
their respective units into the fused units of a 3rd category, a “complex unity” of the earlier-presented two
categories, within which the opposition of those two categories is resolved, or at least ‘contained’. Typically,
either the 2nd or the 3rd category is then seen to involve a new internal duality, evoking, or sp[l]itting from out
of it anew, yet a further qualitative opposition, via a further category, whose opposings are again resolved by
categorial and unitic fusions; by formation of yet new, further categories of ‘complex units’ and unifications,
until the limit of present-time is attained. This, dialectical – oppositional, then ‘reconciliatory’ -- process thus
reconstructs the past-to-present of the given topic area, or at least comprehensively [re-]presents a present of the
given topic area, in terms of its constituent categories – of its categorial kinds-constitution. By extending this
pattern of categorial splitting and higher recombination beyond the series of categories that represents the
present – the present kinds-content of the topic area – future outbreaks of categorial oppositions and of their
subsequent resolutions may, given sufficient insight, be predictable – may be ‘pre-constructed’ symbolically.
9
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Poetic Dialectic. A variant of the ‘recipe for dialectic’ described in this text was rendered long ago, in the last
century, circa 1933, and more poetically -- albeit less ‘procedurally’ than we render it here -- by the poet Dylan
Thomas, whose name was reputedly adopted by Bob Dylan, as follows, if you replace the term “images” with
the term “categories” – “A poem by me needs a host of images. I make one image – though “make” is not the
word; I let, perhaps, an image be “made” emotionally in me and then apply to it what intellectual and critical
forces I possess, let it breed another, let that image contradict the first; make the third image, bred out of the two
together, a fourth contradictory image, and let them all, within my imposed formal limits, conflict. Each image
holds within it the seed of its own destruction, and my dialectical method, as I understand it, is a constant
building up and breaking down of the images that come out of that central seed, which is itself constructive and
destructive at the same time . . . .. The life in any poem of mine cannot move concentrically round a central
image, the life must come out of the center; an image must be born and die in another; and any sequence of my
images must be a sequence of creations, recreations, destructions, [and] contradictions . . . . out of the inevitable
conflict of images -- inevitable because of the creative, recreative, destructive and contradictory nature of the
motivating center, the womb of war – I try to make that momentary peace which is a poem.”*
What follows for this introduction is a deeper, more detailed dive into the benefits, for you, of your learning this
texts’ dialectical method, as well as into the way this text conveys those benefits. Learning the recipe for
dialectic method presented in this text will provide you with –
•

•

•
•
•
•

An explicit procedure for dialectical discovery – past reconstruction; present explanation; future prediction. This
text’s dialectical method provides a simple, clear, universal recipe for the discovery of new hypotheses about the
kinds-content origin, history, present constitution, and future new kinds-content of topic-areas most diverse. Hegel,
most-abstractly, described a mystified version of dialectical method. Marx repeatedly stated his desire to publish a
brief guide to a concrete, realistic, practical rendering of dialectical method, but died before he could do so. Engels
provided only three abstract, de-contextualized “laws” of dialectics, in an ahistorical, unintegrated, un-unified fashion.
An accessibility-advantaged method of presentation. This text’s dialectical method helps your hearers, readers and
viewers grasp the complex, interconnected content of a problematic topic-area in a step-by-step fashion, starting from
the simplest category of your topic-area, then proceeding, stepwise, with ‘bite-sized’ incremental gains in complexity
with each step, with each newly-derived category, toward and to the most complex kinds-category of your topic-area,
ending with a full and integrated coverage of your topic-area’s total kinds-content, relative to your starting category.
A tool for generating systematic, coherent content-outlines for speeches, lectures, essays, poems, papers and books.
Rules for the resolution of supposedly “hopeless” oppositions, and of ‘designedly’ “divide-and-conquer” conflicts.
A comprehensive checklist, helping you to avoid oversights, gaps, skips, and omissions in formulating your work.
A convenient categorial shorthand. Dialectical categorial progressions, when “spelled out”, can become long and
complex, not surveyable by a single glance. Our memory-jogging shorthand for categories redresses this problem.

The contents of the rest of this text are organized as follows –
•
•
•
•
•

Sec. 1 provides a general description of categories as the units of which dialectics/categorial-progressions are made;
Sec. 2 specifies our shorthand for symbolizing categories, and the rules of our method for category-signs combinings,
and, perhaps surprisingly, for their all-important ‘self-combinings’ as well;
Sec. 3 conveys our way to find the right starting category for a given area, and some of the pitfalls of not doing so;
Sec. 4 defines our way for building/solving your starting category’s successor category-symbols, for telling when
you’ve built the final category-symbol for your topic-area’s present, and for symbolically ‘pre-constructing’ its future;
Sec. 5 presents 7 worked examples for diverse topic-areas, the first 4 likely familiar to you, the last 3 likely less so.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

*[pp. 93-94 in A Case Book on Dylan Thomas, edited by John M. Brinnin, New York, 1960].
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1. Categories.
Categories are the indispensable tools and units of human thought. Categories, as units, are themselves, in turn,
composed of [sub-]units, that is, they ultimately reference the units that are the individuals, elements, or items
which they embrace, and “hold together” for us, cognitively. A category for a given “kind” is a ‘qualitative
number’, a “multitude made up of units”. That is, each category represents a “kind”, an indefinite quantity of
individuals or units, all of which share a certain, definite quality in common.

Humans are free to organize the units of which the world is made, e.g., for a given topic area, as they see fit,
sorting those individuals into the kinds that they see as, together, “covering” that given topic area completely.
And, of course, such categorial sortings can crisscross. Individuals typically exhibit many different qualities.
For one quality, a given individual may appear in the sort of one category in whose defining quality that
individual shares. At the same time, that individual may appear also in the sort of another category, for a
quality that this individual also shares with other individuals, native to that other category.

Our minds need categories, because we are not able to know or to track the life-trajectories, in detail, of every
single individual that sorts to a given category. To grasp those individuals, we have to group them into kind
categories, and, by categories, to track the typical paths of our categories themselves as units, as a proxy for the
individuals’ trajectories, with categories taken as a kind of higher units – more abstract, more general units or
“individuals” in their own right.

The indispensable universality of categories as the “objects” and units and tools of human thought is the basic
reason why a “shorthand”, compactly describing categorial thinking, together with a system of rules for the
shorthand symbolization of categories, and for combining different categories’ symbols – and, perhaps
surprisingly, for combining the same category symbol with itself – can serve as a guide, a checklist, and an
accelerator for the use of those “best practices” for human thinking that are traditionally named “dialectics”. In
particular, such “best practices” can show the way out of otherwise imprisoning, paralyzing dualities; the way
out of apparently-radical oppositions that so often cripple our searches for solutions to our problems, at every
level of human life. The ‘self-combining’ of a category-symbol yields a new ‘antithesis category-symbol’,
representing a new ‘contra-category’. Combining of distinct category-symbols yields new, partial or full
‘synthesis category-symbols’, representing new, partial or full ‘uni-categories’.

The four shorthand rules, for signing categories, and for combining category signings, in the next section, will
define for you the kit of tools that we will use in the topic area examples to follow, and with which you can arm
yourself and take with you into your life beyond this booklet. By their study, you can learn to use these four
shorthand rules to master whatever topic areas present your life with problems and dilemmas that, for your life
to progress and to prosper, need your solutions.
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2. Signing and Combining Category-Symbols: Four “Shorthand” Rules.
Preliminaries: Our Shorthand Notation for Categories Herein. We use, in this text, two “shorthand” ways to
represent categories.
The first way uses the bold-face, underscored, capitalized name of the category to be symbolized. The
category-name is written in plural form, because categories typically represent a number of units, which, despite
the individual differences among them, all share the key quality that is named by the category’s name. For
example, if we want to address the category named “categories”, we represent this by categories.
The second way uses a bold-face, underscored, lower-case letter “q” – q – short for “quality”, with the boldface name of the category in square brackets next to it, signifying that the bracketed name, here “categories”,
names the quality that all of the units of this category share: q[categories], short for “the quality of [shared by
all of those ‘super-units’, or ‘units of units’, called] categories”.
That way, the hybrid results of two category-symbols interacting and combining, for example, call them
“categories_type1” and “categories_type2”, can be symbolized by q[categories_type1; categories_type2].
When the category-names get too long, and/or when the number of category-symbols that you have combined
into a new, single category-symbol gets to be too many for compact ‘spelled-out’ representation, we further
shorthand this to -- continuing with our example above -- q[c1; c2], for greater readability and convenience.
We also color-code this category-symbols text, to remind of the qualitative/not quantitative, differences that
hold among distinct categories, and also to indicate the order-place of each category-symbol in the categorysymbols progression that covers the topic area represented. We color-code in double visible ≈spectrum order,
up to the twelfth category-symbol/order-place, as ROYGBIV|ROYGBIV…, viz. –
1st & 2nd & 3rd & 4th & 5th & 6th & 7th & 8th & 9th & 10th & 11th & 12th.

‘Anding’ Category-Symbols: Not Yet Interacting Them. When two or more categories are co-present in the
stage of your presentation that you are currently presenting, symbolize this by placing an ampersand, ‘&’,
between each pair of co-present category-symbols.
This means that these categories are co-present in that stage, but are not, just yet, interacting with one another.
Each step of a dialectical categorial progression is ‘strobe-like’. You see the old category-symbol(s), carried
forward from the previous step, into the latest step. You also see the latest category-symbol, just “born” in, and
defining, that latest step, at its peak of full emergence, but just before it begins to ‘interact with itself’, and with
the earlier-present[ed] category-symbols. This signs a state of the actual units, that are merely symbolized,
implicitly, by these category-symbols, in which the newest units have just come into being, and have thus not
yet had a chance to start to interact with the other, “older” kinds of units, or among themselves. The former are
represented, implicitly, by the category-symbol(s) that stand(s) for the units present since at least the previous
step. Thus, suppose that you are presenting, say, step 4, of your presentation about the categories in the topic
area of the kinds of enacted story-telling presently existing, in order of their complexity, and/or in order of their
historical first-appearance. Suppose that you have already presented up to and including step 3 of your wellordered, systematic presentation of this topic area, the categories whose co-present category-symbols’ shorthand
is ‘Live Plays & Movies &…Broadcast Television Programs’. This is a step in which the present category of
internet-based ‘Streaming-Video Programs’ has not yet been presented. But suppose that it is to be presented
in step 4 of your presentation. Then your step 4 dialectical categorial progression, or category-symbols series,
is – ‘Live Plays & Movies &… Broadcast Television Programs &…Streaming-Video Programs’.
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The categorial interaction-products, of the categorial interactions processes -- the “hybrid” category-symbols
that represent the new, hybrid ultimate units that those different category-symbols’ interactions proxy -- are, for
now, left out, in any detail, above. They are represented only by “ellipsis dots”: “…”. Those unstated ‘hybrid’
interactions -- of Movies with Live Plays, and of Broadcast Television Programs with Live Plays, with
Movies, and with the interaction-products of Movies with Live Plays – are still elided in the expression above.
The category-signs combination and ‘non-combination’ rules, below, are designed to mime the corresponding
results for the typical unit of the usually many, many units that each category ‘contains’ and stands for.
Category-Signs ‘Anding’ Rule 1: ‘Anding’ of Unlike Category-Symbols, for Qualitatively-Different Categories.
An ‘Anding’ of category-signs such as ‘Live Plays & Movies’ does not reduce to any single category-sign,
within the same level/scale of presentation/narration. Both category-symbols might inhere in the same higher
level/scale, more general category-sign, e.g., for a category named ‘Performance Story-Telling-in-General’.
But that category belongs to a more general, less specific level or scale of discourse than the one represented.
This ‘Anding’ rule is this way because two such category-symbols represent units which are heterogeneous with
respect to one another. That is, they are not homogeneous. They sign qualitatively different kinds of units.
Live Plays are not equal to and are not less than and are not greater than Movies. The two category-symbols,
Live Plays and Movies, are thus unequal in a qualitative, kinds-of-things sense. They are not, as wholes,
unequal in a merely quantitative sense.
Category-Symbols ‘Anding’ Rule 2. ‘Anding’ of Like/Self-Same Category-Symbols.
‘Anding’ of “two” category-symbols that are really just “one” category-symbol – of “two” category-symbols,
each of which is a repetition of/“synonym” for the other -- yields just one “copy” of that category-symbol. This
is because having two “copies” of the same category-symbol in your dialectical categorial progression as an
explanation of your topic area is meaninglessly and therefore uselessly repetitive – is redundant.
Thus, in all cases like ‘Live Plays & Live Plays’, such signings are simplified/shortened immediately to just
‘Live Plays’. Using ‘→’ as a “shorthand” sign, standing for the phrases “goes to”, “turns into”, or “becomes”,
we write –
Live Plays & Live Plays → Live Plays
-- and thus, in general –
Category-X & Category-X → Category-X.
In particular, we note that Live Plays & Live Plays does not yield 2Live Plays, and that, in general –
Category-X & Category-X does not yield 2Category-Xs.
Category-symbols are ‘unquantifiable’ and ‘unsummable’. They are what Plato would have called asumbletoi.
They are “purely”-qualitative symbols. They do not admit multiplicities, but only single category-level-units.
Thus, ‘1Category-X’, per these rules, means exactly the same thing as just ‘Category-X’. The kind-of-thing
ultimate units that our category-signs implicitly, but not explicitly, represent, do come in multiplicities. But
these ultimate units’ quantities are typically indefinite – not known with any precision. Our category-symbol
representations thus do denote “indefinite numbers” of their ultimate units implicitly, but therefore do not
attempt to represent the numerosities of their ultimate units with any definiteness, i.e., as explicit numbers.
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Interacting Category-Symbols. When category-symbols interact symbolically – and thereby symbolize the
actual, e.g., the physical interaction processes of actual, e.g., of the external-world units that these categorysymbols implicitly represent – new category-symbols emerge, as the results of these symbolic-interactions.
These new category-symbols symbolize the actual interaction processes of actual units that the interacting
category-symbols represent, plus the new kinds of actual units that result therefrom, as the products thereof.
The new kinds of units may be so in the sense of historical dialectics, in that such units did not exist before a
given historical stage, came into existence in that given historical stage, and, typically, continued in existence
from that historical stage onward. Historical dialectics are genealogical chronologies of their topic-areas.
Or, the new kinds of units may be so in the sense of systematic dialectics, presenting a present, a “snapshot”,
of your given topic area, via a series of category-signs, starting from your simplest such sign, and moving,
step-by-step, complexity-increment-by-complexity-increment, systematically, until the most complex of your
category-symbols, present in that present of your given topic area, is finally presented. In that case, the new
kinds of units, signed by those category-signs, are not new to your present reality. They are only new to your
presentation of that present’s reality, as you move into the next step of your presentation, in which these new,
next-more-complex kinds of units are explicitly not[ic]ed/explained for the first time in the course of your story.
Category-Symbols ‘Interactions’ Rule 1: ‘Interaction’ of Category-Signs for Unlike/Different Categories.
After each given step, “between” that step and the next step, the category-symbols that are ‘strobed’ without
interacting in that given step, start to interact -- invisibly, for our method -- and complete their interaction by the
new ‘strobed’ presentation of the next step. We can describe the rule for category-symbols’ interaction
processes, and for their symbolic products, as follows, in general, using category-symbols Category1 and
Category2 to represent any two categories inhering in the same given topic-area –
Category2(Category1) → Category2 & Category1 & Category3 → Category1 & Category2 & Category3
-- which signifies that Category2 units, operating on Category1 units, reproduce, or leave in existence, some
units of Category2, and also some units of Category1, but, in addition, some [other] units of Category2 unite
or hybridize or fuse with some [other] units of Category1 so as to create the new, ‘merely-hybrid’ units, that
constitute the new category that we have named/symbolized here as ‘Category3’.
This general, explicit categorial-symbols-interaction process, and its associated, implicit units-interaction
process, is depicted in Figure 2. A specific example of this general process, from the topic-area of NatureHistory, is that in which atom units of the category “Oxygen atoms” unite with atom units of the category
“Hydrogen atoms” to form molecule units of the category “Water molecules” –
Oxygen-atoms(Hydrogen-atoms) → Oxygen-atoms & Hydrogen-atoms & Water-molecules
-- water units being those molecule-units that we know to be vital to all presently humans-known life, including
to human life itself. The above expression is also a special case of units of the more-general category named
“Atoms” interacting with/among themselves to produce a higher – more complex – revolutionary new kind of
units, units of the more-general category named “Molecules” –
Atoms(Atoms) → Atoms & Atoms & Molecules → Atoms & Molecules.
The ‘Anding’ Atoms & Atoms & Molecules simplifies to the less-lengthy ‘Anding’, Atoms & Molecules, by
the rule of the ‘Anding’ of likes that we noted in the section on the ‘Anding’ of category-symbols, above.
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Category-Signs ‘Interactions’ Rule 2: Category-Sign ‘Self-Interaction’; of a ‘Like’/Single/Self-Same Sign. The
latter categorial progress also brings to light a crucial special case of this categorial-combinations rule -- one
that might be easily overlooked. That special case is one where the category-symbols’ interaction is one of like
category-symbols. This represents, if you like, a “self-interaction” of a self-same category-symbol. This
corresponds to something that might at first seem impossible – an actual ‘self-combination’, ‘self-unite-ation’,
‘self-hybridization’, or ‘self-fusion’ of the actual units represented by the self-interacting category-symbol. In
general, this rule can be stated as follows –
Category1(Category1) → Category1 & Category1 & Category2 → Category1 & Category2.
This explicit -- categorial -- self-[inter]action process, ‘likenable’ to an unmediated “karmic” process, and its
associated implicit -- unit-ic -- interaction process, is depicted in Figure 2. In terms of our specific, atoms-tomolecules, self-conversion example, from the topic area of Nature, this rule can be exemplified specifically by –
Oxygen-atoms(Oxygen-atoms) → Oxygen-atoms & Oxygen-atoms & Oxygen-molecules →
Oxygen-atoms & Oxygen-molecules [Category ‘Oxygen-molecules’ ‘contains’ sub-categories: ‘O2-molecules’ and ‘O3−-molecules’ [ozone], etc.]
-- ‘O2-molecules’ signing the key molecule units that we humans must breath-in continually to stay alive.
Persistence of Categories, “Born” in Previous Stages, into All Later Stages. You have no doubt noticed the
persistence of the category-signs representing, explicitly, interacting categories, and, implicitly, also signing
those categories’ interacting units, in the results of their interaction. I.e., our interaction rules are not, e.g. -Oxygen-atoms(Hydrogen-atoms) → Water-molecules.-- or –
Oxygen-atoms(Oxygen-atoms) → Oxygen-molecules.

They are, instead –
Oxygen-atoms(Hydrogen-atoms) → Oxygen-atoms & Hydrogen-atoms & Water-molecules -- and –
Oxygen-atoms(Oxygen-atoms) → Oxygen-atoms & Oxygen-molecules.

The interacting category-symbols re-occur, re-appear, conserved/preserved in the ‘Anding’ that expresses the
results of their interaction. These rules adopt patterns of genealogies/lineages in biological reproduction, viz. –
Fathers(Mothers) → Fathers & Mothers & Children ← Mothers(Fathers)

-- although our second rule, for category-symbol self-interaction, captures, in this context, a much rarer
biological-reproductive pattern, namely, that of “parthenogenesis” –
Mothers(Mothers) → Mothers & Mothers & Children → Mothers & Children.

This latter rule is based upon a ‘generally universal’ observation, although one with some exceptions. Those
exceptions include cases of the apparently global extinction of certain past [sub-]kinds of beings, therefore
obsoleting their thus emptied categories. Such extinctions typically inhere in the deeper sub-categories of the
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major kinds-categories, rather than representing global extinctions.
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That is, parents, crucially, do not usually disappear right after the mother-parent gives birth, leaving in existence
only their [thus orphaned] offspring. Mothers do not usually die in childbirth. Self-widowed “Black Widow”
spiders do “off” their spider-babies’ father-spiders, soon after fertilization – a partial exception to our rule – but
the mother-spiders do persist after spider-spawning. It’s OK for our generalization if, in specific, exceptional,
rare cases, Mothers categories, Fathers categories, or even both, become ‘empty categories’, immediately
after the Mothers/Fathers reproductive interaction.
Back to considering the, non-rare, exceptions to these rare exceptions. Note, for example, that Live Plays have
not “gone extinct”, or vanished out of existence, because/once Movies emerged, competing with them. Live
Plays continued to happen then, and they have continued to happen right up into our very present, even after
Broadcast Television Programs and Streaming Video Programs also successively and consecutively come into
co-existence with, and into partial competition versus, Live Plays. Nor did Movies disappear after Television
Programs came into being, and came into competition with them. Indeed, Movies persist massively to this very
day! Nor have [broadcast] Television Programs disappeared now that [internet] Streaming Video Programs
have irrupted into existence. Nevertheless, these categorial persistences may lose some “umph” after their
partial surpassing by their successor categories. Likewise, atoms, atomic units, including such units of Oxygen
and, especially, of Hydrogen, all free of any molecules-level organization, still roam the intra-galactic, interstellar, so-called “molecular clouds” of our galaxy, and of other galaxies, co-habiting with, and oft bumping
into, molecules – and even, sometimes, thereby becoming [mutually self-]converted into new molecule units.
Three Opposing Categories of Categorial Oppositions. The units of some categories are annihilatory with
respect to the units of other, opposite categories – even sometimes mutually annihilatory. For example, “matter
particles” versus “anti-matter particles”. Some units are more one-sidedly annihilatory, rather than mutually so.
For example, predators normally annihilate/assimilate their prey, but not usually the other way around. Almost
exceptionlessly, truly lethal pathogens, e.g., Ebola virus, quickly annihilate their – in this case, human – hosts.
There is another, and a well-known, kind of opposition – an opposite kind of opposition, if you will! That kind
consists of what can be called complementary opposites – e.g., female &/versus male; plant &/versus animal.
This other kind of otherness, of complementary opposites, are, generally, mutually-sustaining, and are also
mutually-defining – and mutually needed, the one opposite by its other opposite. The one complementary
opposite kind of units can persist only if the/its other, its complementary opposite kind of units, also persist.
But there is yet a third kind of opposites, of opposition – opposite to both of the previously-noted kinds of
opposition. It is opposite to complementary opposition and/versus annihilatory opposition, and even
opposing/opposite to their very opposition itself. It is opposite to both, in part, because it contains aspects of
both, yet also differs qualitatively from each. This third, and still little-noticed kind of opposition, we call
‘supplementary opposition’. Movies represent a kind of ‘supplementary opposite’ to live plays, because they,
in effect, initially ‘contain’ [record on film] live plays, but also go beyond them, in a way which, by elevating
live plays into a new medium, at a new, higher level/scale of complexity, as well as of entertaining qualities,
and of distribution, simultaneously negate/transform live plays from what they were, but also preserve live
plays at the very core of filmmaking, as well as in the world outside of filmmaking. For the ‘supplementary’
kind of opposition, a difference in a single attribute, or “determination”, between a pair of categories is enough
to make each a ‘determinate negation’ of the other, that one-attribute ‘not-ness’ between them also making
them qualitatively different from one another. They are thus relative ‘diametrical’ opposites to one another
along the ‘diameter’, ‘dimension’, ‘pole[-arity]’, or ‘spectrum’ of that one attribute. For instance, units of
category green apples may self-migrate to units of category red apples. If one category’s units also ‘contain’
multiples of the other category’s units, then the one category is also a ‘supplementary’ opposite to the other.
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The apple units cited above exhibited a ‘determinate [self-]negation’ to their color-determination. Their
‘green’ color-determination became a ‘not-green’ color-determination in the specific form of color ‘red’, and
not an ‘abstract negation’, the kind of “negation” that changes the entity it “negates” into “pure nothingness”.
For example, molecule units are ‘supplementary opposites’ to atom units. Molecule units ‘contain’ atom units,
but also go/rise beyond them, in a way which, by atom units elevating themselves, in making themselves into
molecule units, i.e., into, and as, a new size-scale and organizational level of matter, those atom units have thus
simultaneously also self-negated/self-transformed from what they were as mere atom units. But they have also
conserved/preserved themselves, as atom units, at the very core of the content of molecule units, which are
nevertheless ‘qualitatively more’ than mere atom units. Negation/conservation/elevation are the three-in-one
aspects of aufheben dialectical process. We know no single English word that adequately translates aufheben.
In particular, in the tradition of dialectics, a category-symbol of the form q[X;X] calls for a ‘‘‘[determinate]
negation of a [determinate] negation’’’, i.e., for an aufheben-negation of an aufheben-negation, ‘X of X itself.
Universal Principle: ‘Chain-Containment’ of Predecessor Categories’ Units inside Successor Categories’ Units.
Atom units contain sub-atomic “particle” units, of different [sub-]kinds – e.g., electron units, proton units, and
neutron units. Molecule units contain atom units, which “still” contain sub-atomic “particle” units, but now
another level deeper-down.
Non-nucleated, living cell units contain molecule units – many, many, many molecule units – which still
contain atoms, a level of organization down, which still, in turn, contain sub-atomic “particle” units, yet another
level of organization deeper. Nucleated living cell units contain non-nucleated living cell units, e.g., as their
“organelle” [sub-]units – viz., as their mitochondria organelle units, or as their mitochondria organelle units
together with their chloroplast organelle units. Those “organelle” units still contain molecule units, which still
contain atom units, which still contain sub-atomic “particle” units. … . “Particle” units are as deep down as
current, consensus-science can go. Indeed, typically, each new level and scale of units nestedly contains all of
the earlier-arisen levels and scales of units as their [sub-]units. Each new, next level/scale of ‘higher units’
arose as, and also continues to exist in the present as, a concurrent [self-]elevation of, and also as a concurrent,
determinate [self-]negation/[self-]transformation of, and yet also as a concurrent [self-]conservation/[self]preservation of -- the units that self-organized earlier, and that continue, presently, to exist and to persist, both
inside and outside those new/next ‘higher units’. Again, we note the German word for this pattern: aufheben.
In Summary. By your use of this method, you will launch yourself into a dialectical dialogue with yourself.
Your ‘self-dialogue’ will be a ‘self-questioning-and-self-answering’ dialogue. In it, you construct the next new
category-symbol, by using this method on the category-symbol that you built in the last, past, immediatelyprevious step. You then ask yourself something like ‘what could this new category-symbol possibly mean, in
the context of the topic-area that I am analyzing/exploring’. Thus, you will also have launched yourself into a
series of “thought experiments”, testing what each category-symbol you build could possibly mean. Usually,
either by immediate inspection/recognition, or by working through the equivalences of your new category-sign,
you will discover a meaning, and thus answer to yourself, the question that you had put to yourself, so doing by
stating and/or by writing-down that meaning/category-definition. Then you will be off into the next step, the
next category-symbol, the next self-dialogue, and the next “thought-experiment”, ‘til you reach the grand finale
for your topic-area. If you are constructing a contents-outline for, e.g., a speech, an essay, a book, a slide show,
a video, etc., about the present kinds-of-things content of your given topic-area, and/or reconstructing the
history and order-of-genesis of the kinds-content of your topic area, then this dialogue may be, initially, a
strictly internal one. If you are presenting your topic-area to an audience, either “live” or by means of a
recording, then you will be recapitulating a “tidied-up”, “polished” version of your earlier, exploratory,
‘discoverential’, and preparatory self-dialogue; ‘re-performing’ your previously ‘performed’ inquiry, now for
the benefit of others.
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3. Finding Your Starting Category.
Finding your starting category for a historical dialectical reconstruction of the past history -- and/or for your
symbolical ‘pre-construction’/prediction of the ‘future history’ – of a topic-area of concern to you, is easy. All
that you need to do is to determine which kind of things was the earliest-to-emerge kind, in the history of all of
the kinds that now, all-together constitute your topic-area, designating that historically earliest kind of things as
forming your starting category/‘categorial premise’. Thus, if your topic area is that of “enacted story-telling”,
then, if Live Plays are the 1st kind of units of enacted story performances that you can discern in the historical
record of such performances, then choose “Live Plays” as the starting category for your historical-dialectical
recounting of the kinds-history of this “enacted story-telling” topic area.
However, for systematic dialectics – e.g., for dialectically presenting only the present-day condition of your
topic-area of concern, without also presenting a history of its genesis -- finding you correct starting category
may be just a bit more demanding. This is because the dialectical, learner-advantaging way of presenting the
present of a topic area is for you to start your presentation with the simplest category of the topic area at issue,
and then to present, step-by-step, in each next step, the next-more complex category, until the most complex
extant category of your topic-area, for that present, is presented. So, you’ll want to locate and judge what is, for
you, the least complex category of your topic-area for that present, finding it as your starting category.
One way for you to discover this simplest category of your topic area is the following. List the names of all of
the kinds of things that, to your knowledge, inhere in the present reality, or in a ‘past present’ reality, of your
topic area. Abbreviate each such kind’s name by taking the first letter of that kind’s name, or, if this leads to
“collisions”, with more than one kind-name beginning with the same letter of the alphabet, then pick other
letters, also within the names of these ‘abbreviatively colliding’ categories, until every kind-name listed in your
topic-area kinds-names-list has a distinct letter as its abbreviation. Then write-down a shorthand “hybrid”
category-symbol for a category that combines all of those kind-names’ abbreviations, into a single symbol for a
single, all-synthesizing category. To keep things simple, let’s say that the category name abbreviations are A,
B, C, D, E, F, and G. Then write, say q[G; E; C; B; D; F; A] as your shorthand category for the ultimate
“hybrid” units, made up out of all of the kinds of units that you recognize as presently extant in your topic area.
It doesn’t matter whether or not you can recognize this ‘ultimate hybrid kind of units’ as presently existing in
the actuality of your topic area. Moreover, initially, it doesn’t matter in what order you list the kinds-of-units
names-abbreviations. See if you can discern, by thinking about this ultimate-combinations kind-symbol, which
of the abbreviations represents a category some of whose signed, category-symbol-represented/implicit units are
‘contained in’ the units implied by all of the other kind-of-units names-abbreviations, or which is simpler than
all of the other kinds-of-units of your topic-area in some other sense. Then pick the category that implies those
simplest units as your starting-category, using its category-symbol as the point of departure for your systematicdialectical, step-by-step, category-by-category presentation of the status of the target present of your topic-area.
For example, if your topic area is that of contemporary television programming, and your goal is to ‘orderedly’,
systematically present the kinds of such programming that presently exist, then you might proceed as follows to
determine your starting category. Suppose that you discern the following kinds of television programming units
in your present experience, listed randomly: Series, Episodes, Seasons and ‘Series of Series’. An individual unit
example spanning these kinds might be the Star Trek ‘Series of Series’ – including Star Trek, and Star Trek,
The Next Generation, and Star Trek, Deep Space Nine, and Star Trek, Voyager, and Star Trek, Enterprise.
This ‘Series Of Series’ is made up out of a multitude of individual SeRies, e.g., the Series whose titles were
just listed above. Each of those Series is made up out of multiple Seasons. Each of those Seasons is made up
out of multiple Episodes.
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So let’s throw the indicated abbreviations for the names of each of these kinds-of-units categories into a single
category symbol, q[O; R; S; E]. This “hybrid” category symbol may or may not correspond to any actualized
“hybrid” units already presently existing within – or even possible within – the actuality of your topic area of
contemporary television programming. However, this category-symbol may nonetheless prove useful to you if
it brings together, into a focus, for you, the interrelations of the kinds of units implied by the category-names
abbreviated by O, R, S, and E, and allows you to discern which of the kinds of units that they imply is the
simplest kind for your topic-area. Note that category-symbol q[E] or Episodes denotes a units-kind which is
‘contained in’ all of the other units-kinds noted – Episodes are ingredient in Seasons which are, in turn,
ingredient in SeRies, which are, in turn, ingredient in ‘Series Of Series’. You might therefore conclude that
Episodes is your right starting category for your systematic, dialectically-ordered, categorial-progression
presentation of the present content of your topic area of contemporary television programming.
Prerequisite: A deep and thorough study of your target topic-area is a prerequisite, not only for your ability to
choose the right starting-category for that topic-area, but, and even more-so, for gaining the ability to fruitfully
solve-for the other category-symbols that follow from your starting category-symbol by this method.
Remember: Your choice of starting category is crucial. That choice will determine the rest of your categorial
progression, and its aptness to your topic area. Your starting category is the ‘dialectical premise’ from which
flows the rest of your argument as to the kinds-content of your topic area – from which flows the rest of your
categories that, you contend, constitute and completely cover your topic area. Your starting category is one
which ‘implicits’ -- ‘‘‘implies’’’ -- the totality of your case as to the nature and constitution of your topic area,
in terms of its categorial constituents, its kinds-of-things content.
For our television example, if you were to choose, instead of Episodes, the category of Draft Pilot Episode
Scripts as your starting category for your contemporary television programming topic area, or even Initial
Ideas for Television Series in Writers’ Minds as your starting category, then the outcome, per this method,
in each case would be a substantially different categorial progression from that which the starting category of
Episodes yields, to this method.
Consequences of certain kinds of wrong choice of starting category are depicted below, in Figure 3.
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4. Building/Solving Your Starting Category-Sign’s Successor Category-Signs.
So, let’s say that you have selected your starting category-symbol, and its categorial meaning. Your next move
in this method is to ‘[pre]script-ively’ construct each next successor category, one-by-one, in the thus growing
series progression of category-symbols whose combined import presents the present kinds-content of, and/or
explains, and/or reconstructs the past history of, and/or predicts a future history for, your topic area. Selecting
your starting category for your topic area accomplishes “step 1” of this method. This method’s “script” for
post-starting-category successor category symbol-making is the following -- you build each successor categorysymbol by [re-]appending or ‘[re-]suffixing’ your starting-category’s color-coded symbol to the symbol for
your most advanced predecessor category so far, to build the very next most-advanced category-symbol.
Suppose that your starting category-symbol is Acategory, i.e., q[Acategory], or q[A] for short. Then your next
category-symbol, the successor to category-symbol q[A], will be q[AA], which further simplifies our shorthand
for q[Acategory; Acategory], and for q[A; A]. Your categorial progression will thus now become the two-fold
category-symbols series: ‘q[A] & q[AA]’, with the categorial meaning signed by q[A] known, but with the
categorial meaning of category-symbol q[AA] still unknown.
Now, in our standard generic definition(s) of the -- as yet meaning-unknown -- category-symbol q[AA], this
symbol represents either (a.) a category whose units are each made up out of a multiplicity of [former] units of
category q[A], or (b.) a category that inheres in your topic-area, as does q[A], but that is an “other” to, often the
extreme, polar, diametric, qualitative opposite to, the category signed q[A], or (c.) one that fulfills both of these
definitions at the same time.
Category-sign q[AA] can be intuited as standing for the fruition of a critique, of category q[A], by category
q[A] – a self-critique of category q[A] – in terms of q[A] being a claim to represent the total remaining kindscontent of your topic area. If category q[A] does not, in fact, cover all of the kinds-content of your topic area,
all by itself, then the fruition of this q[A] self-critique is yet another category, one that also covers at least some
of the kinds-content of your topic area – some of the rest of the categorial units-content of your topic area, that
is outside of the kind signed by q[A].
Category-symbol q[AA] may also be interpretable as signing the category for a [new] kind of higher units
relative to the q[A] units. Each category q[AA] unit, in that case, is made up out of a heterogeneous
multiplicity of units [formerly] inhering in category q[A], that have since/now become sub-units of the units of
category q[AA].
Each new category symbol built in this way is a new mystery for you to solve. But you are aided in solving
each fresh mystery by the solutions you have already achieved in your steps preceding. When you finally can’t
find a solution for the last category-sign that you have built by this method, then the categorial series for the
topic area at hand may be over for you. It ends, for you, with a category-symbol ‘mystery’ that you can’t solve,
especially if that category-symbol would be the next ‘antithesis category’/‘self-hybrid’ category, if only you
could solve it. But if that “unsolvable” category-symbol is a ‘merely-hybrid’ one, and more ‘merely-hybrid’
category-symbols are still to come, then press-on a bit further. That ‘opaque’ symbol may be just an isolated
‘empty category’, whose successor ‘merely-hybrid’ symbol(s) may be non-empty and solvable by you.
Suppose that, considering this generic definition of q[AA], you recognize a specific category, inhering in your
topic area -- call it q[B] -- that “fills the bill” of that generic description. You now have in hand a categorial
meaning for initially meaning-unknown category-symbol q[AA]. Then, substituting q[B] for q[AA] in your
‘2-fold’ category-symbols progression, you arrive at ‘q[A] & q[B]’ as stating the step 2 state of your categorial
progression for your topic area.
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Thus, if your topic area is nature, from the side of reconstructing the ‘kinds-of-things’ history of nature, then, if
you stipulated q[A] to represent Atoms, then you might recognize q[AA] as signing the category of Molecules,
as each typical Molecule unit is made up out of a multiplicity of two or more Atom units. If so, you would
replace q[AA] in your categorial series by, say, q[M], so that your progression would now be ‘q[A] & q[M]’.
The step 2, formerly meaning-unknown Nature-category-sign q[AA] has now become the meaningful/known/meaning-solved Nature-category-sign q[M] or Molecules. Your Nature topic-area kinds-content claim has
thereby expanded from just Atoms to Atoms & Molecules, or, for short, from just q[A] to q[A] & q[M].
Your next step, step 3 in this method, is to progress beyond the step 2 category-symbol series, ‘q[A] & q[B]’,
to the more advanced categorial progression – ‘q[A] & q[B] & q[BA]’ -- again by appending the abbreviation
‘A’ to the most advanced category-symbol of your predecessor categorial progression, namely, to q[B], and
then ‘Anding’-in the result, q[BA], to arrive at your successor categorial progression, albeit as a still partly
unsolved statement of state/content: ‘q[A] & q[B] & q[BA]’.
Now, in our standard, generic definition of the -- as yet meaning-unknown -- category-symbol q[BA], this sign
signs a “synthesis” of category q[B] and category q[A] – meaning either (a.) a category whose units are, each
one, a “hybrid”, composite, or combination of multiple units [formerly] of category q[B] with multiple units
[formerly] of category q[A], or (b.) a category-of-units that inhere in your topic-area, as do categories q[A] and
q[B], but that is an “other” to both, but that also shares/combines qualities of category q[B] and category q[A],
or (c.) a category that fulfills both of these definitions/characterizations at the same time.
One colleague has characterized the ‘q[A] & q[B]’ step, of q[A] versus q[B], as one of the ‘mutual exclusion’
of q[A] and q[B], the exclusion of q[A] by q[B] and of q[B] by q[A] – ‘mutex’ for short. Next, in the step
with ‘q[A] & q[B] & q[BA]’, symbol q[BA] signifies a ‘mutual inclusion’ of q[B] & q[A] – ‘mutin’ for short.
Suppose that, considering this generic definition of q[BA], you recognize a specific category, call it q[C], that
“fills the bill” of that generic definition. You now have in hand a categorial meaning for the initially meaningunknown category-sign q[BA]. Then, substituting q[C] for q[BA] in your now 3-fold category-symbols series,
you arrive at ‘q[A] & q[B] & q[C]’ as stating the step 3 state of your categorial series analysis/delineation of
the categorial constitution of your topic area – of the categories that, taken together, constitute that topic area.
Note: In this text, our solutions as to the meaning(s) of the category-symbols we build by our method will not
be exhaustive – will not be encyclopedic. Usually there are many, often subtly-differing sub-categories for
every such solving-category. But we will cite as solution only the best-known, most-likely-familiar-to-you
sub-category, as if it were the entirety of the solving-category. The rest belong in our encyclopedia [see the
back matter section herein, entitled “Other Books by Foundation Encyclopedia Dialectica”].
Thus, if your topic area were to be that of Aristotle’s philosophy of ethical action, known as his “Doctrine of the
Mean”, then generic q[A] might be specified as q[E], for the units of Extreme human behaviors, and generic
q[B] might therefore be specified as q[O], signing that q[E] category’s Opposite Extremes category. Thus
q[BA] could be specified as q[OE], which could then be solved as q[M], as a specification, for this topic area,
of generic q[C]. The category-sign q[M] would stand for that category of actions each of whose units is a
behavioral Mean between behavioral Extremes, signed q[E], and their Opposite extremes, signed q[O]. Thus,
category q[OE] would partake in both extremes, as the average/Median/Mediation of their joint range/polarity,
as the [biased] ‘qualitative halving’ of the range/spectrum between polar[ized] extremes q[E] versus q[O].
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For example, if a unit of the category q[E]’s behavioral Extremes were identified as “recklessness”, then the
corresponding unit of the category q[O]’s behavioral Opposite Extremes might be “cowardice”, and then the
corresponding unit of the category q[M]’s qualitative Behavioral Means might be “courage”.
Your topic area’s specific series, initially unsolved as ‘q[E] & q[O] & q[OE]’, would now be “solved” as
‘q[E] & q[O] & q[M]’ -- Extremes & Opposite Extremes & Behavioral Means. That three-fold, triadic
categorial dialectic might be your complete, ended categorial progression for the topic area of Aristotle’s
“Doctrine of the Mean”.
The next generic step, step 4 of this method, is to progress beyond the generic step 3 category-sign series, of
‘q[A] & q[B] & q[C]’, to an extended generic series ‘q[A] & q[B] & q[C] & q[CA]’, again by appending the
category-abbreviation ‘A’ into the most advanced category-symbol, q[C], of your predecessor categorial series,
to arrive at q[CA], as the next category-symbol, first seen in your immediate successor, consecutive next-step
categorial series to its predecessor categorial series, ‘q[A] & q[B] & q[C]’.
Now, here it may help to recall that q[C] was solved from q[BA], so that q[CA] can also be signed as q[BAA].
Recall too that q[B] was solved, above, from q[AA]. Thus, we had already committed ourselves to ‘AA’ being
recoded as ‘B’. Therefore, q[BAA] can also be signed as q[BB]. So, generically, q[BB] or q[CA] could be
defined, in analogy with how we generically defined category q[AA], above, as signing a category each of
whose units is made up out of a multiplicity of [former] units of the category signed by q[B], and/or as signing
a category that inheres in your topic-area, but as a categorial ‘other’, often as an extreme, polar, qualitative
opposite category, to category q[B].
Alternatively, category-sign q[CA] could be viewed, generically, more at its “face-value”, as signing the
combination of categories q[C] and q[A], e.g., via “hybrid” units, combining [former] units of category q[C]
with [former] units of category q[A], or as the conversion, assimilation, subsumption, or elevation of units of
category q[A] into units of category q[C]. However, that alternative interpretation of generic category-symbol
q[CA] is outside the scope of this booklet.
Now, suppose that you are analyzing the topic area of contemporary television programming, sorting the
manifold of all of its elements/units into its constituent categories of the elements/units of such programming.
And, suppose that you have selected the category named Episodes as your starting category. Then your step 1
categorial “progression” is just that, ‘Episodes’, or ‘q[E]’. Your step 2 categorial progression then initially
becomes the duality ‘q[E] & q[EE]’, with its second category sign, q[EE], still generic -- not as yet identified
with any specific category inhering in your topic area. Generically, q[EE] is defined, per this method, as, e.g., a
category of units each of which is made up out of a multiplicity of the units of category q[E]. Suppose that you
notice that the next more complex specific category of your contemporary television programming topic area is
Seasons, and that, indeed, a Season is typically made up out of a multiplicity of Episodes. You can then solve
your step 2 categories-sequence as ‘Episodes & Seasons’, or, for short, as ‘q[E] & q[S]’.
Next, for your step 3, next-more-complete analysis of the kinds-content of this topic area, your categorial series
initially becomes, in our shorthand expression, ‘q[E] & q[S] & q[SE]’, or, in a more “spelled-out” expression,
‘Episodes & Seasons & q[Seasons-&-Episodes]’. What category of this topic area is there whose units are
both Seasons and Episodes? Consider the [hopefully] rare and exceptional category of ‘One-Episode Seasons’,
e.g., of network-planned television program Seasons that were Cancelled after only one Episode, e.g., after
their “Pilot Episode” was aired, maybe due to poor ratings, and/or due to other causes.
You might then solve for your step 3 sequence as ‘q[E] & q[S] & q[C]’, with your 3rd category-sign
signifying the undesirable category of ‘Cancelled, e.g., Pilot-Episode-only Seasons’.
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Your challenge in step 4 is to solve for the topic-area-specific meaning of the generic category-sign q[CE] in
your initial, unsolved step 4 categorial line-up ‘q[E] & q[S] & q[C] & q[CE]’. First, notice that the ‘C’ in
q[CE] was derived from ‘SE’, so that q[CE] is equivalent to q[SEE]’. Second, notice that we earlier derived
‘S’ from ‘EE’ – that we have already solved ‘EE’ as ‘S’. Therefore, q[CE], as q[EEEE], is also equivalent to
q[SS]. So, we are now looking for a category, inhering in the contemporary television programming topic area,
each of whose units can be generically described as ‘made up out of a multiplicity of Seasons’. Consider a
typical television SeRies. Such a SeRies is typically made up out of a multiplicity of two or more Seasons.
Thus, you might solve for q[CE] as q[R], thus solving your step 4 categorial progression as –
‘q[E] & q[S] & q[C] & q[R]’, or –
‘Episodes & Seasons & Cancelled, e.g., Pilot-Episode-only Seasons & seRies’.
In section 5 of this booklet, below, we carry this categorial progression further, to its step 15.
There, we stop at step 15, because we hold that the 15th category of this categories-progression is the last
category identifiable with any kind of units that are presently extant in this topic area.

An Alternative, Self-Interaction/Self-Change Procedure Reproduces These Same Results. For our ‘television
programming’ example, if step 1 just asserts category-symbol q[E], then step 2 is built by a ‘self-[inter]action’
expression -- (q[E] )(q[E]) → q[E] & q[E] & q[EE] → q[E] & q[S] -- by applying both rules, our categorysymbols’ self-[inter-]action rule and self-‘Anding’ rule, applying them together. Then, we can construct step 3
as the compound ‘self-change’, ‘self-[inter-]action’ expression –
(q[E] & q[S])(q[E] & q[S]) →
(q[E] & q[E] & q[EE]) & (q[E] & q[S] & q[ES]) & (q[S] & q[E] & q[SE]) & (q[S] & q[S] & q[SS]) →
q[E] & q[S] & q[C] & q[R]
-- and so on. But this alternative procedure, though perhaps more meaningful and/or more “elegant” in some
ways, is more difficult to learn than our ‘re-append the starting sign’ procedure. Therefore, we will mostly use
our ‘re-append the starting category-symbol’ procedure instead, throughout the remainder of this booklet.
What is Behind our ‘Re-Append the Starting-Sign’ Procedure: Why Does It Work? What is behind the success
of our ‘re-appending the starting category-descriptor’ procedure of categorial advance for each given topic
area? What does this procedure “secretly” accomplish? The answer to that question is this -- this procedure
always gets you to a symbol for the very next-most-complex, consecutively-next category of your topic area.
The ‘mystery of meaning’ for that next symbol, of that initially unknown-in-meaning symbol, is then ready for
your discovery/solution. The most generic meaning of our category-symbol shorthand in categorial progression
is that of consecutive order-places. We can symbolize this most-generic meaning as follows –
q[1] & q[2] & q[3] & q[4] & q[5] & q[6] & q[7] & q[8] & q[9] & q[10] & q[11] & q[12] &… .
Thus, q[1] stands for the quality shared by each category, as a unit in its own right, in the totality of all of the
categories, as units, that come first in their native, topic-area categorial-progressions, i.e., the units that are the
starting categories for those categorial progressions.
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Likewise, generic category-symbol q[2] stands for the quality shared by all units of the totality of categories as
units that come second in their native, topic-area categorial-progressions. Thus also, q[3] generically signs the
quality shared by all units of the totality of third order-place categories, etc. So, the starting category for a
given, specific topic-area’s categorial compositional analysis, encoded generically as ‘q[A]’, is associated,
generically, with the order-place “First”, or ‘1st’, i.e., with generic category ‘q[1]’. Thus, when you re-append
‘A’ to category-symbol ‘q[A]’, yielding category-symbol ‘q[AA]’, you have ‘A’ twice, which maps to having
‘1’ twice, that is, corresponding to ‘q[1;1]’, as ‘q[1 & 1 ]’, i.e., as ‘q[2]’. So category-sign ‘q[AA]’ stands
for the very next category, the ‘2nd’ category, for your specific topic area, corresponding to the generic ‘q[2]’.
If you solve ‘q[AA]’ generically as ‘q[B]’, then, re-appending ‘A’ to ‘q[B]’, yields ‘q[BA]’, which corresponds
to having ‘1’ thrice, as ‘q[AAA]’, which thus maps generically to ‘q[1;1;1]’ as ‘q[1 & 1 & 1]’, i.e., as
‘q[3]’, or to ‘q[2;1]’ as ‘q[2 & 1]’, again to ‘q[3]’, so that ‘q[BA]’ stands for the “Third” or ‘3rd’ generic
category for your specific topic area. If you solve ‘q[BA]’ generically as meaning ‘q[C]’, then, re-appending
‘A’ to ‘q[C]’ yields ‘q[CA]’, which signifies the “Fourth” or ‘4th’ category-constituent for the specific ‘kindsof-things’ categorial constitution of your specific topic-area, which you may solve, generically, as ‘q[D]’, etc.
What this method of ‘continually re-appending the starting-category’s descriptor’ accomplishes, without the
method-user needing to be aware of it, or having to learn and apply the more complicated recipe that would
render this accomplishment explicit, is as follows.
This method starts by seeing to it that every new, solved ‘self-hybrid’ category, i.e., that every new ‘antithesiscategory’, firstly, acts upon/applies to/interacts with/converts/assimilates/combines-with/critiques the units of
every previously-outed/-solved category, building a slew of new, ‘merely-hybrid’, ‘partial synthesis’ categorysymbols. Secondly, it acts upon the, previously-‘reigning’, ‘full synthesis’ category, so building the next,
newly-‘reigning’ ‘full synthesis’ category.
This method finishes, for each given new ‘antithesis-category’, by applying that category’s symbol to itself,
thereby yielding the next, newly-‘reigning’ ‘antithesis-category’.
For example, if you’ve arrived at step 4, with category-solutions for all of its 4 category-symbols, generically –
‘q[A] & q[B] & q[C] & q[D]’
-- then, in step 5, in effect, q[D] acts on q[A], yielding q[DA], in ‘q[A] & q[B] & q[C] & q[D] & q[DA]’. In
step 6, again, in effect, q[D] acts on q[B], yielding q[DB], in ‘q[A] & q[B] & q[C] & q[D] & q[DA] & q[DB]’.
In step 7, in effect, q[D] acts on q[C], anding q[DC]: ‘q[A] & q[B] & q[C] & q[D] & q[DA] & q[DB] & q[DC]’.
Note that q[DC] is equivalent to q[DBA], thus constituting the new ‘reigning’ ‘full synthesis’ category-symbol,
superseding q[C], i.e., q[BA], the category previously-‘reigning’ in that ‘full synthesis’ role.
Finally, in step 8, the generic symbol for category 4, q[D], acts on itself, thus net-yielding q[DD], generically
solved as q[H], the now, next, ‘newly-reigning antithesis-category’, in –
‘q[A] & q[B] & q[C] & q[D] & q[DA] & q[DB] & q[DC] & q[DD]’
-- e.g., until the next round of steps ensues, culminating in step 16’s new ‘antithesis-category’, q[HH] for
short…and so on.
Figure 4. provides a visualization of these workings.
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5. Seven Examples of How You Can Use Dialectical Categorics.
The first four examples of this section implement our strategy of inculcating something that is unfamiliar –
namely, the ‘dialectical categorics’ dialectical method – by means of something that is familiar, that is, by
means of presenting, via dialectical categorial kinds-of-things progressions, the topic areas of Nuclear Families,
of Making Change Using the U. S. Coinage, of Television Programming, and of the English Script.
The topic area of Nuclear Families, ‘populated’ by categories including those ‘units’ named Mothers, Fathers,
and Children, will be known by all readers who grew up in such, have heard about such, and/or who have
formed such families of their own.
Our topic area of Change-Making, using U. S. coins, will be known by all who have spent some time “on the
ground”, buying and/or selling, by hand, e.g., consumer commodities, with US$-denominated prices, and
handling coin units belonging to the categories named Pennies, Nickels, Dimes, Quarters, Fifty-Cent Pieces,
and, perhaps, also coin units belonging to the category named Silver Dollars.
Our topic area of Television Programming will be clear to almost anyone who has had experiences with the
world-wide phenomenon of television show categories such as Programs, Episodes, Seasons, Series, as well
as with what we call ‘Super-Series’, though perhaps not in as systematic and exacting a manner as the manner
in which this topic area is presented here.
Each of these first three topic-area examples is a case of both the [likely] familiar, and of ‘systematic dialectic’.
The final four examples take a different tack. They enter into present realities, and into histories, that may be,
in part, unfamiliar to you. They may thus show you the power of this method to “sort out” topic areas that are
new to you.
Our topic area of English Writing/Printing, our topic area number four, will be at least mostly “known” by
almost anyone who is fluent in spoken English. However, the degree of comprehensiveness of our presentation,
and the systematic ordering of the categories of this topic area, such as those named Phonetic Characters,
Syllables, Words, Phrases, Sentences, Paragraphs, Texts, Super-Texts, and Libraries, may be less familiar.
This example will also highlight the usefulness of this method for developing systematic, comprehensive
writing-outlines and tables of contents, e.g., for slide presentations, essays, dissertations, and books.
This fourth example, of the English Script System topic area, like the three examples preceding it, is one of the
dialectical delineation and sorting-out/classifying of the kinds-categories covering the units-content of this topic
area’s present-day reality. These first four are thus examples of ‘‘‘systematic dialectics’’’.
The fifth, sixth and seventh examples address topic areas described in terms of the historical genesis and
development of their units-kinds-content, of the chronological parade of units, sorted into kinds-categories, that
they have exhibited, in the exact sequence of the temporal order-of-advent of the units constituting those unitskinds-categories. Hence, each of these three final examples is a case of ‘historical dialectics’. The same
method works for both species of dialectics, although the interpretations for the constituent categories differ.
The Societies topic-area example reconstructs the history of the major shapes of human societies from the root
of the ancient, hunter/gatherer/forager/scavenger bands category all the way up to the nation-states category,
with a prediction, or categorial-symbolic ‘pre-construction’, as to what may come next.
The Beliefs topic-area example reconstructs the historical ‘genealogy’ of the major categories of human
ideologies/knowledges, starting from the category of the [initially primitive] Arts, all the way up to that of
the Sciences, with a hint that there may be an even higher category, beyond the category of Sciences itself.
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Finally, the seventh topic-area, that of the history of Nature, including the history of ‘human Nature’ – the past
history of the human part of Nature – is not so shy about invoking technical ‘terms-of-art’, and may, in part,
be new for many of our readers, as it addresses the higher-level kinds-categories, and the units-kinds that they
represent, for every major kind of thing presently, scientifically known to exist in our cosmos entire in terms of
its microcosm, and even for some of the units-kinds that exist in its ‘mesocosm’ and macrocosm.
After reading through the seven worked examples of this section, and engaging the exercises recommended for
them herein, you should emerge with a good handle on how to wield this method in other topic-areas of your
own interest.
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5.A. Families. The units that form the nucleus of all human kinship/child-rearing families, and that become an

expanse of relatively isolated family units, when, in the modern world, extended families tend to dissolve – the
unit that becomes the “nuclear family” unit under such conditions -- represents perhaps the simplest of all the
dialectics of the human scale, although not often recognized as such; as dialectical. Of course, not all of our
contemporary families are nuclear families. We will also address herein the wider realm of contemporary,
housed, co-living units-kinds, below, under the topic-area that we name Households.
For the, more restricted, Nuclear Families [sub-]topic-area, suppose that you chose to start with/from the
category named Mothers, q[M] for short, as your starting category. If so, then the next category-symbol,
q[MM], can be taken as calling for a self-critique of the category named Mothers in terms of any implicit claim
that it covers the totality of the categorial kinds-content of the Nuclear Families topic area, and as calling for the
next more-complex or, in this case, the next equally-complex category for this topic-area, as a counter-example
to any such claim. That ‘other’ category, in this case, is the extreme opposite category of this topic-area, and is
a counter-example to category q[M] asserted alone, refuting any claim that q[M] is the sole or final category of
this Nuclear Families topic-area, that, all by itself, covers every kind of unit in this topic-area.
So, step 1 contains just your chosen starting category, Mothers, or q[M] for short.
Step 2 contains the two categories q[M], and q[MM], the latter solved as Fathers, q[F] for short, and begins
the soon-to-be triadic categorial progression for this topic area, by the ‘2-fold’, step 2, minimal categorial
progression: q[M] & q[F].
Step 3, ‘Ands-in’ a third category-symbol to this expanding categorial progression, whose unsolved categorysymbol is q[FM]. Category q[FM] calls for a “synthesis” of category q[F] and/with starting-category q[M], a
“complex unity”, e.g., a category whose units combine the units of q[F] with the units of q[M], both now as
sub-units. We solve this category as the category of Children, q[C]. Step 3’s, ‘3-fold’ category-progression
for this topic area is: q[M] & q[F] & q[C]. In this case, e.g., the genotype of each child of the union of a unit of
the Fathers category with a unit of the Mothers category, is a complex unification, a fusion, of the genotype of
that Fathers unit and the genotype of that Mothers unit. From childhood, we are all hybrids of our parents, and
not only genes-wise, but psychologically/culturally also, if we experienced any contact at all with our parents.
If, instead, you chose to start from the category named Fathers, q[F] for short, as your starting-category, then
the very next category-symbol, q[FF], can be taken as calling for a self-critique of this category named Fathers
as exhausting the totality of the categorial kinds-content of the nuclear families topic-area. Again, this calls for
a category, in this case, an equally-complex category, that is q[F]’s extreme opposite category of this topic area,
posing a counter-example to q[F], denying any claim that q[F] can be the sole category of this topic-area.
So, step 1 then contains just your chosen starting category, the category named Fathers, or q[F] for short. Step
2 then contains the two category-symbols, q[F], and q[FF], solved as Mothers, q[M], and begins the actual
categorial progression, now a minimal, ‘2-fold’ categorial progression, for this topic area: q[F] & q[M]. Step
3, ‘Ands-in’ a 3rd category to this expanding categorial series, whose unsolved category-symbol is q[MF].
Category q[MF] calls for a “synthesis” of category q[M] and/with category q[F], a complex unity category,
that is, a category whose units combine units of q[M] and/with the units of q[F], now become sub-units of the
higher units of this new, higher hybrid category, q[MF] for short. Again, we solve-for this category-symbol as
symbolizing the category of Children, q[C] for short. Step 3’s progression for this topic area is now ‘3-fold’,
triadic: q[F] & q[M] & q[C]. Thus, we see that such is the symmetry of this topic-area that either the category
named Mothers, or its opposite, the category named Fathers, can be selected as the starting-category, with
much the same result.
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So, our full, dialectical categorial progression for the kinds-content of this core Families topic-area is -q[M] & q[F] & q[C], or q[F] & q[M] & q[C]
-- or, spelled-out, is –
Mothers & Fathers & Children, or else Fathers & Mothers & Children.
Now consider the quality of the ‘synthesis-category’ solution for this dialectic of Nuclear Families. This
opposition leans more toward a ‘complementary’ one, as opposed to a fully ‘supplementary’ one. Each unit of
the ‘synthesis-category’ is a literal unification/fusion of one unit each from the two opposing categories, in a
way typically not only genotypic, but sociologic, cultural, characterological as well, the persona of each parent
impacting and ‘imprinting upon’ the persona of each child that they have raised. The ‘synthesis-category’ here
is also crucial to the continuation of the human process, to the reproduction-rate of the human species itself.
This categorial progression might be further extended, e.g., solving, for our first version, with q[M] chosen as
starting category, with q[CM] solved as the sub-category of female Children, forming a new-units sub-category
named next-generation [potential] Mothers, with such Mothers, in their own right, as its units, and with sign
q[CMM], i.e., q[CF] solved as the category of male Children who populate a new sub-category of [potential]
next-generation Fathers, with such Fathers, in their own right, as its units, and with sign q[CFCM] solved as
standing for a sub-category having next-generation Children as its kind of units. But also, q[CM] might be
interpreted as inhering in each later/additional units-content increment to q[M], of units of ‘new Mothers’, with
q[CF] as inhering in each later/additional units-content increment to q[F], of units of ‘new Fathers’, and with
q[CFCM] as inhering in each later/additional units-content increment to q[C], of ‘new Children’.
This dialectic also exemplifies, albeit only partially, the ‘chain-containment’ principle that we mentioned at the
outset, but in a rudimentary and atypical form. Units of the Fathers category, if taken as the starting category,
do not become sub-units of the Mothers category’s units. Likewise, units of the Mothers category, if taken as
the starting category, do not become sub-units of the Fathers category’s units. But “haploid” [half-copy
genotype-]genes of each Father unit become sub-units of the genotype of that Father unit’s Child unit, and,
equally, “haploid” genes of that Child unit’s Mother unit become sub-units of that Child unit, as does even the
cytoplasm of the Mother’s egg, and, perhaps, some cytoplasm too from the Father’s fertilizing spermatozoan.
The Dialectic of Households. Recent-modern households do include categories of ‘co-inhabiting arrangements’
that do not fit the definition of the Nuclear Families topic-area. Non-nuclear-family households now abound,
perhaps with greater diversity of sub-kinds, and with greater frequency for such sub-kinds, than ever before in
human history. In particular, the category of isolated, single-person households, which we will call ‘Singleton
Households’, has grown rapidly in recent times, as a percentage of all household types, in the context of that
historical extremity of individualization, individualism, and of social alienation that modern society has created.
Suppose that we take this category, of Singleton Households, as our starting category for our brief dialectical
presentation, herein, of present-day phenomena of this ‘Households’ topic-area.
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If so, then our first step kinds-content will be of this Singleton Households kind of Households, q[S] for short.
This topic area is thus an example of cases in which the starting-category for a present-day, systematic dialectic,
presenting contemporary kinds-content for a given topic-area, can differ markedly from the starting-category for
an historical dialectic, reconstructing the past-to-present-to-predicted-future kinds-content, for one & the same
topic-area. Singleton household units decidedly did not constitute the historically earliest, and simplest kind of
household units that appeared first in human history, nor is any ‘Crusoesque strandedness’ a cause of this q[S].
Our second step, by our method, will have the, still partially-unsolved, kinds-of-things content q[S] & q[SS], as
an assertion of the fruit of q[S]’s self-critique of any implicit claim that it, q[S], covers the total kinds-content of
the Households topic-area. We solve this as q[S] & q[N], with q[N] short for the Non-Singleton Households
category. This category, of Non-Singleton Households, embraces a wide variety of sub-categories, including
that of childless couples’ households, of mixed gender, or of same gender, and that of 2 person, 1-parent, and
1-child households, as well as that of households of more than 2 persons, e.g., of multiple kinship-related or
of multiple non-kinship-related persons. The dialectic of the Nuclear Family topic-area, presented above, is a
dialectic within a sub-category of 3+ person, kinship-related Households, taken as a topic-area in its own right.
Our third step category, symbolized by q[NS], also covers a large variety of sub-kind categories, ranging from
that of those new-fangled “co-housing” communities which combine both single-person households and/with
associated multi-person households, to that of those traditional extended families that combine both single
children with married children in their parent(s)-headed and/or their grandparent(s)-headed households. Our
full summary of this systematic dialectic is thus, in our shorthand version –
‘q[S] & q[N] & q[NS]’
-- or, in its more ‘spelled-out’ version –
Singleton Households & Non-Singleton Households
& Complex Unities of Non-Singleton and Singleton Households.
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5.B. Money. Perhaps many [sub-]topic-areas within the overarching ‘super-topic-area’ of present-day Money

can be elucidated via systematic, dialectical categorial-progression presentation. Let’s focus on just one such
topic- area, that of Making Change via the U. S. Coinage System.
Here it seems obvious that the starting category – that the simplest category in this topic area, symbolizing its
ultimate coined units – should be that of Pennies, q[P] for short. So let’s suppose that you do choose q[P] as
your starter/starting-category for your topic area of Making Change via the U. S. Coinage System.
Then step 1 of our method simply has you affirm this starting-category, as a single category, thus not yet as a
categorial progression: q[P]. This ‘1-fold’ category corresponds to cases in which only pennies are available,
or desired, as change. Exact change can be given in penny coin-units only, but, in many cases, a very awkward,
inconvenient plethora of Pennies would result.
Step 2 ‘Ands-in’ a second category-symbol, q[PP], thus starting your categorial progression as such. Suppose
that you solve q[PP] as signing the next more-complex category of this, U. S. Coinage, topic area: Nickels, or
q[N] for short. A Nickel is the next higher U. S. coinage unit to the Penny coin-unit, and is – mentally, not
‘metally’ -- made up out of a multiplicity of exactly 5 Penny units-of-account. Category q[N] means making
change using Nickels only, which precludes giving exact change in many cases. So-solving q[PP], your topic’s
categorial series begins, as step 2’s ‘2-fold’: q[P] & q[N].
Step 3 is the one in which you ‘And-in’ the first “full synthesis” category, or “complex unity” category, whose
initial, unsolved category symbol is q[NP]. This category sign calls for a combination of change given only in
Penny coin-units vs. only in Nickel coin-units. Of course, some change cannot be made completely in Nickel
coin-units. Suppose you solve q[NP] as standing for change that combines Penny coins and/with Nickel coins,
as needed to make the “optimal” exact change, within the limits imposed by restriction to just these two cointypes. Exact change can, once again, as in step 1, be given within this category alone, but, in many cases, an
extremely inconvenient plethora of Pennies, and/or of Nickels, would be needed to render that change exact.
Your step 3, ‘3-fold’ categories-series is now: q[P] & q[N] & q[NP].
Step 4 sees your ‘Anding-in’ of your next higher coinage unit category, whose unsolved category-symbol is
q[NPP]. Given that you have already committed to solving ‘PP’ as ‘N’, in step 2, q[NPP] is equivalent to
q[NN], which points to the next higher unit of the U. S. coinage topic-area, a category of units each unit of
which is made out of multiple Nickel units-of-account. The obvious solution is that category q[NN] stands
for the category named Dimes, q[D] for short. Each Dime unit is made of exactly 2 Nickel units-of-account.
Again, exact change cannot always be made using Dime coin units alone. Step 4’s, still incomplete, ‘4-fold’
categorial progression is thus: q[P] & q[N] & q[NP] & q[D].
Step 5 sees your ‘Anding-in’ of a “partial synthesis” coinage category, a category that covers change made in
combinations of penny coin-units and dime-coin units only: q[DP]. Exact change can be given via various
combinations of Dime and Penny coin units, because of the involvement of the ultimate coined-units of this
coinage system, namely, of Pennies, but often not conveniently so. Your categorial progress[ion] now covers
categories for change made in Penny coin-units only, or in Nickel coin-units only, or via combinations of
Nickel and Penny coin-units only, or in Dime coin-units only, or via combos of Dime and Penny coin-units
only, for a ‘5-fold’ step 5 categorial-progression result of: q[P] & q[N] & q[NP] & q[D] & q[DP].
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Step 6 sees the ‘&ing-in’ of another “partial synthesis” coins-category, q[DPP] for short. Given that you’ve
already committed to ‘N’ as the solution for ‘PP’, category q[DPP] is equivalent to category q[DN]. Once
again, we have a category per which exact change cannot always be made. No combination of Dime coin units
and Nickel coin units can give exact change in every case. Your categorial progression as of this step covers
categories for change made in Penny coin-units only, or in Nickel coin-units only, or via combinations of
Nickel and Penny coin-units only, or in Dime coin-units only, or via combinations of Dime and Penny coinunits only, or via combinations of Dime and Nickel coin-units only. That, still-incomplete, step 6 categorial
progression is the ‘6-fold’: q[P] & q[N] & q[NP] & q[D] & q[DP] & q[DN].
Step 7 sees the ‘Anding-in’ of your second ‘full synthesis category’ -- “full” in the sense that it combines units
of your starting category, q[P], wit units of all/both of the ‘self-hybrid units/higher units’ categories outed so far
– q[N] and q[D]. The unsolved category-sign for this second ‘full synthesis category’ is q[DNP]. You may
solve it as standing for the category of change made using combinations of Dime coin-units, Nickel coin-units,
and Penny coin-units, only. Because Penny coin-units are involved, exact change can be given “in” coin-units
of this category, but, again, not always conveniently, although the convenience-value of this category of change
is higher than that of all previous such change categories in this topic area’s categorial progression so far. Your,
still-incomplete, ‘7-fold’, categorial series for step 7 for this ‘Making Change’ topic area is now therefore –
q[P] & q[N] & q[NP] & q[D] & q[DP] & q[DN] & q[DNP].
Step 8 sees the ‘Anding-in’ of your next higher coinage unit category, whose unsolved category-symbol is
q[DNPP]. Given that you have already committed to solving ‘PP’ as ‘N’, q[DNPP] is equivalent to q[DNN].
And, given that you already solved ‘NN’ as ‘D’, q[DNN] is equivalent to q[DD]. This points to the next higher
coin-unit of the U. S. Coinage system, beyond the Dime coin-unit. It points to a category of units each unit of
which is made, mentally, in part, out of multiple Dime units-of-account. If you solve category-symbol q[DD]
as the Quarters category, q[Q] for short, then the value, somewhat inconsistently/anomalously, of each of the
Quarter[-of-a-dollar] coin-units is mentally made of 2 Dime units-of-account, together with 1 Nickel/half-Dime
unit-of-account. Again, exact change cannot always be given in Quarter coin units alone. Your step 8 series of
category-symbols is now: q[P] & q[N] & q[NP] & q[D] & q[DP] & q[DN] & q[DNP] & q[Q].
By now, no doubt, you’ve got the hang of this! In keeping with your previous steps, your next-steps’ categorial
progressions, up to the next ‘higher coin-units’ category, beyond the Quarters category, q[Q] for short, are –
09: q[P] & q[N] & q[NP] & q[D] & q[DP] & q[DN] & q[DNP] & q[Q] & q[QP].
10: q[P] & q[N] & q[NP] & q[D] & q[DP] & q[DN] & q[DNP] & q[Q] & q[QP] & q[QN].
11: q[P] & q[N] & q[NP] & q[D] & q[DP] & q[DN] & q[DNP] & q[Q] & q[QP] & q[QN] & q[QNP].
12: q[P] & q[N] & q[NP] & q[D] & q[DP] & q[DN] & q[DNP] & q[Q] & q[QP] & q[QN] & q[QNP] & q[QD].
13: q[P] & q[N] & q[NP] & q[D] & q[DP] & q[DN] & q[DNP] & q[Q] & q[QP] & q[QN] & q[QNP] & q[QD] & q[QDP].
14: q[P] & q[N] & q[NP] & q[D] & q[DP] & q[DN] & q[DNP] & q[Q] & q[QP] & q[QN] & q[QNP] & q[QD] & q[QDP] & q[QDN].
15: q[P] & q[N] & q[NP] & q[D] & q[DP] & q[DN] & q[DNP] & q[Q] & q[QP] & q[QN] & q[QNP] & q[QD] & q[QDP] & q[QDN] & q[QDNP].

Step 16 ushers in the 16th category in this categorial-progression categorial-anatomy of topic-area “Making
Change via the U. S. Coinage System”. We solve q[QQ] as q[F], for change made exclusively by means of
U. S. “Fifty-Cent Pieces”: q[QDNPP] → q[QDNN] → q[QDD] → q[QQ]. The final ‘higher-units’ higher
category in this coins-kinds progression is category 32, which we solve as, e.g., the U.S. “Silver Dollars” coin
units, named q[FF], or q[S]: q[FQDNPP] → q[FQDNN] → q[FQDD] → q[FQQ] → q[FF], solved as q[S].
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To our knowledge, there is no category q[SS] coin unit, fulfilling the categorial order-place q[64], in the U.S.
coinage system. The final category in this categorial-progression categorial constitution of the topic-area of
“Making Change via the U. S. Coinage System” is category number 63, q[SFQDNP], standing for change
made using the lowest category, Penny coin-units, plus all of the other, higher coin-units – Nickels, Dimes,
Quarters, Fifty-cent coin pieces, and, finally, [Silver] dollar coin-units. This last category encompasses the
most convenient exact coin-change possible within the U.S. coinage system. Our completed dialectical
categorial progression, for this Making Change via the U. S. Coinage System topic-area, is thus -q[P] & q[N] & q[NP] & q[D] & q[DP] & q[DN] & q[DNP] & q[Q] & q[QP] & q[QN] & q[QNP] & q[QD] & q[QDP] & q[QDN] & q[QDNP] &…q[S] &…

-- or, spelled out, with all but the last ‘merely-hybrid’ category signs replaced with ellipsis dots, is -Pennies & Nickels &…Dimes &…Quarters &…50-Cent Pieces &…Silver Dollars &…Change via Combos of all 6 Coin Types.

Consider now the general character of the ‘categorial syntheses’ – the ‘synthesis categories’ – encountered in
this topic-area, above. Each successive partial or full ‘synthesis category’ represents greater change-making
benefit than the last best ‘synthesis category’, and than all of the other preceding categories put together as well.
Each is closer to encompassing the most convenient, most optimal coined change that the U.S. coinage system
can offer, right up to the final category of this topic-area, also the final ‘full synthesis’ category for this topicarea. The latter offers the fullest change-making optimality: q[SFQDNP], in categorial order-place q[63].
Observe also the ‘chain-containment principle’, that we noted at the outset, in the form that it takes in this topicarea. It is clear that a multiple of exactly five Penny units-of-account are mentally contained in the value of
each Nickel coin unit, that a minimal multiple of exactly two Nickel units-of-account are contained in the value
of each Dime coin unit, that, somewhat anomalously, a multiple of exactly two-and-one-half Dime units-ofaccount are contained in the value of each Quarter coin unit, that a minimal multiple of exactly two Quarter
units-of-account are contained in the value of each Fifty-cent coin unit, and that a minimal multiple of exactly
two Fifty-cent units-of-account are mentally contained in the value of each Silver Dollar coin unit.
As you can see from the above, our method is rather “exhaustive”, regarding categorial combinations, and can
be, as well – well -- rather “exhausting”!
This method provides something of a “worst case” checklist for categorial combinations. For some topic-areas,
for some other than that of Change-Making via the U.S. Coinage, at least some of the ‘checklist’-included,
generic category-combinations built by this method turn out, again, just for some specific topic areas, to be
redundant, non-viable, or otherwise, presently, non-existent/perhaps never-to-be existent, or maybe even just
not-yet-existent, i.e., perhaps symbolically ‘pre-constructive’, or predictive, of the units-content of ‘futurepresents’.
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5.C. Television. We have already touched upon our systematic content and dialectical ordering/organization

and presentation for this topic area, that of contemporary television programming, especially in the section
above entitled ‘Finding Your Starting Category’ and in the section entitled ‘Building/Solving Your Starting
Category-Sign’s Successor Category-Signs’. In this subsection, we want to extend that discussion to its
categorial conclusion, building and defining this topic-area’s category-symbols-progression, as we solve them,
up to and including the final category of this topic-area, per our solutions for its category-symbols as a whole.
Again, suppose that you chose the category named Episodes, q[E] for short, as your starting category.
Your step 1, ‘1-fold’ result is then simply your affirmation of your starting sign itself, without any ‘Anding’:
q[E]. But this includes affirming that sometimes an Episode unit is just a “Television Program”, a single,
standalone video/audio presentation, not – and never intended to be – part of any “Television Series” or of any
“Season”. Herein, q[E] means that too.
Your step 2 result is then ‘2-fold’, a minimal categorial series, with just 2 category-signs ‘&ed’ together –
q[E] & q[EE].
That, at least, is the unsolved state of step 2. Suppose that you see the next-more-complex category of this
topic area as that of Seasons, each typical Season unit being made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of
Episode units, now, and thereby, seen to be its sub-units. Then your solved step 2 categorial progression is -q[E] & q[S].
Your step 3 result is then a ‘3-fold’ categorial ‘&ing’, whose form, still with its final category in its unsolved
state, is: q[E] & q[S] & q[SE]. This unsolved, final category for step 3, suggests a kind of ‘synthesis’ category
for the two categories that you presented before it, q[E] and q[S]. It suggests a category for a kind of unit that
is both a Season unit and an Episode unit. What could that description possibly mean? One possible solution
for the units of q[SE] would be an Episode unit, e.g., a “pilot Episode” unit, of a planned Season unit, that was
never completed beyond that pilot Episode, that was “Cancelled” or otherwise discontinued after a single
Episode was filmed/aired. This is certainly, sadly, a known phenomenon of the contemporary television
programming topic-area, that, though an unfortunate one, e.g., for cast and crew, is perhaps a “larger” – more
populated, more numerous-of-units -- category than ever before, ever since the advent, beyond broadcast
television, of video streaming web services, like NetFlix and Apple TV+, that have little compunction about
dropping a prospective new Season unit if its initial Episode unit does not brook a positive-enough audience
response. If you accept this solution, then you can re-shorthand this category-symbol as q[C] – ‘C’ short for
“Seasons Cancelled after airing first episodes”. Your ‘solved’ step 3 kinds-series is then: q[E] & q[S] & q[C].
For step 4, your new category symbol, in its unsolved form, is q[CE]. Now, recall that your pre-solution
category-symbol undergirding solved category-symbol q[C] is q[SE]. So q[CE] is equivalent to q[SEE].
Well, in step 2, we already committed to solving q[EE] by q[S]. Thus, per that commitment – unless we now
want to go back and revise it -- q[SEE] is also equivalent to q[SS]. Now, the category-sign q[SS] signifies a
self-critique of category q[S] as having any viable claim to be the final, most complex-of-all category of our
television topic area, encompassing all of its remaining units-content other than that already covered by q[E],
q[S], and q[C]. It also may signify a higher ‘self-hybrid’ category, of higher units, each of whose units is made
up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of some of the units of the Seasons category, now, thereby, become the
sub-units of this new, higher, ‘self-hybrid’ category, of higher units. Well, each unit of the category called
television seRies is, typically, made up out of a multiplicity of qualitatively different Season units. If you
therefore embrace the television seRies category, q[R] for short, as solving-for category-symbol-unknown
q[SS], then your step 4, ‘4-fold’ categorial progression is now: q[E] & q[S] & q[C] & q[R].
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This far, i.e., to the fourth step for this topic-area example, we had already gotten, in previous sections of this
exposition, already lodged above. Now, in its next four steps, let’s plunge deeper into the units-kinds-contents
categorial progression for this contemporary television topic-area, all the way to its end – all the way to its final,
most complex category extant to-date, per our solutions.
For step 5, your new category-symbol, in its unsolved form, is built by ‘inserting’ your starting-category’s one
character descriptor/abbreviation, ‘E’, into the final category-sign of step 4, q[R], revealing the next categorydescription, defining step 5, to be q[RE]. This symbol calls for a category whose units are somehow both units
of the category named seRies and units of the category named Episodes. A kind of unit that would fulfill this
description would be the Episode unit of a ‘one Episode seRies’. That kind of Episode unit would be all that
there is of that seRies unit, e.g., the only Episode sub-unit of that seRies super-unit that was ever filmed/aired,
if that planned seRies super-unit was stopped after a single, e.g., its “pilot”, Episode. This category, named
q[RE] for short, may be totally redundant with category 3, q[C], because it would be a rare “pilot” Episode of
a Cancelled Season that had not been intended to be part of but the first Season sub-unit of a multi-Season
seRies unit – i.e., that was planned in advance as the pilot Episode of a ‘single Season non-Series’. However,
let’s keep our solution for category 5 separate from that for category 3, because of rare but possible subtle and
nuanced qualitative distinctions between the two. Let’s solve q[RE] as a ‘Unit-seRies’, i.e., as a single-Episode
seRies-unit, with solved category-symbol q[U]. Given that you accept this solution, your step 5, ‘5-fold’
categorial progression is now: q[E] & q[S] & q[C] & q[R] & q[U].
Step 6 ‘Ands-in’ the following, 6th, initially unknown-in-meaning category-symbol: q[UE]. Recalling, from
the last step, that q[U] is equivalent to q[RE], we see that this new category-symbol can thus also be rendered
as q[REE]. Recalling that we solved q[EE] as q[S] in step 2, we can re-write q[REE] as q[RS]. With q[RS]
we have reached a readily-interpretable/solvable expression for category 6. Category-symbol q[RS] signifies
the category for a kind of unit that is at once both a seRies unit and a Season unit. A category that meets these
specs. is a ‘oNe Season seRies’ – a seRies unit that stops with just a single, first full Season unit, with no other
Season units, second or beyond. The phenomenon of single Season seRies is a fairly common one in today’s
realm of Television Programming. Some seRies are planned to be single Season affairs from the beginning.
Other seRies units were intended to run for multiple Seasons, but audience viewing dwindled, perhaps, by the
end of the first Season, to the point where, e.g., the show runner canceled all originally-planned further Season
units. If you adopt this solution for q[RS], and adopt q[N] as its solution category-symbol, then your categorial
progression for step 6 is the ‘6-fold’: q[E] & q[S] & q[C] & q[R] & q[U] & q[N].
Step 7 accretes a 7th category-symbol to this categorial progression. That symbol’s unsolved units are of kind
q[NE]. The possible meaning of this category-units-kind symbol is rather opaque in this initial form. But recall
from step 6 that solved category-symbol q[N] sprang from solving for category-symbol q[RS]. Thus, a more
evocative versioning of q[NE] might then be q[RSE]. The latter formulation suggests a “grand, full synthesis”
category that combines all three of the major category kinds-units so far elicited in this categorial expansion –
the starting-category units of Episodes, q[E], and the two categories of higher units, that of Season super-units,
q[S], and of seRies super-super-units, q[R]. Thus, q[RSE] might mean an exceptional and rare/infrequent/of
low probability, totally-Abortive seRies unit, with a single Season single Episode; a seRies that is also a Season
that is also an Episode. This symbol might seem totally duplicative of both the q[SE] and the q[RS] symbols,
already evoked, as we have solved them, but, because there may be subtle qualitative differences among the 3,
let’s keep them separate for now. For example, a q[SE] unit need have only been initially planned for but one
single Season unit, but a q[RSE] unit must have been planned for a multi-Season seRies unit. So let’s accept
q[A] as standing for a ‘Totally Abortive Series’, i.e., as the solved symbol for category 7. Then step 7’s 7-fold
categorial progression becomes -- q[E] & q[S] & q[C] & q[R] & q[U] & q[N] & q[A].
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Step 8 brings us to the highest of the higher-units categories for this topic area that, to our knowledge, is at all
presently extant. Moreover, we have trouble imagining the present/past existence of any still-higher-units-kind
category, beyond category 8. The category-symbol for this ‘highest’ higher-units category debuts, unsolved, as
q[AE]. But recall from step 7 that q[A] is short-for-and-solved-for q[RSE]. Thus we can re-write q[AE] as
q[RSEE]. Having decided all the way back in step 2 that ‘EE’ solves to ‘S’, we can re-write category-sign 8
again as q[RSS]. Then, having already solved q[SS] as q[R] in step 4, we can amend q[RSS], again, to q[RR].
The latter sign signs an internal or self-critique of category q[R] as being the final category of this Television
topic-area, and also signs a category of higher units which are ‘seRies Of seRies units: ‘multi-seRies’/‘superseRies’ units, q[O] for short. Units of this rather recently realized category include the “Star Trek” ‘seRies Of
seRies’, as partially listed earlier, above, as well as the “Stargate” ‘seRies Of seRies’ – namely, Stargate SG-1,
Stargate Atlantis, Stargate Universe, and Stargate Origins.
Our step 8, ‘8-fold’, ‘Anded’ sequence is thus –
q[E] & q[S] & q[C] & q[R] & q[U] & q[N] & q[A] & q[O]
-- or, in perhaps a more mnemonic shorthand form, is –
q[E] & q[S] & q[SE] & q[R] & q[RE] & q[RS] & q[RSE] & q[RR]
-- or, even more mnemonically “spelled-out”, is –
Episodes & Seasons & Cancelled, One-Episode-Seasons & seRies & One-Episode-Unit-Series & One-SeasoN-Series
& Abortive, One-Episode/One-Season-Series & Series-Of-Series.

We can also solve for the ‘[partial-]synthesis’ category-symbols that then ensue after step 8, all of which cover
rare/exceptional cases/units. We solve: q[OE] as One-Episode Multi-Series, category 9, in step 9; q[OS] as
One-Season-Multi-Series, in step 10, q[OSE] as One-Season/One-Episode-Multi-Series, in step 11, q[OR]
as One-Series-Multi-Series, in step 12, q[ORE] as One-Series/One-Episode Multi-Series, in step 13, plus
q[ORS] as One-Series/One-Season-Multi-Series, in step 14, and finally, in the last of step of all, step 15, for
q[ORSE] as One-Episode/One-Season/One-Series-Multi-Series.
Per the above-stated solutions -•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The units of q[OE] are planned Multi-Series units that lasted for only one Episode sub-unit.
The units of q[OS] are planned Multi-Series units that lasted for only one Season sub-unit.
The units of q[OSE] are planned Multi-Series that lasted for only one Episode of one Season [redundant with q[OE]].
The units of q[OR] are planned Multi-Series units that lasted for only one Series sub-unit.
The units of q[ORE] are planned Multi-Series that lasted for only one Episode of one Series [redundant with q[OE]].
The units of q[ORS] are planned Multi-Series that lasted for only one Season of one Series [redundant with q[OS]].
The units of q[ORSE] are planned Multi-Series that lasted for only one Episode of one Season of One Series sub-unit
[redundant with q[OE]].

Again, we cannot presently imagine what the added/‘Anded’ 16th category-symbol of step 16, q[OO], for
‘Multi-Series of Multi-Series’ units, could possibly add that corresponds to anything actually/presently extant in
the topic-area of contemporary television programming.
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That is, we see, as yet, no ‘Multi-Series of Multi-Series’, unless, e.g., the TV “series” named “Doctor Who”,
and/or the movie/video-streaming “series” named “The Marvel Cinematic Universe”, can be construed as
Multi-Multi-Series, or ‘Multiple Multi-Series’, i.e., as ‘Super-Super-Series’, or ‘Multiple Super-Series’. Nor
do we see category-symbol q[OO] as likely to be “predictive”, or ‘symbolically pre-constructive’, that is, as
pointing to a presently-empty category that is likely to become positively populated in ‘future-presents’. So, to
our present lights, this categorial progression/expansion must end with step 15, and thus also with the categorysymbol tying to q[15], tied to the 15th categorial order-place and to category-symbol q[ORSE] or q[OA].
Consider the general character of the ‘categorial syntheses’ – the ‘synthesis categories’ – encountered in this
topic-area exposition, above. These ‘synthesis categories’, both “partial” and “full”, typically represent highly
calamitous outcomes for those invested in creating these units. They sign losses of their expected financial
returns, and/or ‘discontinuations’ of their artistic efforts, of their employment, etc. However, from the point of
view of their audiences, these ‘discontinuations’ “weed out” the programming that TV audiences dislike, and
re-focus program-creators on the kinds of programming content that at least some within those audiences prefer.
Observe also the ‘chain-containment principle’, that we noted at the outset, in the form that it takes in this topic
area. It is readily apparent that multiple Episode units are typically contained in each typical Season unit, as
sub-units of the latter; that multiple Season units are typically contained in each typical seRies unit, as sub-units
of the latter, and that multiple SeRies units are typically contained in each ‘multi-Series’, ‘super-Series’, or
‘Series-Of-Series’ unit, again as sub-units of the latter.
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5.D. English. This example, albeit a familiar and, literally, “prosaic” example, brings out some potential text-

design/presentation-design uses of the ‘Dialectical Categorics’ method. So, let us consider the topic-area of the
contemporary system of “Hand-Written/Printed English”.
To our lights, the starting category for this topic-area is – the simplest category of this topic-area is -- that of
Characters, q[C] for short. Note that not all “characters” of the system of English writing and printing are

“phonetic characters” – symbols which represent specific sounds of English speech. There are also named but
not sounded, ‘non-phonetic characters’ of English Script, such as ‘~’, ‘#’, ‘$’, ‘%’, ‘^’, ‘&’, ‘*’, ‘(’, ‘)’, ‘’’,
‘‘’, ‘!’, etc., etc., that, assembled together, look like encoded swear-words!
Step 1 consists simply in [re-]affirmation/[re-]assertion of this starting-category choice: Characters, or q[C].
Step 2 introduces one additional category, whose unsolved category-symbol is q[CC]. This symbol calls for a
self-critique, or internal critique, of category q[C], refuting any idea that category q[C] contains the categorial
content of the entire topic area of English Script, by exhibiting a counter-example to such a claim, that is, by
presenting a different, supplementary-opposite, next-more-complex category that also inheres in this topic-area.
Of course, we almost always have a choice among several candidate categories as solutions in this, “heuristic”,
method, because it is a “heuristic”, “rule-of-rhumb” method. There are typically two or more categories of units
inherent in a given topic-area that fit the general rule as to what a category-symbol such as q[CC] should mean.
The general rule for a category solving for a topic-area-specific meaning for a category-sign such as q[CC] is,
typically, that it represents a higher, ‘self-hybrid’ category, of higher units to the q[C] units, a category each of
whose typical units is made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of units of category q[C], a “higher” q[C]
‘super-unit’ [made up out] of q[C] units, thus now as sub-units to the “higher” units of category q[CC].
In this specific case, we could choose the category named Words, or q[W] for short, as our solution as to the
meaning of the category-symbol q[CC]. We have done so in past accounts of this dialectic. But, this time, let’s
go for a richer, more detailed categorial constitution for this topic-area. We can do so by inserting an additional
categorial transition between the category named Characters and its transition into the higher category named
Words. Let’s solve for the meaning of category-symbol q[CC] as that of the category named sYllables, or
q[Y] for short. Doing so, then our step 2 beginning of our categorial series as such for this topic-area is the,
‘2-fold’ -- q[C] & q[Y]. Let’s see, in more detail, how the “Written/Printed English” units known as
‘“sYllables”’ can “fill the bill” that is mooted by category-sign q[CC]. For example, let’s consider the
following sYllables units: ‘writ’, ‘ten’, ‘print’, ‘ed’, ‘eng’, and ‘lish’. Is not each one of them describable as a,
‘super-Character’, ‘super-unit’, each one made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of -- distinct – Characterof-the-English-alphabet units?
To derive our step 3 categorial content, we need to solve for the specific-to-this-topic-area, “Written/Printed
English” category that corresponds to the generic order-place category q[3]. The unsolved category-symbol,
pointing us to that specific category, is, per our method, q[YC], formed by re-inserting/suffixing the startingcategory descriptor, here ‘C’, into the category-symbol for the category corresponding to generic category q[2],
namely q[Y], the most advanced category-symbol of the immediately-preceding step, step 2. This categorysymbol calls for an ensemble of “Written/Printed English” units which are, somehow, both sYllable units and
Character units. Perhaps surprisingly, at first, we can solve this category-symbol as signing the exceptional
category, or category of exceptions, which we name ‘‘‘single-Character sYllables’’’, e.g., the syllable ‘a’ in the
word “amendment”, and the syllable ‘i’ in the word “item”. In English, or course, both ‘a’ and ‘i’ are phonetic,
alphabetic single Characters, and can also serve as ‘entire’ sYllables within written/printed English words. In
the infrequent cases of this exceptional category, a sYllable-unit is not definable as being “made up out of a
[typically] heterogeneous multiplicity of Character sub-units”, but, instead, consists of only a single Character
sub-unit. Our step 3 categorial progression for this topic-area is thus now the ‘3-fold’: q[C] & q[Y] & q[YC].
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To derive our step 4 categorial content, we need to solve for the specific-to-this-topic-area, “Written/Printed
English” category that corresponds to the generic order-place category q[4]. The unsolved category-symbol,
tipping us off to that specific category, is, per our method, q[YCC], formed by re-inserting, or ‘suffixing’, the
starting-category descriptor, here ‘C’, into the category-symbol for the category corresponding to the generic
category q[3]. We have already committed, in step 2, above, to solving ‘CC’ as ‘Y’. So substituting, we see
that category-symbol q[YCC] is equivalent to category-symbol q[YY]. Now, this new category-symbol calls
for a critique of any claim that q[YC] is the final category of this categorial progression, a final category that
would encompass all of the remaining units-kinds-content of this topic-area. In so calling, q[YY] also calls for
a counter-example to any such claim, showing that there are in fact units of our topic-area that are not embraced
by the category named q[Y], or by any of the previously-evoked/-solved categories, already in this progression.
Category-symbol q[YY] may also be interpretable, for this topic-area, of “Written/Printed English”, as calling
for a higher, ‘supplementary opposite’/‘supplementary other’ category, one representing higher/next-morecomplex units, such that each unit of this next/higher category is made up out of a typically heterogeneous,
typically multiplicitous array of [subsumed] units of the category named q[Y]. We see, almost immediately,
that the “Written/Printed English” topic-area units known as “words” fit this call. For example, consider the
English word “syllable”. It is ‘made up out of’ 3, distinct, “heterogeneous”, sYllable units -- ‘syl’, and ‘la’, and
‘ble’. Our step 4 categorial ‘&ing’ for this topic-area is the ‘4-fold’ series: q[C] & q[Y] & q[YC] & q[W].
To derive our step 5 categorial content, we need to solve for the specific-to-this-topic-area, “Written/Printed
English” category that corresponds to the generic order-place category q[5]. The unsolved category-symbol,
hinting at that more specific category, is q[WC], formed by re-inserting, or ‘suffixing’, the starting-category
descriptor, here ‘C’, into the category-sign for the category corresponding to order-place generic category q[4],
namely, specific category q[W]. Now, this category-sign calls for an ensemble of Written/Printed English”
units which are, somehow, both Word units and Character units. Perhaps, although via a category that is likely
rarely-noticed, we can solve this category-symbol as signing another exceptional category, i.e., a new category
of exceptions, which we may name ‘‘‘single-Character Words’’’, e.g., the Word-unit ‘a’, the “indefinite
article”, and the Word-unit ‘I’, the English universal “nominative singular pronoun”. In English, of course,
both ‘a’ and ‘I’ are also phonetic, alphabetic single Characters, the former here rendered in “lower case”, the
latter in “upper case”, i.e., “capitalized”. In the rare cases of this exceptional category, a Word-unit is not
definable as “made up out of a [typically heterogeneous] multiplicity of Character units”, but, instead, consists
of only a single Character-unit. The units-contents of this 5th category may appear to be totally redundant in
relation to the units-contents of category q[YC]. But the ‘a’ and ‘i’ units of q[YC] are there as sYllable units,
whereas the ‘a’ and ‘I’ units of q[WC] are there as Word-units. Given this subtle but qualitative distinction
between q[YC] and q[WC], we keep both, as qualitatively distinct categories, for distinctly-defined kinds of
units. Our step 5 series for this topic-area is now the ‘5-fold’: q[C] & q[Y] & q[YC] & q[W] & q[WC].
To derive our step 6 categorial content increment, we need to solve for the specific, “Written/Printed English
system” category that corresponds to the generic category q[6]. The unsolved category-symbol, intimating
that specific category, is q[WCC], formed by re-inserting the starting-category descriptor, here ‘C’, into the
category-symbol for the category corresponding to generic category q[5], namely, specific category q[WC].
As we have already solved for ‘CC’ as ‘Y’, in step 2, above, we can see that category-symbol q[WCC] is
equivalent to category-symbol q[WY]. Now, category-sign q[WY] calls for the totality of Written/Printed
English” units which are, somehow, both Word-units and sYllable-units. But this category-symbol is not so
hard to solve-for. English words that are ‘single-sYllable Words’ fairly abound, though they are rarer than the
thus more typical multi-sYllabic Words’. Note, for example, the Words ‘we’, ‘can’, ‘see’, that’, ‘is’, and ‘to’,
each a Word-unit consisting of only a single sYllable. Thus, per this solution, the category-sign q[WY] signs
the “lifting up” of/conversion of sYllable-level units into the next-higher level/scale of the Words-units
category. In the, somewhat exceptional, cases of this category, a Word-unit is not definable as “made up out of
a heterogeneous multiplicity of sYllable sub-units”, but, instead, consists of only a single sYllable sub-unit.
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The units-contents of this 6th category may appear to redundantly include, and thus to overlap with, some unitscontent already allocated to that of category q[WC], because the latter’s ‘single-Character Word units’ also
constitute ‘single-sYllable Word units’. But the units of q[WC] are there as Character-units, whereas the units
of q[WY] are there as sYllable-units. Given this subtle but qualitative distinction between the category named
by q[WC] and the category named by q[WY], we retain both categories for this topic-area series, because each
represents a distinct kind of units. Our step 6 categorial progression for this topic-area is thus now the ‘6-fold’:
q[C] & q[Y] & q[YC] & q[W] & q[WC] & q[WY].
Step 7 introduces one additional category, whose unsolved category-symbol is q[WYC]. We see this categorysymbol as describing a category of units which are both ‘one-Character sYllable’ units, and Word units. Its
units-content thus overlaps with that of both q[YC] and q[WC], but the quality it defines has subtlely disparate
specifications versus either the quality described by category-name q[YC], that of ‘one-Character sYllables’, or
the quality described by category-name q[WC], that of ‘one-Character Words’. So we will keep the category
named q[WYC] in our categorial progression. It constitutes the second of the full ‘synthesis-categories’ in this
categorial progression so far, after the first, q[YC], because q[WYC] combines the starting category’s indicator,
‘C’, with the indicators for both of the two ‘self-hybrid higher-units’ categories evoked so far: ‘Y’ and ‘W’,
respectively. So, our step 7 categorial progression for this topic-area of Written or Printed English is now the
‘7-fold’ series: q[C] & q[Y] & q[YC] & q[W] & q[WC] & q[WY] & q[WYC].
To derive our step 8 incremental categorial content, consisting of one incremental category, we need to solve
for the specific-to-this-topic-area, “Written/Printed English” category that corresponds to the generic orderplace category q[8]. The unsolved category-symbol, hinting at such a specific new category, is, per method,
q[WYCC], formed by re-inserting the starting-category descriptor, here ‘C’, into the category-sign for the
category corresponding to generic category q[7]. We have already committed, in step 2, above, to solving
‘CC’ as ‘Y’. So replacing, we see that the category-symbol q[WYCC] is equivalent to the category-symbol
q[WYY]. We have also committed, in step 4, above, to solving ‘YY’ as ‘W’. So substituting, we see that
category-symbol q[WYY] is equivalent to category-symbol q[WW].
Now, category-symbol q[WW] calls for a self-critique, or ‘internal critique’, of any claim that category q[W] is
the final ‘higher units’ category for this categorial progression, encompassing all of the remaining higher-unitskinds-content of this topic-area. The fruition of this ‘internal critique’ is the exhibiting of a category that
constitutes a counter-example, concretely refuting any such claim, by presenting a distinct, next-more-complex,
‘self-hybrid higher-units’ category that also inheres in this topic area. Of course, we almost always have a
choice at every step in this method. There are typically two or more categories-of-units inherent in a given
topic-area that fit the general rule as to what a category-symbol, such as q[WW], might well mean.
The general rule for finding a category solving for a topic-area-specific meaning for a category-symbol like
q[WW] is, typically, to grasp it as a higher category, of higher ‘self-hybrid’ units to the q[W] units, a category
each of whose typical units is made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of units of category q[W], a “higher”
q[W]-like unit, made up out of q[W] units, thus now as sub-units to the “higher”, [super-]units of category
q[WW]. In this specific case, we could choose the category named Sentences, q[S] for short, as our solution
for the meaning of category-sign q[WW]. We have done so in previous accounts of this dialectic. But, again,
let’s pick a richer, more detailed categorial constitution for this topic-area, by inserting an additional categorial
transition between the ‘self-hybrid units/higher-units’ category named Words and the transition to the even
‘higher-units’/‘self-hybrid units’ category named Sentences.
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Let’s solve for the meaning of category-symbol q[WW] as that of the category named Phrases, or q[P] for
short. Our step 8 categorial progression for this topic-area is then the ‘8-fold’ sequence –
q[C] & q[Y] & q[YC] & q[W] & q[WC] & q[WY] & q[WYC] & q[P].
Let us now notice, in more detail, how the “Written/Printed English” units known as Phrases can “meet the
mark” that is set by unsolved category-symbol q[WW]. Consider the English Phrase-unit ‘made up out of’. It
is ‘made up out of’ four, distinct, “heterogeneous”, Word-units -- ‘made’, and ‘up’, and ‘out’, and ‘of’. Is this
Phrase-unit not a higher-level, ‘multi-Word’ unit, made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of Word units?
Thus, we call our category for such ‘multi-Words’ units by the name “Phrases”, and solve q[WW] as q[P].
Subsequent [re]iterations of this method, beyond step 8, yield the following additional categorial kinds-content,
in terms of ‘higher-units’, ‘self-hybrid’ categories, leaving out the many categories, ever-growing in number by
each step, of partial and full ‘syntheses’, so as to avoid overwhelming you with detail, despite the fact that these
many ‘synthesis categories’ are so essential to the nature and benefits of dialectics. Below, we use a shorthand
sign ‘↔’ to stand in place of the phrase ‘corresponds to’.
•
•
•
•

•

The new ‘higher units’ category-symbol of step 16 is q[PP], which we solve as q[S] ↔ q[16]: Sentences, as the
category of ‘multi-Phrase’ units, each one typically made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of Phrase-units.
The new ‘higher units’ category-symbol of step 32 is q[SS], which we solve as q[¶] ↔ q[32]: ¶aragraphs, as the
category of ‘multi-Sentence units, each one typically made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of Sentence units.
The new ‘higher units’ category-symbol of step 64 is q[¶¶], which we solve as q[T] ↔ q[64]: Texts, as the
category of ‘multi-¶aragraph’ units, each typically made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of ¶aragraph units.
The new ‘higher units’ category-symbol of step 128 is q[TT], which we solve as q[M] ↔ q[128]: ‘Multi-texts’ as
the category of ‘multi-partitioned/sectioned -- e.g., ‘chaptered’ -- ‘multi-Text’ units, each typically made up out of a
heterogeneous multiplicity of Text units, e.g., of “chapter” units. The species of so-solved category q[M] thus include
‘multi-chapter books’, as well as ‘multi-divisioned reports’, ‘multi-part legislative enactments’, etc.
The new ‘higher units’ category-symbol of step 256 is q[MM], which we solve as q[A] ↔ q[256]. This categorysymbol represents the many-many-Multi-texts units typically expected of the units of the category we name Archives.
Archives names the category of indexed ‘collections of multi-Text/‘super-Text’ units, each Archive unit typically
made up out of a heterogeneous, vast multiplicity of ‘multi-Text units’, whose multi-species sub-categories include
public libraries, as well as private libraries, law libraries, book museums, governmental documents depositories, etc.

Six of those, 502 ‘‘‘exceptional’’’, partial and full ‘synthesis categories’, those ‘categories of exceptions’, that
arise to step 384 in this, ultimately, 511-category categorial progression, per our solutions, are the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The step 12 category of ‘retro-conversion’ of phrases back into words [e.g., acronyms], q[WP], order-place q[12].
The step 20 category of ‘single word sentences’, q[SW], which corresponds to generic order-place category q[20].
The step 24 category of ‘single phrase sentences’, q[SP], which corresponds to generic order-place category q[24].
The step 48 category of ‘single sentence paragraphs’, q[¶S], corresponding to generic order-place category q[48].
The step 96 category of ‘single paragraph texts’, q[T¶], which corresponds to generic order-place category q[96].
The step 384 category of a ‘single book Archives’, i.e., ‘single book inventory/commercial stock’, q[AM] ↔ q[384].

This 511-category systematic-dialectical categorial-progression can be summarized, using ellipsis dots, as -q[C] & q[Y] & q[YC] & q[W] & q[WC] & q[WY] & q[WYC] & q[P]…&…q[S]…&…q[¶]…&…q[T]…&…q[M]…&…q[A] …

-- and can be deployed as a nine-chapter pro forma table of contents/writer’s working outline, for a prospective,
e.g., book ‘Multi-text’ [hence a potential new unit of q[M]], providing a systematic presentation for this topicarea, that of Written/Printed English –
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Title [e.g.]: A Systematic[-Dialectical] Exposition of the System of Contemporary English Script.
Chapter I.

Characters, phonetic, etc. [ q[C] ↔ q[1] ].

Chapter II.

Syllables. [ q[Y] ↔ q[CC] ↔ q[2] ].
Section II.1. Exceptions to the Definition: Single-Character Syllables. [ q[YC] ↔ q[3] ].
…

Chapter III.

Words. [ q[W] ↔ q[YY] ↔ q[4] ].
Section III.1. Exceptions to the Definition: Single-Character Words. [ q[WC] ↔ q[5] ].
Section III.2. Exceptions to the Definition: Single-Syllable Words. [ q[WY] ↔ q[6] ].
…

Chapter IV.

Phrases and Clauses. [ q[P] ↔ q[WW] ↔ q[8] ].

Chapter V.

Sentences. [ q[S] ↔ q[PP] ↔ q[16] ].

…
…

Chapter VI.

Paragraphs. [ q[¶] ↔ q[SS] ↔ q[32] ].
…

Chapter VII. Texts. [ q[T] ↔ q[¶¶] ↔ q[64] ].
…

Chapter VIII. Multi-Texts [Multi-Chapter Books, etc.]. [ q[M] ↔ q[TT] ↔ q[128] ].
…

Chapter IX.

Libraries, etc. [ q[A] ↔ q[MM] ↔ q[256] ].
…

Maybe such a book would be of interest to only a single customer: Moliere’s Monsieur Jordan, who wishes
to learn more about “prose”. But the outlining of such a book, above, does have the merit of leveraging the
familiar to convey the unfamiliar, and of showing the potential of this dialectical method to help to design
systematic-dialectical tables of contents for books on topic-areas for which consumer demand may be greater.
It might be interesting to speculate as to what may come in the future, beyond q[A], and beyond presentationstep 511, and even as to what may be already, ‘fractionally’, emergent in our own time, in this topic-area of
“Written/Printed English”. Can we -- predictively -- solve for the category-symbol q[AA] ↔ q[512]? Might
not such a symbol aptly denote a ‘Super-Library’ or ‘Multi-Library’, that is, a ‘Library of Libraries’ super-unit?
Such might likely be internet-resident and “digitized”, so that any qualified “borrower”, regardless of that
“borrower’s” location on Earth, or even beyond Earth -- e.g., even if located inside an Earth-orbiting spacestation -- would be able to access, likely wirelessly, at least some cited holdings of many different libraries’
collections, from individual library/archive sub-units sited at many different locations across the globe.`
Note the nature of ‘synthesis categories’ in this topic-area, as encountered above. They are, primarily, rarer
exceptions-categories, whose units’ definitions contradict those of the main higher categories’ higher units.
Note also this particular instance of the ‘universal dialectical pattern’ of aufheben ‘chain-partial-containment’:
Characters in sYllables in Words in Phrases in Sentences in ¶aragraphs in Texts in Multi-Texts in Archives.
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5.E. Societies. So far, none of the topic areas whose kinds-content we have solved-for, above, have been any

great shakes. Deliberately so. Our communication strategy for this dialectical categorics method of categorial
dialectical analysis has been to leverage our readers’ familiar, already known, already long-since-solved topic
areas, to help our readers build new tools, within themselves, for their later pursuit of the unfamiliar; of the
crucial unsolved problems-areas and unmastered topic-areas of their lives. Such may include topic-areas still
filled with radical dualisms, and with divide-and-conquer hot-buttons, that they -- and even that we, all of us,
collectively – must soon face, including some in ‘solve or perish’ forms.
However, from here on out, in this sub-section of section 5, and in the remaining two section 5 sub-sections
after it, we venture into terra incognita. We venture into topic-areas whose systematics, and whose histories,
whose ‘categorial snapshots’ and whose ‘categorial chronologies’, respectively, may be far less familiar, far
more foreign, and/or far more baffling to at least some of our readers -- and that may have once been so for us -than any topic areas that we have hazarded herein before. For this, fifth, examples sub-section, that topic-area is
human Social Forms, grasped as concrete social formations, sitting typically atop geological formations, that
have been enacted and/or constructed, starting by our most remote ancient ancestors, right up to the social
formations that we are forming, as well as maintaining/reproducing, today.
What is the historically earliest Social Forms kind-category of this human story of human-social formation(s)?
To answer that question, and other questions that will arise further on regarding how to solve-for the categorysymbols that our method will build for this topic-area, we will draw upon both the ambient intuition shared by
lay people globally, as well as on the distilled fruits of historical and archaeological research, as summed-up in
popular texts such as the year 2000 book entitled NON-ZERO: The Logic of Human Destiny, by Robert
Wright. From these sources, and to our reckoning, the earliest social formation(s) category that counts as a
human Social Form is that of hunter/gatherer/forager/scavenger bands – mobile extended families; nomadic,
and often, but not always, consisting of close kin, accompanied, from an early stage, by “dogs”, that is, by an
incorporated ‘animal society’ of wolves, gradually genetically-modified to compatibility with humans -- who
also initially constituted “mere” animal-societies -- by “artificial selection”; by [mutual] “domestication”.
Our step 1 content for this historical-categorial dialectic is thus the kinds-category of bands, q[b] for short.
Our categorial not-yet-progression reconstruction of this aspect of human [pre-]history is, at this stage, just the
‘1-fold’: q[b].
Therefore, per this method, our step 2 single-category increment takes the, unsolved, category-symbol q[bb].
Is there a category of kinds of human social formations that would make sense out of this symbol? This symbol
certainly asserts a self-critique of category q[b] if q[b] is taken to be the only category for/in our Social Forms
topic-area. But this symbol also has a more specific meaning – specific to our Social Forms topic-area. The
sign q[bb] calls for a higher, ‘self-hybrid’ category, of higher units, within each of which some former bandunits became its sub-units. That is, this sign signifies a population of ‘super-band’ units, each one typically
made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of former mere band-units, now as its sub-units. From our perusal
of the anthropological/archaeological and historical literature, we identify q[bb] as the category of “camps”.
By a “camp-unit”, we mean, typically, a temporary, episodically-occupied, semi-sedentary, often multi-familial
home-base for multiple nomadic band-units. Note that such ‘camp formations’, and likewise, such ‘band
formations’, have not completely disappeared from the present diversity of human Social Forms. Hunters,
toting modern projectile-weapons, e.g., rifles and shotguns, episodically form, not typically any longer for
survival, but for “sport”, a transient hunting band unit. They hunt their chosen prey from out of the backs of
their trucks, vans, and “campers”, or even form a “camp”, for a few days, from which they, e.g., for part of each
day so “camped”, set off into the woods in search of their “game” -- deer, elk, moose, etc.
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Thus, adopting this solution for q[bb], our step 2 categorial progression becomes the ‘2-fold’: q[b] & q[c].
Note that this categorial progression is, for this topic-area, an historical, time-progression, so that q[b] & q[c]
potentially has historical significance. We see q[b] & q[c] as ‘contenting’ a specific historical epoch in human
history, when band units and camp units were still the only two human Social Form kinds-of-units as yet extant
on planet Earth.
The single incremental category that defines step 3 for this historical topic-area is the combination of units
formerly of the category named q[c] with units formerly of the category named q[b], as represented by the
category-symbol q[cb]. In this, historical, context, we interpret a ‘synthesis’ category-symbol like q[cb] to
represent, mainly, this 2nd epoch’s ongoing conversions of some units of category q[b] into some new units
of category q[c], catalyzed by existing units of q[c], i.e., as standing for the ‘synthesis’ of new q[c] units
from the human-social “raw material” of existing q[b] units.
This also comes with some provision for back-conversions/dissolutions of some units of q[c] back into units of
q[b], a process more explicitly notated by category-symbol q[bc], connoting ‘retro-conversions’ of q[c] units
back into q[b] units, catalyzed by still-existing q[b] units. However, category symbols q[cb] and q[bc] are
not distinct in terms of their order-place in this Social Forms topic-area progression, both being tied to q[3].
So, overall, q[bc], per this interpretation/solution, accounts for ‘inter-conversions’ among q[c] and q[b] units.
But we expect most of the content of q[cb] to be attraction and recruitment, or even coerced induction, of some
extant band units into already existing, more powerful camp units, with such band units largely dissolving into
those camp units, and, thus, constituting isolated band units no more. Accepting this solution for q[cb], our
step 3 categorial progression becomes the ‘3-fold’: q[b] & q[c] & q[cb]. We see this step of the human
Social Forms progression as still inhering in the 2nd historical epoch, led by the camps category.
Step 4, per our solution, features, in its single incremental category, the 4th category of this historical series,
progression and procession of Social Forms. It sees the emergence of a ‘self-hybrid higher category’, for a
second higher kind of social units, after the first higher kind category, named q[c]. The units of this second
‘higher category’ result from a self-conversion and self-elevation of some units of category q[c] into some new
units, of a higher ‘self-hybrid’ kind. Per our method, the initial, unsolved category-symbol for this 4th category
is q[cbb]. But we already held, in step 2, above, that category-descriptor ‘bb’ solves as category-descriptor
‘c’. Thus, category-symbol q[cbb] is equivalent to category-symbol q[cc]. Now, per our interpretation/solution, q[cc] stands for the [self-]conversion of camp units, catalyzed by camp units themselves, into a
‘self-hybrid’ higher kind of units; into ‘super-camp’ units. That is, each unit of this ‘super-camps’ category
is expected to be, initially at least, made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of camp units. We suggest that
a category of villages fits this description. Such village units arise, we hypothesize, by expansion, coalescence,
and ‘permanentization’ of multiple, nearby, e.g., seasonal camp units, or by rapid expansion/self-elevation of
single camp units up into the scale/level of village units. Accepting this solution for category-symbol q[cbb],
our step 4 categorial progression becomes the ‘4-fold’: q[b] & q[c] & q[cb] & q[v].
This q[b] & q[c] & q[cb] & q[v] ‘Anding’, we hold, launches the consecutively-next, specific Social Forms
historical epoch in human history, immediately after the epoch of only band units and camp units. In this new
human social formations epoch, to the social self-reproduction of band units, and the social self-reproduction of
camp units, and the social self-reproduction of camp units by their conversions of band units [and vice versa],
is added a new process: the self-reproduction of village units. Together, these 4 processes of social formations
self-reproduction constitute the only 4 kinds of human Social Forms social self-reproduction processes as yet
present on Earth at step 4’s stage. And these village units were already, or soon became, “Neolithic” villages –
‘plant societies and “animal societies” domestication/internalization villages -- agricultural villages.
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Step 5, per our hypothesis, ‘Ands-in’ its single further category, the 5th category, one whose unsolved symbol
is q[vb]. In this, historical, context, we interpret this ‘partial synthesis’ category-symbol, q[vb], as standing
for, mainly, ongoing direct conversions of some units of category q[b] into new units of category q[v], as socatalyzed by existing units of q[v], i.e., as standing for the ‘synthesis’ of new q[v] units by ‘direct conversions’
and ‘combined development’ of the human-social “raw material” of existing q[b], band, units, without these
q[b], band, units ever having passed through the stage of first becoming q[c], camp, units.
The meaning of category-symbol q[vb] includes some provision for ‘retro-conversions’/dissolutions of some
units of q[v] back into units of q[b], a process that is more explicitly connoted by the category-symbol q[bv].
Note that category symbols q[vb] and q[bv] are equivalent in terms of their order-place in this Social Forms
categorial progression: q[5]. So, overall, symbol q[vb], per this interpretation/solution, accounts for ongoing
‘inter-conversions’ among q[v] and q[b] units. But we fully expect most of the content of the q[vb] process to
be the attraction and recruitment, or the coerced, even enslaved induction, of some band units into some already
existing, more powerful village units, such band units then largely dissolving into those village units, and, thus,
no longer constituting isolated band units.
If we accept this solution for q[bv], then our step 5 categorial progression becomes the following, ‘5-fold’,
‘Anded’ sequence -- q[b] & q[c] & q[cb] & q[v] & q[vb]. We see this step within the human Social Forms
progression as still inhering in the historical epoch led by the units of the [agricultural] villages category, as
signed by ‘v’ being the most advanced ‘category-descriptor’ included in category-symbol ‘q[vb]’.
Step 6 ‘Ands-in’ its single further category as the 6th units-kind category for this topic area, one whose own
unsolved symbol is q[vbb]. In this, historical, context, we interpret this ‘partial synthesis category’ signal as
q[vc], and as representing, mainly, ongoing conversions of some existing units of category q[c] into new units
of category q[v], as catalyzed by existing units of q[v]. Thus, q[vc] signs the ‘synthesis’ of new q[v] units, by
‘direct conversion’/‘‘‘combined development’’’ of the human-social “raw material” of multiple, still-existing
q[c], camp, units, without these q[c] units ever having first passed, individually, through any process of rapidly
self-expanding, up into the scale/level of village, units -- or as ever having passed through any processes of the
“spontaneous”, without ‘catalysis’ by existing q[v] units, self-expanding to the point of coalescence with other,
nearby, camp units, to form their own, new, category q[v], village, units.
The meaning of category-symbol q[vc] includes some provision for ‘retro-conversions’/dissolutions of some
units of q[v] back into units of q[c], a process more explicitly asserted by category-symbol q[cv], describing
q[v] units being converted back into q[c] units by action of q[c] units. Note that category symbols q[vc] and
q[cv] are equivalent in terms of their order-place in this Social Forms categorial progression: q[6]. So, overall,
q[vc], per this interpretation/solution, accounts for ‘inter-conversions’ among q[v] and q[c] units. But we fully
expect most of the content of the q[vc] process to be an attraction/recruitment, or a coerced, even an enslaved
induction, of some of the camp units into already existing, more powerful village units, such camp units then
largely dissolving into those village units, and, thus, no longer constituting isolated camp units.
Accepting this solution for q[vc], our step 6 categorial progression becomes the ‘6-fold’, ‘Anded’ sequence -q[b] & q[c] & q[cb] & q[v] & q[vb] & q[vc].
We see this step of the human Social Forms historical progression as still inhering in the historical epoch led by
units of the [agricultural] villages category, as signed by ‘v’ being the most advanced ‘category-descriptor’
included in category-symbol ‘q[vc]’.
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Step 7 ‘Ands-in’ its single further category as the 7th category for this topic area, one whose unsolved signal is
q[vcb]. In this, historical, context, we interpret this ‘full synthesis category’ signal, q[vcb], as representing,
mainly, ongoing, rapid further-conversions, of q[c] units into q[v] units, on top of earlier conversions of some
units of category q[b] into new units of category q[c], where the earlier process has been interrupted by, or
immediately superseded by, units of the category q[v] inducing yet further conversion of those q[c] units into
units of category q[v]. That is, we see category-sign q[vcb] as standing for the ‘synthesis’ of new q[v] units
by conversion of the human-social “raw material” of existing q[c], camp, units, formed earlier by conversion
into camp units of band units, as catalyzed by existing camp units. This is a form of “telescoped”, 3-stages
development, or “combined development”.
The meaning of category-symbol q[vcb] includes some provision for ‘retro-conversions’/dissolutions of some
units of q[v] back into units of q[cb]. So, overall, q[vcb], per this interpretation/solution, accounts for ‘interconversions’ among q[v] and q[cb] units. But we fully expect most of the content of the q[vcb] process to be
the attraction and recruitment, or the coerced, even enslaved induction, of some of the q[cb] camp-from-bands
interconversion units into already existing, more powerful village units, such camp-from-bands interconversion
units then largely dissolving in/into those village units, and, thus, no longer being isolated camp-from-bands
interconversions units. Accepting this solution for q[vcb], then, our step 7 categorial progression becomes a
‘7-fold’, ‘Anded’ categorial progression: q[b] & q[c] & q[cb] & q[v] & q[vb] & q[vc] & q[vcb].
We see this step of the human social formations historical progression as still inhering in the historical epoch
led by units of the [agricultural] villages category, as signified by ‘v’ being the most advanced categorial
descriptor included in the category-symbol ‘q[vcb]’. Taken together, these conversion processes of social
forms self-reproduction – of the self-reproduction of village units, of camp units, and of band units, plus their
‘mutual interconversion’ interactions, are the only kinds of human Social Forms social reproduction processes
as yet evolved on our planet during this final phase of the ‘villages epoch’, represented by step 7.
Step 8, per our solution, features, in its single incremental category -- the 8th category in this historical series,
progression, and procession of Social Forms representations -- emergence of a ‘higher, self-hybrid category’,
for a 3rd higher kind of social units, after the 1st ‘self-hybrid higher kind’ category, named camps, q[c] for
short, and the 2nd ‘higher kind’ category, named villages, q[v] for short. This 8th nascent category’s ‘higher
units’ resulted from a self-conversion and self-elevation of some units of category q[v] into new ‘self-hybrid’
units of the next higher kind. Per our method, the initial, unsolved category-symbol for this 8th category is
q[vcbb]. But we have already solved, in step 2, above, category-descriptor ‘bb’ as/by category-descriptor ‘c’.
Therefore, the step 8 category-symbol q[vcbb] is equivalent to category-symbol q[vcc]. We have also
already solved, in step 4, above, category-descriptor ‘cc’ as/by category-descriptor ‘v’. Therefore, categorysymbol q[vcc] is equivalent to category-symbol q[vv].
Now, indeed, per our interpretation, q[vv] stands for the [self-]conversion of village units, by village units, into
something higher – into ‘super-village’ units. I.e., each unit of this yet-to-be-fully-identified ‘super-village’
category is expected to be, initially at least, made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of village units, thus as
its sub-units. We hold that a Social Forms category called chiefdoms, q[f] for short, fulfills this description.
Such chiefdom units arise, we surmise, by expansion and conquest, or by mutual alliance/incorporation, under
the governance, typically, of a single “chief”, of multiple, nearby village units. Typically this will involve a
dominant village, wherein the chief resides, and under that chief’s rule, combined with one or more other -satellite, subordinated – village units, also under that same chief’s rule. Our step 8 ‘anding’ thus becomes the,
‘8-fold’: q[b] & q[c] & q[cb] & q[v] & q[vb] & q[vc] & q[vcb] & q[f].
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This q[b] & q[c] & q[cb] & q[v] & q[vb] & q[vc] & q[vcb] & q[f] ‘Anding’, we hold, launches the next,
consecutive historical epoch of human social-formations history, immediately after the epoch of only village
units, camp units, band units, and their interaction processes and products. In this new Social Forms epoch, to
self-reproductions of band units, of camp units, and of village units, plus their interaction processes/products, is
added a new process/product: the self-reproduction of nascent chiefdom units. Together, these processes of
Social Forms self-reproduction and cross-reproduction constitute, we hold, the only 8 kinds of human Social
Forms reproduction processes present during this period of human [pre-]history. After/beyond the Social Forms
category named ‘chiefdoms’, and before the next ‘higher self-hybrid units’ self-reproduction category, named
‘city-states’ -- q[ff], or q[s] for short – seven new ‘cross-reproduction’/interconversion categories intervene -•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Category q[fb], mainly for q[f] units’ direct conversions of q[b] units, corresponding to order-place category q[9];
Category q[fc], mainly for q[f] units’ direct conversions of q[c] units, corresponding to order-place category q[10];
Category q[fcb], mainly for q[f] units’ direct conversions of q[cb] units, tied-to the order-place category q[11];
Category q[fv], mainly for q[f] units’ direct conversions of q[v] units, corresponding to order-place category q[12];
Category q[fvb], mainly for q[f] units’ direct conversions of q[vb] units, tied-to order-place category q[13];
Category q[fvc], mainly for q[f] units’ direct conversions of q[vc] units, tied-to order-place category q[14];
Category q[fvcb], mainly for q[f] units’ direct conversions of q[vcb] units, tied-to order-place category q[15].

After q[f], the next ‘higher units’/‘self-hybrid super-units’ categories are as follows –
•
•
•

Category q[ff]: q[f] units’ self-conversions into q[s], city-states, units, forming Social Forms order-place q[16];
Category q[ss]: q[s] units’ self-conversions into q[e], empires, units, of Social Forms order-place q[32], and;
Category q[ee]: q[e] units’ self-conversions into q[n], nation-state units, of Social Forms order-place q[64].

Thus, our historical-dialectical categorial progression for the human Social Forms topic-area – our historical
progression of major ‘kinds-of-such-Forms’ categories, to step 64 -- now stands as signable by:
q[b] & q[c] &…q[v] &…q[f] &…q[s] &…q[e] &…q[n]
-- or -bands & camps &…villages &…chiefdoms &…city-states &…multi-city-state empires &…nation-states.

Category q[e] represents the Social Forms topic-area’s historical phenomena of the ancient multi-city-state
empires, such as the ‘Maya Empires’, and the ‘Roman Empires’, West and East. The self-transitioning, for
some of the units of q[e], from q[e] to q[ee] or q[n] marks a major pattern-break in this story of Social
Forms units-kinds. Modern, European, etc., nation-state units emerged not as ‘super-empires’, i.e., not as
‘super-units’ of a heterogeneous multiplicity of intact multi-city-state empire units, as those super-empires
units’ sub-units. On the contrary they emerged, initially, as units uniting shards of collapsed multi-city-state
empires, ‘each nation-state unit being made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of mere fragments of
former, fallen multi-city-state empire units’.
Planet Earth has seen no true, enduring ‘super-empire’ units, such that ‘each one was made up out of a
heterogeneous multiplicity of mere but intact multi-city-state empire units’. What we did see, e.g., in the late
ancient Mediterranean world, was the expansion of multi-city-state empires by the conquest and assimilation of
other multi-city-state empires, as in the case of that most-notorious among the many multi-city-state empire
units, the “Roman Empire”. The “Roman Empire” approached the status of a ‘super-empire’ unit, by
conquering/absorbing other multi-city-state empire units, e.g., those of Carthage, of Macedonia and of Egypt.
But this state was unstable, soon splitting into two, separate mere empire units, Eastern and Western. The
Western empire unit then collapsed and dissolved into a protracted European “Dark Ages”.
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One might say that, earlier, Alexander of Macedon, too, made a short-lived attempt at creating a ‘super-empire’
unit. But his Macedonian-empire-conquered-empires’ ‘super-empire’ unit quickly fell back apart, after his
early demise. His single ‘super-unit’ disintegrated back into three separate mere empire units – the Ptolemaic,
Seleucid, and Antigonid multi-city-state empire units – ruled by Alexander’s main heirs -- generals Ptolemy
Soter, Seleucus, and Antigonus, respectively -- despite all three empires being spanned and permeated by the
diffused, diffuse cultural unity of Hellenistic civilization.
During the European “Dark Ages”, in the 1200s C.E., well after the circa 500 C.E. fall of “Western Roman
Empire”, nomadic warriors of the “Mongolian Empire”, under Genghis Khan, spread control over much of
Eurasia, from China and Southeast Asia in its East, all the way to Budapest in its West, and from Afghanistan in
its South to Russia in its North. This “empire” became the geographically largest “empire” in human history.
Because the Mongols conquered many formerly independent multi-city-state empire units, administering them
all, as subordinated units, and multi-lingually, from a single ‘capital city-state’ in Mongolia, the resulting “Pax
Mongolica” too must be considered an attempt at the formation of a vast, singular, East-and-West-uniting
‘super-empire’ unit. But this attempt too, like that of Alexander of Macedon, fell apart soon after the death of
its founder, Genghis Khan. His heirs disintegrated it back into four separate mere-empire “Khanate” units -the “Golden Horde”, the “Chagatai Khanate”, the “Ilkhanate”, and the “Yuan Dynasty” in China.
Hypothesis. The habitable surface of planet Earth was not extensive enough, nor were the ancient means of
communication and of transportation rapid enough, to enable multiple, initially separate multi-city-state empire
units to be durably governed and administratively unit-ed as or under multiple, separate, competing, warring
‘super-empire’ units. The ‘British colonial empire’, centered in the nascent nation-state unit of the British Iles,
like the other ‘national-colonial’ empire units, arose after the advent of nation-state units, and began primarily
in the category q[ne], corresponding to generic categorial order-place q[96].
This impact of the limitations of the habitable surface area of the globe on Earth’s tendential, q[ee] ↔ q[64],
‘super-empire’ formations points up a limitation of our method as well for historical dialectics. Our method
treats all topic-area developments as ‘self-developments’, as entirely autonomous and endogenous. Its rules for
category-symbol building do not provide, ‘endogenous’ to this method, for any representation of exogenous
causes and effects with respect to any topic-area. Such total autonomy is apt only for our universe as a whole.
Any lesser topic-area has an ‘externity’, from which ‘external causes’ may be launched and that ‘co-shape’ it.
In science fiction, Gene Roddenberry’s Star Trek imagines an ‘inter-planetary federation’ of just two Vulcandissidents-colonized ‘twin planets’, Romulus and Remus, as planets whose Social Forms apparently jumped
directly from a multi-city-state “Roman Empire”-like ancient history, to a later ‘duo-planetary’ police-state
dictatorship, and to an advanced-technology interplanetary “empire”, the “Romulan Star Empire”. This
storyline, of a ‘bi-globalized’ multi-city-state “Roman Empire”-like formation, prolonged to an interstellar
space-faring technological stage of multi-planetary empire, suggests a kind of alternative, unfortunate but
imaginable version of Terran human history. What if the Roman Empire had never fallen?
Hypothesis. We wish, here, to hazard an hypothesis predicting the already-emergent meaning of the q[128]
category-symbol q[nn]. We see this as the sign, the ‘symbolic pre-construction’, of the future advent of that
global ‘super-nation-state’ formation, made up out of the heterogeneous multiplicity of “mere” nation-state
units, that we term a ‘planetary polis’, q[p], which we expect will also represent an ‘equitist political-economic
democracy’. Precursors to this development have already been arising for some time in recent-past human
history, e.g., already in the days of the “United Provinces” of the Netherlands, of the ‘confederal’ and, later, the
“federal” ‘United Colonies’ of the nascent United States, much later in the “European Union”, and even more
so in the “League of Nations” and the “United Nations”, albeit to-date still perverted by a US-based ruling class.
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But all of these prototypes fall far short of what we see in q[p], especially in the key dimension of grass-roots
political democracy, let alone economic democracy. A Terran q[p] ‘planetary polis’ might be joined, early-on
in the time of its advent, by similar Social Forms -- similar socio-political-economic formations -- on the Moon,
and on Mars. These might, in turn, later achieve a solar-systemic ‘‘‘interplanetary federation’’’, q[pp] as q[i],
corresponding to generic categorial order position q[256].
All this, of course, depends upon the successful traversal, by Terran humanity – by all of us together – of what
we call the, looming, ‘Meta-Darwinian Planetary Fitness Test’. We see this as a test of the moral fitness to
survive, not just of the human genome, but of its integration within ‘the human phenome’ – a test of the attained
level of social, cultural, political, spiritual, global-civilizational solidarity of humanity. Already, many writers
of science fiction have, of course, and rather variously so, envisioned such Social Forms transformations, and
their vexatious vicissitudes, quite voluminously.
At this point in our narration of the Social Forms historical progression, consider the general character of the
‘categorial syntheses’ – of the ‘synthesis categories’ – encountered in this topic-area, above. In the context of
this, historical-dialectical, topic-area, we have solved-for its ‘synthesis categories’ mainly as categories of
‘interconversion-formation’ units – and mainly about conversions of less-advanced, less-complex units-kinds
into more-advanced, more-complex units-kinds -- albeit with some provisions for ‘retro-conversions’.
Note also that the aufheben ‘chain-containment pattern’, whose universality we cited at the outset, holds also for
this, Social Forms, topic-area. Some of the units of bands become initially the internal sub-units of camp units,
some of which become initially the internal sub-units of village units, some of the latter becoming the internal
sub-units of chiefdom units, some of which, e.g., as tribes, become, initially, the initial internal sub-units of
multi-tribe-alliance-based city-state units, some becoming internal sub-units of multi-city-state empire units… .
In section 2, above, we commented on the ‘persistence’ of the existence of categories/units, ‘born’ in previous
steps, in all subsequent steps of dialectical categorial progressions. However, in the example just concluded
herein, that of the historical dialectic of human social formation, this principle of ‘persistence’; of the aufheben
conservation of predecessor kinds of units in successor steps, both inside successor units, and outside of them,
may not come across as very intuitive, for those of us experiencing “modern” society. In terms of ‘internal
conservation’ of predecessor units ‘inside’ of successor units, band units appear to persist ‘inside’ camp units
only initially, before dissolving into their camp units. The camp units often soon dissolve into their village
units. The village units do often persist robustly for a time ‘inside’ their chiefdom units. But the chiefdom
units, as tribes, soon lose their separate identities ‘inside’ the city-state units that their alliances constitute. The
city-state units also do long persist ‘inside’ their empire units, but the ‘nation-state’ units as seen on Earth are
even predicated upon the prior dissolution of their multi-city-state empire predecessor units. In terms of the
‘external conservation’ of predecessor units ‘outside’ of their successor units, it is true that, on planet Earth as a
whole, including in large regions of Oceania, Eurasia, Amazonia, and Africa, even hunter-gatherer band units
still persist in the present moment, as well as, seasonal, camp units, and, especially, village units, as well as
chiefdom units, and, moreover, still a few city-state units too. Historically, the post-“Dark-Ages” re-emergence
of city-state units, e.g., in early-modern Italy, played a key role in the genesis of capitalist modernity, and in the
path that eventually led to the formation of modern, capitalist nation-state units. But, for those of us living in
the “modern society” regions of North America, Europe, Korea, Japan, China, Vietnam, Australia, and New
Zealand, etc., etc., with the partial exceptions of weekend/vacation “camping”, and of some indigenous peoples’
coercively-imposed “reservations”, as well as of ‘nomadic’ Roma encampments, and a few surviving, e.g.,
single city-state “principalities”, etc., the sub-series ‘q[b] & q[c]…& q[v]… & q[f]… & q[s]…& q[e]’ has all-but
disappeared by now. It has typically been re-cast and supplanted by a present-day modern systematic dialectic:
‘families/households & neighborhoods…& municipalities…& counties…& provinces/states…& nation-states…’.
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5.F. Beliefs. We mean, by ‘Beliefs’, within this, 5th, example sub-section, only that which we will describe as

‘macro-Beliefs’. These are beliefs which influence large numbers of people across large stretches of historical
time. We thus do not mean what might be called ‘micro-beliefs’, which influence only a few people, over short
periods of time, or even which influence only a single individual. The main kinds-categories of this ‘macroBeliefs’ topic-area, that the categorial series of this sub-section will put in historical order, are the categories
named Religions, q[R] for short, Philosophies, q[P] for short, and Sciences, q[S] for short. Note that each of
these categories is, partially, a form of “knowledge”, but is also a form of “ideology”, i.e., a belief-systems’
kind that involves superstitions, non-experience-based assertions, delusions, and/or dogmas whose enforcement
is attempted with a view to favoring one power-group over others, although Sciences, by their nature, are the
least ideologically susceptible of the three. Note also that units of all three of these major ‘subject-matter’, or
‘idea-matter’ categories are still, to this very day, separately extant, and formidably so.
However, our focus here is to reconstruct their genesis, and their historical order-of-appearance, even back deep
into times now anciently past. Our first order of business is to decide what category should be the starting-kind
category for this historical reconstruction. We might pick what is perhaps the deepest, oldest category which
has human belief/knowledge content -- Spoken Language itself. The ‘phonic interconnections’ among the
spoken words that name natural and human-natural things, in a given “natural language”, may often reflect as
well as inculcate knowledge or beliefs about, e.g., physical or psychological interconnections among the things
so named, for the people who created and socially reproduce that language. Spoken language might be the
earliest artifact of human knowledge and belief -- transient though each word-voicing may be -- that can be
shared among many contemporaries, and reproduced and partially passed, non-genetically [culturally] to each
next generation. We have, in the past, mapped this topic-area using the, much-later-and-more-complex,
category of Myth-Makings – of Mythologies – q[M] for short, as the historical starting-category. Readers are
encouraged to map this key topic-area using both Spoken Languages and Mythologies as the starting-category,
as an exercise to help them cement their proficiency with this method. However, for this example, we choose
[initially-primitive] Arts, or q[A], as starting-category. We do so because we see, e.g., the cave wall paintings,
the images carved into rock, and, later, the effigies fired in clay -- the artifact-units of the earliest-known Arts -as the first durable artifacts of ‘object-ified’ human knowledge/belief. Such representations involved the study,
e.g., of prey animals, of the sky, of landscapes, and of human bodies themselves, that, we hold, were forerunners
of later forms of human knowledge/belief, and, in particular, that became seeds of the later, chanted, spoken,
sung, danced/otherwise performed story-telling that gradually grew into Myth-Making, e.g., into the units that
we will call ‘explanatory Myths’. Note that units of the category Arts are also present now, in advanced forms.
In step 1, we see only its first, most primitive forms. Step 1 simply registers/re-affirms our choice of the
starting kind, here via the category named Arts, or q[A] for short.
Step 2. The single new category to be ‘Anded-in’ in this step, beginning our categorial-historical sequence, is
signed q[AA]. As already intimated above, we see this second category of our ‘macro-Beliefs’ topic-area’s
kinds-progression as the category named Mythologies, q[M] for short. We see the units of the Mythologies
category as higher, self-hybrid units of the units of the Arts category, with each Mythology or Mythological
story unit being mentally made up out of, and fusing or integrating, a heterogeneous multiplicity of ‘images’
drawn from units of the primitive Arts category. Given category q[M] as our solution for the meaning of
category-sign q[AA], our inaugural, solved kinds-progression for step 2 is thus: q[A] & q[M].
Step 3. The single new, incremental category-symbol of this step is, per our method, q[MA]. We see this
category as describing waves of ‘band-wagon’ diffusions of Myths-Makings, by way of conversions of early,
only Arts-Makings human-social units, to embrace collective belief in compelling and rewarding new units of
Mythologies, as the primary form of the interactions between units of category q[M] and of category q[A].
Our solved ‘Belief-Systems’ categorial progression for step 3 is therefore: q[A] & q[M] & q[MA].
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Step 4. The categorial increment for this step is, per our method, represented by unsolved category-symbol
q[MAA]. We have already solved, in step 2, above, category-descriptor ‘AA’ by category-descriptor ‘M’.
Therefore, category-symbol q[MAA] is equivalent to category-symbol q[MM]. We see category-sign q[MM]
as standing-for a higher category, of ‘self-hybrid’ higher units, each one mentally made up out of – and also
‘coherizing’/codifying -- a heterogeneous multiplicity of units of the q[M], Myths-Makings, category. We
identify this higher category as that of Religions, q[R] for short, seeing, in Religions, the making of a more
definitive, more coherent, more consistent, and more integrated combination of multiple Mythological story
units, to form a doctrinal, dogmatic belief-system, often enforced by, e.g., city-state rulers, as a key part of their
power-basis, with intolerance of, and draconian legal sanctions against, belief in different, competing such
Religions, e.g., those “owned” by other, competing city-state rulers/power-groups.
Recall the hemlock-poisoning of Philosopher Socrates, by the Athenian state, for “impiety”, as well as public
eatings-alive, by, e.g., lions, of early Christian Religionists, who dissented from the then Pagan Religion of the
Roman State, or, later, the horrifying mob-murder of Hypatia, Ancient Alexandrian Pagan Philosopher and
mathematician, by “Christian” Religionists, the burning alive of Philosopher-theologian Giordano Bruno, and
the “burning at the stake” of countless women, accused by the Catholic “Holy” Inquisition of “witchcraft”-type
‘Religional’ beliefs, or the infliction on Galileo of rest-of-life house-arrest for Scientific theories deviating from
Catholic Religionist then-doctrine.
Given category q[R] as solution for the meaning of category-symbol q[MM], our solved kinds-categories/-units
progression for step 4 becomes: q[A] & q[M] & q[MA] & q[R]. The latter co-presence of categories maps an,
ancient, historical epoch in which units of Arts, Mythologies, and Religions were co-present, but in which no
units of the categories of Philosophies or of Sciences were as yet fully extant, e.g., the period prior to the theses
put forward by Thales [circa 624 to 545 B.C.E.].
Step 5. The category ‘Anded’ for this step is, per our method, represented by the unsolved category-symbol
q[RA]. We see this category-sign as describing waves of voluntary and also of coerced diffusions of Religions,
through conversions, whether by persuasion, or “by the sword”, e.g., by Muslim soldiers, or by later Christian
“crusaders”, of remnant units of only Arts-Makings peoples, to collective belief in new units of Religions, as
the primary form of the interactions between units of category q[R] and still-extant units of category q[A]. Our
solved ‘Belief-Systems’ category-signs historical-dialectical progression for step 5 thus becomes the ‘5-fold’:
q[A] & q[M] & q[MA] & q[R] & q[RA].
Step 6. The category ‘Anded’ for this step is, per our method, represented by the unsolved category-symbol
q[RAA]. We have already solved, in step 2, above, category-descriptor ‘AA’ by/as category-descriptor ‘M’.
Therefore, category-symbol q[RAA] is equivalent to category-symbol q[RM]. We see this category-sign as
describing repeated waves of voluntary/compelled spreadings of units of Religions, by persuasion or “by the
sword”, converting remnant peoples united by Mythologies-only beliefs, e.g., later, pagan beliefs, to collective
belief-units of dogmatic Religions, as the primary form of the interactions between units of category q[R] and
the still-extant units of category q[M]. Note that, in the context of historical dialectic, historical categories can
stand for ongoing processes of the maintenance/reproduction/continuation of their units through historical-scale
epochs of time. The kind of units representable by category-sign q[RM] are mainly parts of expanded sociocultural self-reproduction by the units represented by the category ‘named’ q[R], by mean of “conversion” of
units of q[M]. Our categorial series for step 6 is 6-fold: q[A] & q[M] & q[MA] & q[R] & q[RA] & q[RM].
This co-presence of categories still maps the ancient historical epoch in which units of Arts, Mythologies, and
Religions were co-present, but in which no full units of the categories of Philosophies or of Sciences were as
yet extant -- the same historical epoch in which the steps 4 and 5 categorial progressions also inhere.
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Step 7. The category ‘Anded’ in this step is, per our method, represented by the unsolved category-symbol
q[RMA]. We have already solved, in step 3, for the meaning of category-descriptor ‘MA’. We therefore see
this category-descriptor as describing the subsumption, commandeering, or hijacking of the cultural/ideological
process of reproduction signed by q[MA], by the self-reproduction process signed by q[R], as the primary form
of interactions between units of category q[R] and still-extant units of category/process q[MA]. The process
symbolized by q[RMA] represents a conversion of processes already converting practitioners of q[A]-only to
practitioners of q[M], transformed into a new body of Religious faithful, believers in units of q[R]. Historical
categories represent ongoing processes of cultural reproduction/continuation of their units through historicalscale epochs of time. The kind of units represented by category-symbol q[RMA] are units of ‘conversionformations’, parts of the institutional expanded reproduction of the units meant by the category ‘named’ q[R].
A later example is the “conversion” of indigenous Maya by the Catholic Religion’s “mission[ary]” institutions.
Our 7-fold Beliefs-series for step 7 becomes: q[A] & q[M] & q[MA] & q[R] & q[RA] & q[RM] & q[RMA].
Now, this co-presence of categories still maps the ancient historical epoch in which units of Arts, Mythologies,
and Religions were co-present, but in which no units of the categories of Philosophies or of Sciences were as
yet fully extant, the same historical epoch in which the steps 4, 5 and 6 categorial progressions also inhere.
Step 8. The categorial increment for this step is, per our method, represented by the unsolved category-symbol
q[RMAA]. We have already solved, in step 2, above, category-descriptor ‘AA’ as/by category-descriptor ‘M’.
Therefore, category-symbol q[RMAA] is equivalent to category-symbol q[RMM]. We have already solved, in
step 4, above, category-descriptor ‘MM’ by category-descriptor ‘R’. Therefore, category-symbol q[RMM] is
equivalent to category-symbol q[RR]. We see category-sign q[RR] as standing-for a higher-units ‘self-hybrid’
category, whose units are mentally made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of units of the q[R], Religions,
category. We identify this higher category as that of Philosophies, q[P] for short. We see, in Philosophies, the
makings of a more-rigorous, more-rational, more-consistent, and more-systematized combination of multiple
Religions units, to form more critical, more universal “schools” units of human Beliefs, of partly admittedly
speculative, human cognition. Our step 8 categorial progression therefore now becomes the 8-fold –
q[A] & q[M] & q[MA] & q[R] & q[RA] & q[RM] & q[RMA] & q[P].
When a city-state, such as Republic-era Rome, conquers and/or allies with other city-states, in the formationprocess of a multi-city-state empire, and begins to rule that empire from its new, now ‘capital city-state’, the
new rulers face a fierce, formidable ideological dilemma. Each subordinate city-state in its empire typically
boasts its own “unique” unit of Religion, e.g., its own “patron deity”, or at least its own, typically polytheistic,
system of Mythology. The ‘macro-Beliefs’ category of Philosophies offers a potential solution to that dilemma.
If a new unit of Philosophy could be crafted, e.g., by skilled, advanced thinkers in the service of the imperial,
‘empireal’ state, so that it “made a place for” [cf. the “niches” in the later ancient Roman ‘pan-theon’] each
unit of Religion or Mythology prevailing among the multiple subordinate city-states of that empire, then this
might help significantly toward more peaceful, less-challenged rule by the ‘capital city-state’ rulers. Potentially
empire-disintegrating conflicts might be rendered less likely. This is the pattern that prevailed during the
‘proto-Renaissance’ in the multi-city-state empire of the ancient, Hellenistic city-state of Alexandria, Egypt,
after the break-up of Alexander’s attempted ‘super-empire’ unit. From circa 290 B.C.E., to 640 C.E., for over
900 years, ancient Alexandria was the capital of advanced learning for the entire Mediterranean world. The
Ptolemaic dynasty’s imperial state financed the construction of the Museum – ‘the district of the Muses’, the
first university – which included the eventually ∼750,000-scrolls great library of ancient Alexandria. That state
also subsidized the collection of manuscripts from all over ancient Eurasia, and oceanic expeditions to remote
reaches of the ancient world. By attractive, tax-free stipends, that state also imported, or established as its
correspondents, prominent philosophers, mathematicians, and incipient scientists, e.g., astronomer/astrologers,
as well as architects and engineers, from all over the Mediterranean.
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These luminaries included Archimedes, Euclid, Ptolemy, who formulated, in his Almagest, a geocentric model
of the orbits within our solar system, quantitatively accurate to the data of his time, Aristarchus, who advanced
a contrary, heliocentric model of our solar system against the then-prevailing geocentric model, Neoplatonist
philosopher/astronomer/mathematician Hypatia, who ‘commentarized’ the advanced, proto-algebraic text, the
Arithmetica manuscript of Diophantus, plus Ctesibius and Hero[n], who invented and constructed machines,
including automata run by compressed air, and a steam-powered chariot displayed in periodic, festive parades.
They may have been involved with the famed “Antikythera Mechanism”, a hand-operated, mechanical, analog
astronomical/astrological computer/orrery, able to predict eclipses, the Moon’s phases, and the positions of the
Sun and Moon, despite the Moon’s irregular orbit. After Alexandria’s fall, “Dark Ages” imperial states in the
Occident mostly favored Religions, i.e., rather than Philosophies, as the ideological underpinnings of their rule.
Philosophers were, however, entangled with the state rulers of their times. Plato was a political activist, though
a failed one. Aristotle became the tutor for the soon-to-be “world-conqueror”/“World Savior” Alexander of
Macedon. But the Roman state rested, in terms of Belief Systems, upon a series of Religious ideologies, first
Pagan, later/finally Christian, not upon Philosophical ideologies, although several distinct units of Philosophy
became rife among Roman citizens, especially during the decline of the Western Roman Empire.
Even into the modern era, nation-states have leaned toward Religious ideologies to bolster them. Many of the,
relatively enlightened, founders of the early American ‘United Colonies’ were “Deists”, believers in a purported
“rational theology”, albeit one of an ‘absentee Deity’, who, after creating the world, left humans to fend for
themselves. The national police-state dictatorships of the Soviet Union, China, and of several other, allied,
Stalinist, state-capitalist nation-states, rested, or still rest, ideologically, on a pseudo-Marxian, Leninist/Stalinist
“philosophy”, but one that has resembled, and ever more so, a kind of secular Religion. But Philosophies have
continued to be useful to ruling classes. For example, the ruling-class-promoted school of “post-modernist”
Philosophical ideologies managed a massive ‘pacification program’ for potentially-dissenting, incipient-activist
intellectuals, after the crushing of the proto-revolutions that began, worldwide, circa 1968. This ideology
popularized pseudo-intellectual “elitism” – including contempt for/denigration of humanity at large -- among
thinkers who might otherwise have become pro bono publico; foisted new, ruling-class-engineered, patently
contra-rational ‘taboos on thought’, aimed at blocking cognitive progress, and “normalized” the most flagrant
obscurantisms as peer-review-passing “scholarly” discourses.
Step 9. The category ‘Anded’ for this step is, per our method, represented by the unsolved category-symbol
q[PA]. We see this category-sign as describing conversions of Arts-Makings into Philosophies, by action of
Philosophy units, or Arts-Makers becoming their own Philosophies-Makers as primary result of interactions
between units of category q[P] and units of category q[A]. Conversions of q[A] units into q[P] units involves
critiques, by existing Philosophies-Makers units, of Arts-Makers units. The fruitions of these critiques are
the absorptions of some units of q[A] into units of q[P], with resulting modifications to both. Our resulting
‘Belief-Systems’ topic-area historical-dialectical categorial progression for its step 9 is therefore the 9-fold:
q[A] & q[M] & q[MA] & q[R] & q[RA] & q[RM] & q[RMA] & q[P] & q[PA].
Step 10. The category ‘Anded’ for this step is, per our method, represented by the unsolved category-symbol
q[PAA]. Per our previous solutions, this category-symbol is equivalent to category-symbol q[PM]. We see
this category-sign as signing conversions of Myths-Makings into Philosophies, or Myths-Makers becoming
Philosophies-Makers, as the primary result of the interactions between units of category q[P] and extant units
of category q[M]. The conversions of q[M] units into q[P] units involves critiques, by Philosophies-Makers
units, of Myths-Makers units. The fruitions of these critiques are the incorporations of some units of q[M]
into units of q[P], with resulting modifications to both. Our step 10 ‘Belief-Systems’ sequence is therefore:
q[A] & q[M] & q[MA] & q[R] & q[RA] & q[RM] & q[RMA] & q[P] & q[PA] & q[PM].
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Step 11. The category ‘Anded’ for this step is, per our method, represented by the unsolved category-symbol
q[PMA]. We see this category-sign as signing conversions of q[MA] processes into units of Philosophies, as
the primary result of the interactions between units of category q[P] and units of category q[MA]. The ongoing
conversions of q[MA] process-units into q[P] process-units involves critiques, by Philosophies-Makers units,
of q[MA] units. The fruitions of these critiques are the uptakes of some units of q[MA] into units of q[P], with
resulting modifications to both. Our step 11 ‘Belief-Systems’ historical-dialectical categorial progression is
thus: q[A] & q[M] & q[MA] & q[R] & q[RA] & q[RM] & q[RMA] & q[P] & q[PA] & q[PM] & q[PMA].
Step 12. The category ‘Anded’ for this step is, per our method, represented by the unsolved category-symbol
q[PMAA]. Per our previous solutions, descriptor ‘AA’ is equivalent to ‘M’, and descriptor ‘MM’ is equivalent
to descriptor ‘R’, so unsolved category-symbol q[PMAA] is equivalent to category-symbol q[PR]. We see this
category-sign as describing, primarily, conversions/critiques of q[R] units by q[P] units, by Philosophies units,
as the primary result of interactions between category q[P] units and category q[R] units. Our step 12 ‘BeliefSystems’ topic-area historical-dialectical categorial progression thus becomes: q[A] & q[M] & q[MA] & q[R]
& q[RA] & q[RM] & q[RMA] & q[P] & q[PA] & q[PM] & q[PMA] & q[PR].
But note also that the reverse-order category-symbol ‘q[RP]’ corresponds, indistinguishably, to the very same
generic order-place category, q[12], as does sign q[PR]. Thus, both q[PR] and q[RP] inhere in this same
order-place of this Belief-Systems categorial progression. Sign q[RP] can stand for a retrograde conversion of
Philosophies units into Religions units. And, indeed, with the deep degeneration of civilization in the Western
Roman Empire, into the pit of the “Dark Ages”, after the fall of Rome, and the compulsory ‘Chritianization’ of
the Eastern Roman Empire, the Philosophies units, in particular, of Aristotle and, to a lesser extent, of Plato,
were ‘re-Religionized’ in the service of a ruling “Christian” Religious ideology. The Summa Theologica text
by Thomas Aquinas, composed circa 1263 to 1268 C.E., can be seen as the zenith and the epitome of this
‘re-Religionization’ process for the Philosophy of Aristotle: as a veritable, retro-active “baptism of Aristotle”.
Step 13. The category ‘Anded’ for this step is, per our method, represented by the unsolved category-symbol
q[PRA]. We see this category-sign as signing conversions/critiques of q[RA] units by Philosophies units, as
the primary result of the interactions between units of category q[P] and units of category q[RA]. Our step 13
‘Belief-Systems’ sequence is: q[A] & q[M] & q[MA] & q[R] & q[RA] & q[RM] & q[RMA] & q[P] & q[PA]
& q[PM] & q[PMA] & q[PR] & q[PRA].
Step 14. The category ‘Anded’ for this step is, per our method, represented by the unsolved category-symbol
q[PRAA], or q[PRM]. We see this category-sign as describing conversions/critiques of q[RM] units by units
of Philosophies, as the primary result of interactions between category q[P] units and category q[RM] units.
Our step 14 ‘Belief-Systems’ series is thus: q[A] & q[M] & q[MA] & q[R] & q[RA] & q[RM] & q[RMA] &
q[P] & q[PA] & q[PM] & q[PMA] & q[PR] & q[PRA] & q[PRM].
Step 15. The category ‘Anded’ for this step is, per our method, represented by the unsolved category-symbol
q[PRMA]. We see this category-sign as describing conversions/critiques of q[RMA] units by/to Philosophies
units, as the primary result of interactions between q[P] units and q[RMA] units. Our step 15 ‘Belief-Systems’
topic-area progression is now thus -- q[A] & q[M] & q[MA] & q[R] & q[RA] & q[RM] & q[RMA] & q[P] &
q[PA] & q[PM] & q[PMA] & q[PR] & q[PRA] & q[PRM] & q[PRMA].
Step 16. The categorial increment for this step, per our method, begins as the unsolved category-symbol
q[PRMAA]. We have already solved category-descriptor ‘AA’ as category-descriptor ‘M’, and categorydescriptor ‘MM’ as category-descriptor ‘R’, and category-descriptor ‘RR’ as category-descriptor ‘P’.
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Therefore, category-symbol q[PRMAA] is an equivalent to category-symbol q[PRMM], which is also an
equivalent to category-symbol q[PRR], which is equivalent to category-symbol q[PP]. We see categorysymbol q[PP] as standing-for a ‘higher category’, of ‘higher, self-hybrid’ units, each one mentally made up
out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of units of the q[P], Philosophies, category. This higher category can
be seen as the fruition of a self-conversion of category q[P], that involves a self-critique of category q[P].
We identify this higher category as that of Sciences, q[S] for short.
Thus, the units of the category named Sciences grow out of the units of the category named Philosophies.
It is thus no accident that Isaac Newton’s magnum opus, the very treatise that launched modern science,
was billed as a treatise on “Natural Philosophy”, and not as a treatise of science per se.
Newton’s 1687 C.E. treatise was, in full, entitled Philosophiæ Naturalis Principia Mathematica, or
Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy. Unlike in the cases of Bruno and Galileo, the “Holy”
Inquisition was not in a position to burn Newton at the stake, or to imprison him for life, for his writings.
However, Newton was forced to keep under deep cover the fact that he – illegally, at the time -- did not
believe the doctrine of the “Holy Trinity”, i.e., that he was a “Unitarian” Christian, not a “Trinitarian” one.
We can see the self-critique of Philosophies emerging, already, and far earlier than 1687, if then still partly
entangled with unreconstructed units of Philosophy and Religion, e.g., in Roger Bacon’s circa 1267 C.E.
treatises entitled Opus Majus, Opus Minus, and Opus Tertium. We can see an even clearer, less-ideologyentangled version of this emergence in Francis Bacon’s 1620 treatise entitled New Organon, and in his 1626
novel entitled New Atlantis. We see, in the category named Sciences, the makings of a more-rigorous, morerational, more-consistent, and more-systematic combination of multiple Philosophies’ Philosophical Schools
units. Sciences, especially initially, typically subject doctrines of differing Philosophical schools units, those
doctrines upgraded to scientific, predictive hypotheses, to experimental testing, and throw out doctrines whose
predictions do not turn out: predictions “falsified” by experiment, and by [observational] experience in general.
Our step 16 topic-area’s Belief-Systems historical categorial progression therefore now becomes the 16-fold -q[A] & q[M] & q[MA] & q[R] & q[RA] & q[RM] & q[RMA] & q[P] & q[PA] & q[PM] & q[PMA] & q[PR] & q[PRA] & q[PRM] & q[PRMA] & q[S]

-- or, in more “spelled-out” form, replacing all of the ‘dialectic synthesis’, ‘non-self-hybrid categories’ with
ellipsis dots, ‘…’: Arts & Mythologies &…Religions &…Philosophies &…Sciences.
The further progress of this categorial progression features the critique/conversion of some of the units of the
earlier-emerged if also still extant categories of kinds of knowledge/ideology/Beliefs, by units of the Sciences
category, and the elevation of those earlier-emerged units up into the scale of those Sciences units, with mutual
modifications by/to both units-kinds in each case. There are 15 such additional, specific critique/conversion
category-symbols, which we have listed below, noting also the corresponding [‘↔’] generic order-place
category-symbol for each, in abbreviated form –
q[SA] ↔ q[17], q[SM] ↔ q[18], q[SMA] ↔ q[19], q[SR] ↔ q[20], q[SRA] ↔ q[21], q[SRM] ↔ q[22],
q[SRMA] ↔ q[23], q[SP] ↔ q[24], q[SPA] ↔ q[25], q[SPM] ↔ q[26], q[SPMA] ↔ q[27], q[SPR] ↔ q[28], etc.

-- all the way up to step 31.
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Some of the ‘partial-synthesis’ and ‘merely-hybrid’ category-symbols listed above we can readily account for.
Consider, for one, q[SA] ↔ q[17], and its ‘inverse’, q[AS], also ↔ q[17]. A sample unit of category q[SA],
per our solution – that of the ‘hybridization’ of units of Art content and/with units of Science content, or the
‘conversion’ of Art units into Science units – is the 2015 replica of the ~36,000-year-old Ice Age, paleolithic
art of the Chauvet Cave. A committee of scientists, working together with teams of graphic artists, as well as
with special effects designers, architects, and engineers -- about ~500 co-creators in all – sought to reproduce
the overall atmosphere, as well as the detailed cave wall pictography, of the actual cave, far too fragile for
public viewing, in a replica, so that citizens in general might enjoy the remarkable, 1994 find of ancient images.
A sample unit of category q[AS], which, per our solution, is that of the “synthesis” or ‘hybridization’ of units
of Science content and/with units of Art content, or of the ‘conversion’ of Science units into Art units – is the
common contemporary practice of enlisting artists to produce images known as “artists conceptions” of
scientific and/or mathematical objects.
But some of the dozen categories symbolized above may be so infrequently encountered – so improbable, so
rare – that no whiff of them can be detected in the historical record. Some of them, so far, may not have ever
had any of the units that they imply actually extant. But all have possible, potential existence in the present
knowledge/ideology/Beliefs epoch. Not so, we hold, for the category that corresponds to order-place category
q[32]. The category specific symbol, for this topic-area, for that generic order-place category, is q[SS]. `What
could be meant by a future category of a unit-type defined as that of a ‘[super-]Science of Sciences’? We have
an hypothesis, one too complex to enter into herein, as to the kind of Belief/knowledge/ideology for which this
category-sign calls. But we see, as yet, no trace of its full existence in the historical present of planet Terra. But
we do see precursors of our solution for unsolved category-sign q[SS] already emergent in this present
historical epoch. We hope that readers will engage in their own attempt(s) to ‘symbolically preconstruct’/predict the next major category of this Belief-Systems topic-area, and the next major
knowledge/ideology epoch that it would herald, as their summit exercise for their making their own of this
texts’ dialectical method, of ‘dialectical categorics’.
Consider also the general character of the ‘categorial syntheses’ – the ‘synthesis categories’ – encountered for
this topic-area, above. We have typically interpreted them, herein, as standing for increasingly-exceptional, and
increasingly-rare, increasingly-improbable, increasingly-infrequently-encountered, psycho-historical-dynamic
‘conversion-processes’ and/or ‘conversion-formations’/‘conversion-institutions’. In their ‘prograde’, progressmaking sense, these hybrid, ‘synthesis’ category-symbols were solved as signing critiques/conversions of units
from earlier/simpler categories of this topic area, into the units of later/more complex categories of this topicarea. In their reverse/ “retrograde”, sense, these ‘synthesis’ signs have often meant ‘degenerate conversions’,
of units from later/more complex categories, back into units of earlier/simpler/more-primitive categories. But
there are also hybrid units/instances which at least approach a more familiar sense of the word ‘synthesis’. For
example, Joseph Campbell’s book Primitive Mythology addresses our category-symbol q[SM] ↔ q[18],
intending, as the author states, to apply Science to Mythology, but also, as we see it, seeking to rehabilitate,
reinstate and regenerate the Mythology category for modern time. The q[SR] ↔ q[20] or q[RS] ↔ q[20]
books entitled The Holy Science, by Swami Yukteswar, and Science of Religion, by his disciple, Swami
Yogananda, seek to present a systematic ‘science of human subjectivity’/“psycho-physiology”, to supplement
the more familiar, Occident-originated ‘sciences of objectivity’, in terms of repeatedly-verifiable techniques for
evoking the key, less familiar, “higher levels” of human consciousness, albeit still with biases toward the older
theistic and the mystical. Still so biased, but less so, as we see it, is the book, by the paleontologist and Jesuit
priest Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, entitled, in its English translation, The Phenomenon of Man [the original,
not-so-sexist French version of its title is: Le Phénomene Humain].
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The unforgettably-vivid dream, that, in my 11th year, launched me into this work – this work that later became
also the work of Foundation Encyclopedia Dialectica -- presented a central, q[SPR]+, ‘summ[it]ary’ symbol.
That ‘sum[m]ary symbol’, for an ‘equation-of-everything’, “carved in stone”, was revealed, during that dream,
as both scripture and prophesy, but also as the sign of a single, universal, unified science. This unified, single
science integrated within itself, as well, Philosophies, and Religions, but as an agnosticism, not as a mysticism,
and neither as an unprovable/dogmatic theism, nor as an unprovable/dogmatic atheism.
‘Chain-containment’ sequence. The aufheben, categorial ‘chain-containment sequence’ for this topic-area, since
it involves much intangible, mental, ideational, “memes” content – more ‘subject-matter’ than tangible matter -may be harder to discern than that for most of our other, more tangible examples herein.
But this sequence can be expressed as follows, using a color-coding spectrum, this time, set for just the relative
order-places of just the starting category and its ‘higher-units, self-hybrid categories’ for this Belief-Systems/Knowledges/Ideologies topic-area –
Some [initially-primitive] Artistic Images units became the seeds for Mythological stories units, some of
which became the seeds for canonical, doctrinal, dogmatic Religious stories units, some of which became the
seeds for Philosophical-schools’ arguments units, some of which then became the seeds for the -- typically,
demystified, experimentally-testable, or observational, and falsifiable -- Scientific hypotheses/theories units.
Persistence of Anciently-Born Categories of ‘Knowledge-Belief’ into the Present. Before concluding our
coverage of this topic area of beliefs that humans have believed, and/or still do believe, to be ‘knowledges’, we
want to call your attention to the ‘instancing’, in this topic-area’s specific categorial progression, of a general
dialectical, aufheben principle, of ‘external conservation’. We first explicitly noted it, in its generality, starting
on page 17, above. This dialectical principle is the aufheben principle of the ‘Persistence of Categories, “Born”
in Previous [Historical] Stages, into All Later Stages’. Main, anciently-born ‘knowledge-belief’ categories of
this example – Arts, Religions, Philosophies – persisted throughout past history, subsequent to their ancient
‘births’, and still persist, right into our present historical moment. Arts, although long-since superseded, in the
sense of this section, still persist, and abundantly so, into the present day. The Religions category, although
long-since surpassed, in our sense, by that of Philosophies, let alone by that of Sciences, is still extant today,
and “with a vengeance”.
It might appear, at first glance, that the ‘knowledge-beliefs’ category of Mythologies is a casualty of this
history – is the exception to the ‘aufheben persistence-principle’, for this example; that q[M] has died-out, and
should thus longer be part of the present ‘units-kinds’ “state” of this topic-area. That “state” would thus be
wrongly rendered as – ‘Arts & Mythologies &…Religions &…Philosophies &…Sciences’ -- and rightly
rendered as – ‘Arts &…Religions &…Philosophies &…Sciences’ instead.
But, upon more thorough reflection, is it not clear that Mythologies are still with us, and present in veritable
abundance? Even beyond the national mythologies of nationalists, the racialist mythologies of racists, and the
gender mythologies of sexists, modern mythologies permeate popular culture, albeit being often more ‘futureish’ and science-fiction-entangled, than the more past-oriented myths of the ancient past. Consider the Star
Wars mythos, the Stargate mythos, and the Star Trek mythos, not to mention the Asimov Foundation mythos,
and the Wachowskis’ Matrix mythos. But note also, and to the contrary, Rowling’s Harry Potter mythos,
Tolkein’s Lord of the Rings mythos, and Gabaldon’s Outlander mythos. Other modern Mythologies, that have
by now largely faded from contemporary collective memory, include Lovecraft’s “Cthulhu Mythos”, and the,
multi-generational, “Victor Appleton” mythos of “Tom Swift”.
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5.G. Nature. Our target here is to build a kind of -- non-chromosomal – ‘genealogy’ of our cosmos; the

‘what-begat-what’ story of what there has been, and of what there is now, as well as, in the future, of what there
likely will be, built in the order in which each such ‘kind’ appears from out of (a) previous kind(s) in NatureHistory; a ‘genealogy of everything’. For our account of the dialectical history of Nature as a whole – our
account of how the present units-kinds content, the categorial content of our cosmos, came to be, and of the
order in which that content’s different kinds came to be, one born from out of the other, we would like to
discern a starting-category such that our categorial progression would cover, categorially, all of known Nature:
everything now known. We’d like that categorial progression to start from a starting category deep enough to
encompass the origin of, perhaps, an initially “empty” space, and of time itself as the ‘tick-tocks’ of the selfexpansion of that space. We see it that the first-born of our cosmos should be time itself, i.e., space-time itself.
We suspect our starting category should be “Dark Energy”, that “unknown-source anti-gravity” that now drives
an accelerating expansion rate of the size of our cosmos, the incremental units of that self-expansion counted as
the ‘tick-tocks’ of a whole-universe ‘Cosmic Clock’; of an, initially, “pure” time, i.e., of a self-expanding space
initially devoid of any “Standard Model of Particle Physics” particle-units. Perhaps our second category should
then be “Dark Matter”, i.e., that “unknown-source gravity” that opposes the “Dark Energy”-driven universal
spatial self-expansion, and that perhaps was provoked into existence by “Dark Energy’s” early “inflationary”,
hyper-accelerating spatial self-expansion breaching a rate of expansion – already far exceeding the finite limit
of the rate of travel of photon units – that is the natural, finite limit of the rate of space self-expansion itself.
But such a ‘dialectic of Nature’ would be far too speculative, given the present state of consensus scientific
knowledge, i.e., given that both “Dark Energy” and “Dark Matter” are presently far more unknown than known,
and thus do not quite meet our criteria of covering only “everything now known”. The units of “Dark Energy”
have hardly even been guessed at, to-date, and the units of “Dark Matter” that have been hypothesized, have not
as yet been detected, despite years of efforts to do so. So, instead, let’s “take time and space for granted”, and
take, as our starting-category for this topic-area, something far better known: The “particles” of the “Standard
Model of Particle Physics”. These units, called either “bosons”, or “fermions”, come in both “composite” and
“non-composite” sub-kinds, and include the more familiar “non-composite fermions”, known as electrons, and
“composite fermions” known as protons and neutrons. All three can be sub-units of “atoms”. We will sign this
category, of units called “particles”, by the sign ‘q[r]’, representing the initial units populating/constituting,
e.g., the “Big Bang Fireball”. Step 1 simply affirms that, per present knowledge, the only units existing in this
first, brief ‘particles-only epoch’ of cosmological natural history, other than the units, e.g., of space-time, here
“taken for granted”, are units of the “Standard Model of Particle Physics”, signed by category-symbol q[r].
Step 2. We add a single new category, whose advent means this step opens the second “epoch” of Naturehistory, whose unsolved category-symbol, per our ‘re-append the starting descriptor’ method, is q[rr]. This
category-sign states a self-critique of any assertion that the q[r] constitute the only kind of units ever extant in
Nature-History; an ‘r critique of r’. This category-sign also suggests that this consecutively next kind of units
to come into being in cosmos-history may be units that could be described as ‘super-particle’ units, each one
made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of mere particle units. That description fits well the category of
“atom” units. Each neutral atom unit is typically made up out of several electron, proton, and neutron particle
sub-units. Even a “naked”, fully-ionized atom, i.e., an atomic nucleus without electrons, is still typically made
of protons and neutrons. Moreover, sign q[rr] also suggests those interactions of q[r] units with [other] q[r]
units that yield atom units. As a process sign, this reads like a description of the theorized post-“Big Bang”
event named “Big Bang nucleosynthesis”, wherein interactions among “particle” units of a then “particlesonly’ universe gave rise to the first, ionic atomic nuclei ‘super-particle’ units. Therefore, we will solve for the
categorial meaning of q[rr] as that of the category atoms, q[a] for short, encompassing sub-categories for the
units of fully-ionized atoms, of partially-ionized atoms, and of de-ionized, electrically neutral atoms.
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Our categorial progression, for step 2, is thus – ‘q[r] & q[a]’ -- commencing an ‘atoms epoch’ in natural
history, in which atom units are the “vanguard”, ‘‘‘meristemal’’’ kind of being.
The Meaning of Category-Symbols of the Form q[xx] in the Context of Historical Dialectics. The transition of
quantitative change into qualitative change is a phenomenon whose embrace as a dialectical phenomenon par
excellence goes way back in the history of dialectics. But how does this phenomenon inhere in the process of
combined transformation/conservation/elevation which we have noted above -- as the translation of the German
word ‘aufheben’ – forming the core of the meaning of the word ‘dialectic’? Our answer is that for our crucial,
‘self-combination’ category-units, for historical dialectical ‘self-hybrid’ categories of generic form q[xx], they
represent the unity of the aufheben dialectical process, with the dialectical process of [monotonic] quantitative
change, exceeding a definite quantitative threshold, thereby turning into its opposite, into qualitative change,
while also eliding any explicit representation of the quantities involved, in our “purely” qualitative shorthand.
By the term ‘qualitative change’ here, we mean kinds-change, change in kind, change of kind – the irruption of
an increment of a new kind of units from out of a concentrated, dense population of a previous kind of units, or
from out of previous kinds of units in cases of ‘merely-hybrid new kinds’ units. By ‘quantitative change’, we
mean change in a local population’s count/density of units of the predecessor kind of units [predecessor to the
new kind of units, set to irrupt when the older units’ relevant count/density quantitative threshold is crossed].
Of course, if density gets too high, beyond-threshold, it can cause “degeneration” and retrogression, rather than
progression, in the kinds of units produced. So here, in the context of historical dialectics, by q[xx], we will
always connote both the process of reaching and crossing the threshold to qualitative change, and the product of
that crossing. The “degenerate”, retrogressed units-kinds caused by threshold-‘excession’ are already accounted
for by the ‘persistence’ of the units-kinds category-signs that were ‘anded-in’ earlier in the category-symbols’
progression. Thus, q[xx] connotes, for the generic case, the process and the product of a confrontation of units
of kind q[x] with [other] units of q[x] kind; ‘self-confrontation’ of q[x] units. Such ‘self-confrontation’ surges
as a result of “quantitative change”, the quantitative expanded self-reproduction of the units of kind q[x], the
self-induced increase in the number of units of kind q[x] in various locales in our cosmos where that kind is
burgeoning. The units of kind q[x] formerly ‘confronted’ units of their predecessor kind [and of even earlier
kinds], call that kind q[w]. The process named q[xw] connotes conversions of q[w] units into q[x] units. It is
typically the main way by which a q[x] kind of units increases their population unit-counts at the expense of the
unit-counts of units of a q[w] kind. Once this process produces a sufficient quantity of q[x] units, in sufficient
physical-spatial concentration/density, then the main ‘environment’ of the q[x] units is no longer the q[w] [and
even earlier-born] units, but other q[x] units. We call this state the ‘self-environment’, ‘self-surroundment’, or
‘self-envelopment’ of the units of q[x] kind, which we sign precisely by q[xx]. In this process, the new main
interactions of the locale-core q[x] units are no longer interactions with the q[w] [and earlier] kind(s) of units.
The main interactions of the q[x] units are with [other] q[x] units: q[x](q[x]). The main interactions of core
q[x] units thus become ‘self-interactions’. The product of this process is ‘q[x] & delta(q[x])’, wherein the
‘delta(q[x])’ connotes a qualitative increment of a new kind of units, but of units whose source is still in/from
the units of kind q[x]. Some of the q[x] units ‘mutually-convert’ into the new ‘delta(q[x])’ units, while some
of them persist as “mere” q[x] units. We have already seen an instance of this process/product in step 2, for x
as r: q[r](q[r]) → q[r] & q[rr] → q[r] & q[a]. The shorthand ‘q[r](q[r])’ means that units of q[r] act upon
[other] units of q[r], transforming them[selves], ‘self-elevating’ some of them up into a new, higher level/scale
of being, called ‘delta(q[x])’, making super-units from some q[r] units, while other q[r] units are conserved
inside them, and also outside them -- q[r](q[r]) → q[r] & delta(q[r]) → q[r] & super-q[r] → q[r] & q[a].
Thus, ‘q[r](q[r])’ means ‘q[r] ‘aufhebens’ q[r]’; ‘self-aufheben-ation’ of q[r] units. Step 4, examples x as a:
q[a](q[a]) → q[a] & q[aa] → q[a] & q[m]; step 3 the generic ‘q[x](q[w]) → q[x] & q[w] & q[xw]’ as
the specific ‘q[a](q[r]) → q[a] & q[r] & q[ar]’. It means the result of q[a] ‘aufhebenating’ q[r].
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Note that the above-stated considerations apply to category-signs of the form q[xx] in the context of historical
dialectics, wherein aufheben processes unfolding through past [or expected future] time are at issue. In other
contexts, of systematic dialectics, the presentation of the dialectical ‘content-structure’ of a present of a given
topic area, aufheben relations are at issue. E.g., in the ‘contemporary English script’ topic-area, phonetic letter
units are also found inside syllable units, super-units to the letter units, but letters and syllables are co-present,
rather than letter units transforming some of themselves into syllable units as an historical-dialectical process.
Step 3. As with every step, this step too adds just one single new category. By our ‘re-append r’ method, the
unsolved category-symbol for this 3rd category is q[ar]. Per our rules of interpretation, this category-symbol
calls for a category of a new kind of units which are a ‘synthesis-combination’ of q[a] units and/with q[r] units,
and/or a natural formation that contains both q[a] and q[r] units, and that converts q[r] units into q[a] units, as
catalyzed by the q[a] units already extant inside that formation, as units, and/or an atypical process, “lifting up”
single q[r] units into q[a] units, defying our definition of an atom unit in the typical case. In the context of the
present – universal -- topic-area, all three interpretations point to and converge upon a single, well-known kind
of natural object in general, and upon the “first generation” of its kind in particular: first generation star units.
Here’s how. The simplest kind of atom unit is a Hydrogen atom unit. Each single, standard/typical, neutral
Hydrogen atom unit is made up out of just one single proton “particle”-unit, and a single electron “particle”unit, i.e., of a minimal heterogeneous multiplicity of exactly 2, “Standard Model”, “particle” units. If such a,
“neutral”, atom unit becomes “ionized”, i.e., loses its electron, it becomes converted back – ‘retro-converted’ -into “just” a single proton “particle” unit.
Such a Hydrogen ion unit no longer fits our definition of a typical atom unit. But, in some standard sense -e.g., in terms of its history -- a “Hydrogen ion” unit remains an atom unit, albeit no longer H, but now H+, a
proton, naked of electrons.
A first-generation star is typically made up almost entirely out of Hydrogen atom units, mixed with a small
proportion of Helium and a few still higher-species atom units, also made by “cosmological nucleosynthesis”,
q[rr]. At the core of such a star, the densities, pressures, and temperatures run so high that the proton sub-units
and electron sub-units of the [former] Hydrogen atom units there become “particle” units again -- split-up
electron “particle” units versus proton “particle” units. And it is mainly in the cores of such stars that the
process known as “stellar nucleosynthesis”, q[ar], ensues, fusing, uniting, or synthesizing, at first, proton
“particle” units [and neutron “particle” units], typically first into “diproton” proto-atomic units, ultimately into
Helium atomic nuclei units. A “first generation” star is thus a natural ‘conversion formation’, in which the
conditions created by the atoms of which the star is, initially, mainly made, convert, to begin with, “particle”
units – the protons [and neutrons] in its core -- into [ionized] Helium atom units: process q[ar].
Moreover, such stars, as macroscopic category q[ar] units in their own right, are almost instantly ‘synthesiscombination’ units, hybrid units, ‘complex unities’, each made up of atom units, i.e., mainly Hydrogen atom
units, Helium atom units…, and, e.g., proton and electron “particle” plasma units: process/product q[ar]. We
thus solve the meaning of category-sign q[ar] by the category named “first generation” stars, q[s]. The latergeneration stars start out including higher-species atom units, higher than Helium species atom-units, units
formed mostly in the later stages of “first generation” stars, but still along with mainly Hydrogen and Helium
atom units. The later stages of a star’s “stellar nucleosynthesis” convert, not just “particle” units into [Helium]
atom units, but lower-species atom units [e.g., Helium atom units] into higher-species atom-units [e.g., into
Cardon atom units, Oxygen atom units, and Nitrogen atom units, and beyond].
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This is part of a sub-category of process q[aa] ↔ q[4]; atom units converting lower-species atom units to
higher-species atom units, but still into [other] atom units.
Recall that a category-sign like q[ar], when viewed in its aspect as a process sign, also provides for its reverse,
retrograde process, q[ra]. An example of such a retro-process is the back-conversion of atom-units into mere
particle units, when high-energy photon “particle” units, e.g., released by stellar core fusion/“nucleosynthesis”
of “particle” units up into atomic nuclei units, re-split Hydrogen atom units in the star, but also outside the
star’s core, back into dissociated, “plasma” proton “particle” units, separated from their, former, electron
“particle” units. Our step 3 categories-progression is thus now -- q[r] & q[a] & q[s], or q[r] & q[a] & q[ar].
Step 4. This step ‘ands-in’ a 4th kind-of-units category, whose unsolved category-symbol is, again, formed, per
our method, by ‘suffixing’ another ‘r’ descriptor into the most advanced category-symbol of step 3, namely,
into q[ar], yielding q[arr]. Since we have already solved descriptor ‘rr’ by descriptor ‘a’, category-sign q[arr]
is equivalent to category-sign q[aa]. This category-sign represents a self-critique of any assertion that the q[a]
constitute the highest of the higher kinds of units, or, in this case, the only higher kinds of units, ever extant in
the history of our cosmos to-date; an ‘a critique of a’. This category-sign also suggests that the consecutively
next kind of units to come into existence in the history of our cosmos were units that could be described as -‘super-atom’ units, each one made up of a heterogeneous multiplicity of mere atom units. Symbol q[aa] can
be interpreted as signing the later stages of “stellar nucleosynthesis” in a typical later-generation star, in which
stellar core lower-species atomic nuclei units are converted into higher-species atom units, thus, in the first time
around, generating new sub-categories of atoms, but still within the atom units category. Also, category-sign
q[arr], as also equivalent to category-sign q[sr], could be interpreted as denoting, e.g., accretions of ionized
Hydrogen gas/protons onto star units, thus making those stars more massive, and richer in Hydrogen fuel, and
possibly thereby causing a mass-increase-driven acceleration of “stellar nucleosynthesis” in their cores. These
categories would constitute some of the sub-categories of category q[aa].
But neither of these solutions finds a new, higher kind of units as being described by sign q[aa]. We want our
solved category-symbols to stress their higher [sub-]kind(s). The new, higher category, for a higher kind of
units, that symbol q[aa] suggests to us, is the category named molecules, q[m] for short. A typical molecule
unit is ‘made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of atom units as its sub-units’. Simpler examples of such
molecule units include H2O, Water molecule units, combining two atom units of Hydrogen with one atom unit
of Oxygen; CO2, Carbon Dioxide molecule units, combining one atom unit of Carbon with two atom units of
Oxygen; NH3, Ammonia molecule units, uniting one atom [sub-]unit of Nitrogen with three atom [sub-]units of
Hydrogen, and CH4, Methane molecule units, uniting one atom [sub-]unit of Carbon with four atom [sub-]units
of Hydrogen. Our step 4 categories-series, launching a ‘molecules-led epoch’ of natural history, is thus now:
q[r] & q[a] & q[s] & q[m].
The new-kind of microscopic units signified by category-symbol q[m] are, we hold, individual molecule units.
The earliest, cosmological ‘particles clouds’ and ‘atomic clouds’, as they became enriched by the accumulating,
diverse higher-species atom units cooked-up in successive generations of stars, became, in part, “molecular
clouds”, e.g., when sufficient atom units’ density and diversity allowed for diverse molecule units to form by
[inter]action of those diverse atom units in these enriched ‘atomic clouds’. Once enriched enough, atomically –
sufficiently “metallized” – these now “molecular[/atomic] clouds” precipitated not only a series of new star
generations with ever higher atomic units content from the get-go, but also stars together with planets, and also
more. Thus, entire “solar systems” – including other ‘stellar/planetary systems’, in addition to our own, Solcentered system – are part of what q[m] temporally implies and impends. But planet units mainly combine
molecule units and/with still-elemental atom units, and thus are not fully described by category-symbol q[m].
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Step 5. By our ‘re-append r’ method, the unsolved category-symbol for this 5th category is q[mr]. Per our
rules of interpretation, this category-symbol calls for either (1) a category of a new kind of units which are a
‘synthesis-combination’ of q[m] units and/with q[r] units, and/or (2) a natural formation which converts q[r]
units into q[m] units, as catalyzed by the q[m] units already extant, and/or (3) an atypical process, which “liftsup” single q[r] units into q[m]-level units, thus deviating from our definition, for the typical q[m] case, that of a
q[aa] molecule unit. We rule out interpretations (2) and (3) in this case, because we do not know of cases in
which molecule units cause “particle” units to directly form molecule units. In particular, naked protons units
– or “Hydrogen ions” – are not known to form even H2 molecule units without the mediation of electron units.
Such a, “diatomic”, Hydrogen molecule unit can form via the interaction of electrically neutral atoms of
Hydrogen, but not of “Hydrogen ions”. Two naked proton units repel each other via their mutual electrical
force, unless they are brought to the contact-scale of proximity within which the “strong nuclear force” of
proton units’ mutual attraction overpowers the electric force of their mutual repulsion.
But even such proximity would yield a[n unstable, w/o neutrons] fully-ionized Helium nucleus atom unit, not
an H2 molecule unit [Such “diproton” nuclei form, and quickly self-decay, to deuterium nuclei, by emitting a
positron and a neutrino, in the “proton-proton chain reaction”, a major pathway for ionic-Hydrogen [proton]
“particle” units fusions into ionic Helium atom super-units in our Sun and in other stars like it].
Interpretation (1), on the contrary, points to an exceptional, rarer, less probable, less-frequently encountered
kind of molecule unit, one which does not exactly fit our general definition for molecule units of the main
category of molecules, q[m] for short. Our general definition, for the kind of molecule units that constitute
category q[m], is: ‘a molecule unit is a ‘super-atomic unit’, each one made up out of a qualitatively-various,
heterogeneous multiplicity of atom [sub-]units’, such that those atom units are tacitly understood to be standard
atom units, not “isotopes”.’ A neutral “isotope” atom-unit, relative to a given elemental atom unit, contains the
same number of proton units and electron units as the neutral elemental atom unit, so tends to have the same
chemical properties as the elemental atom unit, but differs in “atomic weight”, because its nucleus contains a
different count of neutrons.
Now, molecule units containing “isotope” atom units can be birthed by “particles” – e.g., neutrons, protons,
etc. – colliding with molecule units, or with atom units later forming molecule units. For example, if the
nucleus of an H2O, water-contained H atom unit, absorbed a neutron “particle” unit, the result would be a
molecule unit of the “Heavy Water” compound, named “D2O”, since the resulting “Heavy Hydrogen” atom
unit is called a “Deuterium” atom unit, or “Deuteron”, D.
Such isotopic molecule units represent a qualitatively-distinct molecular sub-kind category within the general
molecules kind. Thus, q[mr] describes a category for a different, exceptional, specific sub-kind of molecule
unit vis-a-vis the q[m] main kind of molecule unit. Note too that this solution for category-symbol q[mr] also
implies another sub-category solution for category q[ar]: isotope atom units, this time as a ‘microscopic hybrid
unit’ solution, as distinct from the ‘macroscopic hybrid unit’, first-generation stars solution for q[ar]. Our step
5 categorial progression is thus now the 5-category ‘anding’ -- q[r] & q[a] & q[ar] & q[m] & q[mr].
Step 6. By our ‘re-append r’ method, the unsolved category-symbol for our 6th category is q[mrr]. We have
already solved, in step 2, for descriptor ‘rr’ as equivalent to the descriptor ‘a’. Therefore, the category symbol
q[mrr] is equivalent to category symbol q[ma]. The symbol q[ma] suggests several meanings – the interaction
of q[m] and q[a] units, perhaps resulting in the ‘unitation’/hybridization of q[m] units and/with q[a] units, or
the assimilation of q[a] units by/into q[m] units.
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Per our rules of interpretation, this category-symbol calls for (1) a category of a new kind of units which are a
synthesis-combination, mere hybrid, or ‘complex unity’, of q[m] units and/with q[a] units, and/or (2) a natural
formation which contains both “free floating” molecule units and atom units, and which converts q[a] units into
q[m] units, as catalyzed by q[m] units already present, and/or (3) an atypical process, which “uplifts” single
q[a] units into q[m]-level units. All three interpretations depart from our definition for the typical q[m] case of
a molecule unit: ‘a super-atoms unit, made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of atom units as its sub-units’.
Supporting interpretation (1), suppose we aspect q[m] as standing for the macroscopic interstellar units we call
‘molecular-atomic cloud’ units that today’s more mature galaxies typically contain in abundance. We may see
q[a] as standing for interstellar ‘atomic cloud’ units, that immature galaxies likely contained, early-on, and, in
some corners, likely still contain, even in their maturity. Then mergers of q[m] ‘cloud units’ with q[a] ‘cloud
units’, q[ma], leading to inter-mixing of their molecule units and atom units, also q[ma], should be expected
to occur, even if rarely. Indeed, even typical ‘molecules/atoms cloud units’ are “giant”, up to 10 million times
Solar mass. Most of these giant “molecular cloud” units, in today’s Milky Way galaxy, for example, are not
purely-molecular ‘cloud-units’, but are, in fact, actually ‘combined molecules-and-atoms cloud-units’, q[ma],
in which multitudes of atom units, not [yet] bound into molecule units, coexist with multitudes of molecule
units. Also partly fitting into this first interpretation is the advent of category planets, for the stellar-planetary
systems that arise, with sufficient “metallization”, out of ‘molecular/atomic cloud units’ that co-evolve with
later generations of stars, except that planet units typically involve also q[r] units: q[mar], not just q[ma].
Supporting interpretation (2), the resulting ‘molecular-and-atomic cloud units’, q[ma], host conversions of
atom units into molecule units, catalyzed, in part, by already-formed molecule units. Some of the simplest
molecule units that form in such, vast, q[ma] ‘cloud-units’, include H2O, D2O, CO [Carbon Monoxide], and
the, for humans, highly-poisonous HCN [Hydrogen Cyanide]. Specific units of molecules can also, in effect,
‘self-reproduce’ in this way, i.e., can be ‘self-catalyzing’, or “autocatalytic”. There are, too, of course, some
‘reverse-conversions’/‘retro-conversions’, q[am], going on.
Supporting interpretation (3), we find cases where, with ‘X’ denoting the capital-letter-symbol for some atomic
element, we see molecule units with formulas of the form Xn, e.g., X2 or X3, emerging within the “molecular
cloud” units, both today and deep into the deep past. Examples include H2, as well as O2, the latter for the
molecule units of “Oxygen” that are so vital to human breathing. Such molecule units are called “diatomic
homonuclear” molecule units. In such cases, a single kind of atom unit is ‘elevated’ -- lifted up into the next
higher scale, that of molecule units, q[ma] -- by the catalytic conditions created by “molecular cloud” molecule
units already formed. This exceptional, “homonuclear” molecule units sub-category – again also described by
‘q[ma]’ -- escapes our definition for the q[m] category of typical molecule units, which is, again, ‘a molecule
unit is a ‘super-atomic unit’, each one made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of atom [sub-]units’. It
does so because, instead, each ‘diatomic homonuclear molecule unit’ is ‘a super-atomic unit’, made up out of a
homogeneous multiplicity of atom [sub-]units’. E.g., the H2 molecule unit is made up of a multiplicity of just
one kind of atom unit, of [exactly two] Hydrogen atom units, and the O2 molecule unit is made up out of a
multiplicity of just one kind of atom unit, of [exactly 2] Oxygen atom units; similarly for, “triatomic”, Ozone,
O3-. Gathering the results of all 3 interpretations, we solve q[ma] as meaning the category of molecule units’
interactions with atom units, that encompasses qualitatively distinct sub-categories for (1) collisions of intragalactic, interstellar q[m] “molecular cloud” units with surviving q[a] “pure” ‘atomic cloud-units’, plus intermixing of their myriad constituent molecule units and/with their atom units; (2) molecular-and-atomic cloudunits’ internal ongoing conversions of atom units into molecule units, catalyzed, in part, by the molecule units
already present, including cases of autocatalytic conversions, and; (3) formation of diatomic, triatomic, etc.,
“homonuclear” molecules inside the very same ‘molecules-and-atoms cloud-units’.
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Note that category-symbol q[ma], while it may also describe asteroids, does not quite yet describe comets, if
by that name we mean both comet-units’ “nuclei”/“comas” and their “tails”, since their “comas” and “tails”
arise and are sustained partly by action of solar photons and other particles. Our step 6 categorial progression
is thus now the 6-category ‘anding’: q[r] & q[a] & q[ar] & q[m] & q[mr] & q[ma].
These 6 categories cover the major kinds-of-things constituting our cosmos, when we take q[r] as our startingcategory, take physical ‘space/time’ for granted, and follow this categorial, historical ‘dialectic of nature’, per
method, up into its 6th step/third ‘epoch’, the ‘epoch fronted by molecules’, following from the earlier ‘epoch
of atoms[-and-of-particles]’, and from the even earlier, even briefer ‘epoch of particles-only’.
Step 7. Just one more step, just one more category will complete this ‘Nature-History’ topic-area’s ‘epoch of
molecules’. The unsolved sign for that category, per our ‘re-append r’ method, is q[mar]. Once again, several
alternative meanings, but also possibly convergent meanings, fit for this category-sign. They are: (1) a category
of a new/higher kind of units, which are a ‘synthesis-combination’, ‘hybrid’, or ‘complex unity’ of q[m] units
and/with q[ar] units, or of q[m] units, q[a] units, and q[r] units, with each kind sourced separately, and/or; (2) a
natural formation which converts q[ar] units into q[m] units, as catalyzed by q[m] units already extant, and/or;
(3) an atypical process, which “lifts” single q[ar] units up into the higher level of q[m] units. Each of these 3
interpretations departs from our definition for the typical q[m] case, of a typical molecule unit. However, it
was interpretation (1) that seemed, to us, at first, to be the most farfetched for this Nature-History topic-area.
What could it mean, a ‘synthesis/hybridization’ of molecule units, q[m], with primordial star units, q[ar]? We
might tend to think of stars as too hot to contain anything more complex than atom units, in both neutral gas and
ionized plasma forms. However, our research shows that “stellar molecules” have already been detected in the
“cooler” stellar places, of 10,340° F., or less, in temperature, e.g., in stellar photospheres, in sunspots, and in the
“atmospheres” of “white dwarfs”. At least 30 species of 2-atom molecule units, 8 species of 3-atom molecule
units, and a species each of 4-atom and 5-atom molecule units, have been detected in these -- “cooler” -- stellar
zones, e.g., including C2 [Diatomic Carbon], CH [Carbyne], CN [Cyanide], CoH [Cobalt Hydride], and also
NH [Imidogen], C2H [Ethynyl radical], YO [Yttrium Oxide], H2O [“Water”], CO2 [Carbon Dioxide], C2H2
[Acetylene], and CH4 [Methane]. Moreover, even “macro-molecules”, such as “cage molecule” units – e.g.,
C60 [“Buckminster Fullerene”] molecule units, and C70 [“70-Fullerene”] molecule units – have been detected
in the “gaseous envelopes” of older stars.
Star units, including primordial star units, typically end in varying degrees of ‘self-explosion’, depending
primarily upon the initial mass of the given star unit, e.g., “red giant” outer layers expulsion, “supernovas”,
even “hypernovas”. These result in vast emissions of star-evolved atomic units and, we now know, also of
stars-evolved molecule units [as well as, e.g., of photon and neutrino q[r] units]. They form new “nebulas”,
new ‘molecular/atomic cloud macro-units’, and/or they further enrich, with added atom units, and molecule
units, older, already existing ‘molecular/atomic cloud macro-units’. We can thus see the category named
q[mar] or q[ms] as a “complex unity” of q[m] units, and/with q[ar] units, interpreted as q[s] units, in the form
of (a.) the processes, and (b.) the products, of initial star units, q[s], making many more q[a] units, more
nucleosynthetic, stellar-q[a] units, and more stellar-q[m] units. In that very process, these star units set
themselves up for their eventual self-ending by ‘self-exploding’, thus expelling much of their stellar-q[m] unit
and stellar-q[a] unit content, with some of these q[a] units quickly coalescing into new q[m] units.
Note also that the ‘micro’ and ‘macro’ scales of our solutions, solutions for the ‘individual’ versus for the
‘collective’ sub-categories of the q[mar] category, respectively, seem to split into two distinct ‘solutionbranches’. These solution-branches can be followed separately. Living cells and later biology can be tracked
along the ‘micro-units’ branch, which is the only branch that we shall follow for the rest of this sub-section.
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Stars, then galaxies, then galactic clusters, then galactic superclusters, then galactic filaments, etc., can also be
tracked, along the ‘macro-units’ branch’, starting from molecular/atomic/particle cloud ‘macro-units’. But we
will not herein enter further into the methodological complexities of multi-branch categorial series solutions.
Enriched q[m]/q[a] ‘molecules/atoms units’ cloud macro-units’ make more, later-generation star macro-units,
which may include, eventually, stars-with-planets-and-moons-and-asteroids-and-comets also as macro-units,
due to this ever-increasing, cumulative enrichment of the “metallicity” of their evolved, “nucleosynthesis”produced atom micro-units. Then, in turn, those later-generation star ‘macro-units’ make still more stellarq[m] and nucleosynthetic-q[a] and micro-units. Thus, a ‘cumulative alternation’ results, from later-generation
star macro-units to ‘molecular/atomic cloud macro-units’, and back again. Their “rocky” planets may, like
Earth, involve, e.g., thorium-atoms’ particle-emission radioactive decay. Planets in stellar/planetary systems,
with magnetic fields like Earth’s, may “contain”, in their own “Van Allen Belts”, charged particle units,
captured from their star(’)s(’) emissions. But the first steps in this process are ongoing conversions, of q[r]
micro-units into q[a] micro-units, in the hearts of first generation star macro-units, and further conversions,
there, of some of q[a] micro-units into q[m] micro-units, in cooler, e.g., ‘outermore’ parts of star macro-units,
and, finally, expulsions of much of this q[m]/q[a]/q[r] micro-units matter into forming new, as well as back
into existing, ‘molecular/atomic cloud macro-units’, with further conversions of individual q[a] micro-units
into individual q[m] micro-units, and of individual q[m] micro-units into more complex q[m] micro-units,
part of our meaning for process q[mm]↔q[8], inside those ‘molecular/atomic cloud macro-units themselves.
This also jibes/converges with interpretation (2), with first generation star macro-units themselves as those very
“natural formations” that convert themselves, by ‘self-explosion’ injection of their nucleosynthetic atoms and
“stellar molecules” micro-units into ‘molecular/atomic cloud macro-units’, with many of the nucleosynthetic,
individual-star-made atom micro-units coalescing, inside the ‘molecular/atomic cloud macro-units’, into new
individual molecule micro-units. Interpretation (3) also informs this Nature-History topic-area, seeing that the
‘molecular/atomic cloud macro-units’, receiving each exploded increment of new stellar-nucleosynthesized
atom micro-units from stellar mass ‘self-ejections’, “uplift” many so-received individual atom micro-units into
new individual, e.g., “homonuclear”, molecule micro-units. Note too that stars-fed, ‘molecular/atomic clouds’
as macro-units are, even in the primordial generation of stars macro-units, typically irradiated by, and thus
often interacting with, the myriads of “particle” micro-units – proton units, electron units, high-energy photon
units, etc. Such “particle” micro-units arise from, e.g., “cosmic rays”, from “stellar winds”, ‘stellar spots’ and
‘stellar flares’, and from ‘stellar mass ejections’, from stellar ‘self-explosions’, “novae”, “supernovae”, and
“hypernovae”, and from “black hole” accretion-disk polar “particle jets”, etc. Thus, ‘molecular/atomic, and
gigantic cloud macro-units’ are more aptly defined as ‘molecular/atomic/“particle” gigantic-cloud-macrounits’, i.e., as ‘complex unit[ie]s’/‘mere hybrids’ of q[m] units, q[a] units, and q[r] units -- i.e., as q[mar] units.
Category-sign q[mar] also connotes interstellar dust grain micro-units. Our categorial analysis of the unitskinds-content of step 7’s molecules-epoch-ender is thus now the 7-fold ‘anding’ -q[r] & q[a] & q[ar] & q[m] & q[mr] & q[ma] & q[mar].
The ‘cosmological epoch of “particles”’, followed by the ‘cosmological epoch of [“particles” and] atoms’,
followed by the ‘cosmological epoch of [[“particles” and] atoms and] molecules’, are all well-established, by
observation and inference, as observable-cosmos, whole-known-cosmos-scale events/periods/epochs. It is here
that our assertion of additional new cosmological, ‘whole-cosmos’ epochs must end, for present-consensus
scientific knowledge. The successive, progressing arisings of “prokaryotic” or ‘pre-eukaryotic’ living single
cell units, then of eukaryotic living single cell units, then of ‘multi-eukaryotic-cellular meta-bion’ units, then of
animal [and plant] society units, then, finally so far, of human society units, are known to modern science, true.
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But they have, so far, been observed, by Terran humans, only on our one planet in our entire known universe:
planet Earth. Our claims of a cosmological status for each of these latter-day arisings is thus, at present, only
hypothetical, and speculative. Nevertheless, humanity has also recently observed/inferred that planetary bodies,
including Earth-like planets, positively abound in our Milky Way galaxy, and are, lately, being detected in other
galaxies as well. We feel confident that each of these later arisings exists, not just as a Terran epoch, but as a
true, cosmos-wide, cosmological epoch in its own right as well. The remaining, presently-Earth-existing, newkind ‘self-hybrid’ ‘super-units’ are, in step-wise order, the following -Step 008: ‘Anding-in’ category-symbol q[mm], solved mainly as category q[p], short for pre-eukaryotic living cells;
Step 016: ‘Anding-in’ category-symbol q[pp], solved as category q[e], short for eukaryotic living cells/biota;
Step 032: ‘Anding-in’ category-symbol q[ee], solved as category q[b], short for multi[eukaryotic]cellular ‘super-biota’;
Step 064: ‘Anding-in’ category-symbol q[bb], solved as category q[s], short for ‘animal and plant societies’;
Step 128: ‘Anding-in’ category-symbol q[ss], solved as category q[h], short for ‘humans-led super-societies’.

Note that the list above leaves out, unmentioned and unsolved, the 243 remaining partial and full ‘synthesiscategory’ symbols of this Totality topic-area, per the way we have analyzed this topic-area’s content. It leaves
finding solutions for these 243 category-signs to our readers, as an exercise to help them to master this method.
Let’s now describe the ‘super-unit-ary’ nature of these 5 final categories of higher, ‘self-hybrid’, ‘super-’, units.
pre-eukaryotic living cell units, q[p] for short: The “prokaryotic” or ‘pre-eukaryotic’, single-celled life units,
or ‘biota’/‘bions’ – i.e., all ‘nucleus-less’ cell units, e.g., bacterial units -- we define as ‘super-molecule units,
each one made up of a heterogeneous and vast multiplicity of molecule units, which, here especially, include
“macro-molecule” units, for example, protein molecule units, fat molecule units, starch molecule units, RNA
and DNA molecule units, etc. This vastness in the q[p] units’ internal multiplicity and molecular complexity of
their molecule sub-units makes the ‘quantum jump’ from q[m] to q[p] a rather – well – vast one.
One might mitigate this vastness by solving q[mm] differently, e.g., by interposing another category of higher,
‘self-hybrid’, ‘super’ units between those of q[m] and those of q[p]. Indeed, this category might be that of
‘macro-molecule units as the next ‘super-units’ to simple[r] molecule units’, thus solving q[mm] as q[c], and
q[ccm] as q[p]. The ‘m’ descriptor, at least, would need to be included in q[ccm] as q[p], since “prokaryotic”
cell units are made up out of more than just ‘macro-molecule units’. They include a whole lot of uncombined
simple[r] molecule units as well, including especially H2O [water] and NaCl [salt].
Note that ‘macro-molecule units’ can be defined as ‘poly-mer macro-molecular units’, each one made up of a
heterogeneous multiplicity of simple[r] mere, [mono-]mer, molecule sub-units’. Thus, proteins can be defined
as “polypeptide-bonded”, or ‘poly-amide’ polymer macro-molecule units, each one typically made up out of a
heterogeneous multiplicity of amino acid mere monomer molecule sub-units. So too, typical fats are ‘poly-ester
or poly-lipid macro-molecule units’, e.g., ‘poly-glyceride macro-molecule units, each one made up out of a
heterogeneous multiplicity of mere monomer ‘ester’/‘glyceride’ molecule sub-units’. The q[m] ‘carbohydrate’
units – those macro-molecule units combining carbon atom units and hydrogen atom units – e.g., ‘super-starch’
molecule units, like cellulose molecule units, are ‘poly-saccharide polymer molecule units’, each one made up
out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of mere ‘mono-saccharide molecule units’, e.g., of sugar monomer molecule
units. DNA and RNA ‘nucleoprotein macro-molecule units’ are ‘poly-nucleotide molecule units’, each one
made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of mere ‘nucleotide monomer molecule sub-units’.
Remember, this categorial dialectical method is a “rule of thumb” or “heuristic” method, meaning that it will
often support non-unique solutions -- multiple/alternative solutions, e.g., q[mm] as q[p] versus q[mm] as q[c].
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eukaryotic living cell units, q[e] for short: The Nature-History topic-area category of ‘eukaryotic, i.e., of
‘nucleated single living cell units’ were rather recently recognized as ‘super-units’ to those units of the earlierborn category of ‘nucleus-less’ prokaryotic/‘pre-karyotic’ single living cell units. Typical eukaryotic single cell
units, e.g., the “yeast” cell units that “leaven” our daily bread, each contain a single ‘karyote’, that is, a single
cell nucleus. Perhaps more importantly to their viability and self-reproductive-rate success, are the “organelles”
they contain. E.g., for “animal” single-celled q[e] units, these include only the cytoplasmic, “mitochondrial”
organelles that conduct Oxygen-using metabolism, so much richer in its yield of “ATP” bio-energy than the
fermentation metabolism to which typical prokaryote living cell units are confined. For “plant” single-celled
units, these organelle units include both mitochondria sub-units and chloroplast sub-units, the latter conducting
the CO2-driven and O2-liberating processes of ‘photo-synthesis’, the bio-synthesis of, e.g., carbohydrate food
macro-molecule units, and via photonic energy. In the “endosymbiosis”/“symbio-genesis” theory, advocated/advanced, e.g., by Lynn Margulis, eukaryotes resulted when food-seeking predator prokaryotes engulfed other,
prey prokaryotes, some of which conducted photosynthesis alone, some of which conducted Oxygen-using,
“respiration” metabolism alone, and failed to fully ‘digest’ them as food.
The self-reproduction of each such ‘prokaryotes-containing prokaryote’ unit, or q[pp] cell unit, by the process
of ‘self-splitting’, or “mitosis”, eventually came to include reproducing, genetically, not just, in part, the key
genetic aspects of the original prokaryotes-engulfing-prokaryotes as they were before that engulfing, but also
replicating the formerly “free-swimming”, Oxygen-respirating and photosynthesizing prokaryotes too, i.e., the
much smaller chloroplast and mitochondria sub-units that had been transformed into internal “organelles” of the
engulfers by ‘internal symbiosis’ [“endo-symbiosis”], in the process of ‘genesis’ of ‘eukaryotic living single
cell units’, from their ‘internal symbiosis’ with [and from ‘symbio-genesis’ by] those predator ‘prokaryotic cell
units’, via that ‘suspended-digestion-‘[self-]internalization’ of the prey prokaryote living single-cell units. This
eukaryotic joint replication is today facilitated because mitochondria and chloroplast organelle sub-units still
contain their own vestigial DNA, separate from these eukaryote super-units’ own ‘master-DNA’, contained in
their eukaryotic cell ‘karyotes’ [‘nucleuses’]. This vestigial DNA is separate DNA, altered from the genes they
contained when still “free-swimming” prokaryotic cell units, e.g., bacteria units, not yet so [self-]internalized.
super-biota units, q[b] for short: The ‘super-biota’ category, of “multicellular organisms” – of ‘meta-phyta’
units in the q[b] sub-category of multicellular “plant” units, and of ‘meta-zoa’ units in the q[b] sub-category of
multicellular “animal” units – can be more fully described as ‘multi-eukaryotic-cellular super-units’. The
“meta-phyta” units and “meta-zoa” units are not ‘multi-prokaryotic-cellular super-units’. Thus, we name our
Nature-History category that includes both “meta-phyta” units and “meta-zoa” units, as that of the ‘meta-biota’
or ‘super-biota’ units. We define this category thusly – ‘Each typical unit of the category named ‘super-biota’,
q[b] for short, is made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of [sub-]units from the category named eukaryotic
living cell units, q[e] for short.’ We thus assert q[b] as our solution for unsolved category-symbol q[ee].
‘animal/plant society’ units, q[s] for short: By our category of ‘mere’ societies, we mean the units that are
made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of similar ‘super-biota’ units as their [sub-]units, that are made
socially viable via some form of ‘proto-language’ – but not yet by the ‘full-blown’ kind of language that all
typical human society units exhibit. The units that are such societies are thus describable as ‘meta-meta-biota’
units, or as ‘super-super-biota’ units. The two major implicit sub-categories of this category are “animal
societies” and ‘plant societies’. “Animal society” units include wolf packs, reindeer herds, wild cattle herds,
wild horse herds, wild hog herds, wild chicken flocks, and meerkat packs, for most of which the main ‘protolanguages’ are vocal and gestural, e.g., by means of “calls” and postural signals. ‘Plant society’ units include
self-reproducing/self-continuing/self-expanding physical-spatial assemblages/proximities of “meta-phyta” units,
e.g., of forest, grassland, aquatic, etc., plants, but all of the same or similar species for each such society unit.
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The societal ‘proto-languages’ that are exhibited by such ‘social plants’ -- which typically lack developed
neuro-muscular organs or tissues – are biochemical, biomolecular, not vocal.
Both the ‘social animal super-biota’ sub-units and ‘social plant super-biota’ sub-units achieve large, sustained
reproductive-rate advantages – i.e., Darwinian “fitness” advantages – by such associations. For example, such
individual social animals can rotate roles, e.g., between acting sometimes as lookouts against predators while
other individuals of their society-unit forage, and alternately, acting as foragers themselves, while some of the
other individuals of their society-unit look out for them, warning, e.g., by using their proto-language(s), should
(a) predator(s) be detected. This lifts the likelihood that individual ‘social foragers’ will escape predatorinduced death for long enough to themselves reproduce, and/or for long enough to foster the reproduction of
associated individuals of similar genotype within their society unit.
Similarly, individual ‘social plants’ can ‘bio-molecularly’ signal other proximate ‘social plant’ individuals when
they suffer, e.g., insect predator attack, viz., by generating certain volatile, e.g., airborne bio-chemicals, thus
inducing those nearby, but not yet attacked, ‘social plant’ individuals to ramp up their chemical defenses against
such predators pre-emptively, increasing the likelihood of their survival and reproduction. By these definitions,
of “animal society” and ‘plant society’ units, we assert q[s] as the solution for unsolved category-symbol q[bb].
human super-society units, q[h] for short: We define human-society units as ‘super-society’ units relative to
mere society units; as ‘super-social’, thus as constituting ‘super-super-super-biota’, or ‘meta-meta-meta-biota’.
We thus see human society units as constituting a new level/higher scale, above -- or higher in complexity than
– mere “animal society”/‘plant society’ units. We define a typical human society unit as made up out of a
heterogeneous multiplicity of humans-led “animal society” units and of ‘plant society’ units, which together
form its “[co-]domesticated” sub-units.
We hold that, in the distant past, e.g., in the deep-prehistoric, ‘pre-Paleolithic’, past, proto-humanoid forager
bands themselves also formed units of the ‘proto-languages’-based mere ‘animal societies’ sub-category. But
with the intensification of sociality in the hominid line, with the brain expansion and re-organization wrought
by the ‘Darwinian’ reproductive-rate advantages of capability to recall past experiences with specific band
individuals, and the related transition from “animal-society” unit ‘proto-languages’ to human spoken languages
full-blown, our human-social ancestors gained the potential to make ‘super-society’ units. The actual making
of such ‘super-society’ units began long before the Neolithic Revolution of “[co-]domestication” of plant and
animal species, in the early hunting/gathering/scavenging/foraging bands that constituted the first formations/units of the human societies category, q[h] for short.
This q[ss] process began, we hold, with co-hunting/co-habiting alliances of ‘proto-human [animal-]societies’
band-units with wolf-pack “animal society” units, made up of the ‘proto-canine’ social animals whose ‘mutual
domestication’ or ‘co-domestication’, in interaction with proto-humans, and with “artificial selection” by those
proto-humans, eventuated in the sub-category known today as “dogs”.
But certainly the Neolithic Revolution, with its domestication of ‘plant society’ units, and their incorporation
into already ‘super-social’ human society units, constituted a vast deepening of the ‘super-sociality’ of those
human society units so incorporating. This is especially so in the context of the incorporations of ever more
“animal-society” units, via ‘co-domestications’ of cattle, horses, chickens, pigs, sheep, etc., still with us today.
These associations not only enhanced Darwinian “fitness” for humans, upshifting human self-reproductive rates
many-fold, starting in the ancient agricultural civilizations. They also increased Darwinian “fitness” for the
incorporated ‘animal society/plant society’ units, by focusing human labor on insuring the reproduction-rate
“fitness” of those “animal society” and ‘plant society’ units, and upon their humanly-expanded reproductive
rate as, e.g., food sources/sources of other resources, for expanding, ever-“fitter” human-social populations.
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The penetration of ‘super-social’ adaptation even into the human genome is evidenced, we suspect, by, e.g., the
maternal/paternal attraction that humans typically feel, not just for human babies, but also for “baby [social-]
animals” of other, especially social, animal species, such as puppies, kittens, rabbits, etc. It is hard to think of
any other species that exhibits such strong attraction for -- and adoption of, as “pets”, etc. – babies of other/nonhuman species. By the above-stated definition of ‘human’, or ‘super-society’, units, we thus assert q[h] as our
solution for initially-unsolved category-symbol q[ss].
Categorial Content Gaps. If you have “been around” in discourses about astronomy and/or cosmology, then
there will be a lot of names of kinds of objects that have, whether observably or only allegedly, come into
existence in the course of Nature-History to-date, that, in the account above, you will find to be missing. For
many of them, here’s why -Units of “Pure” Quantity. This ‘Nature-History as everything’ progression of highest-level categories is a
“purely” qualitative one, a ‘kinds of things’ presentation. As noted earlier, please see our 2021 book entitled
Dialectic: Users’ Manual, Edition 1, which was co-published with the initial edition of this booklet, for the
more complete/complex, explicitly ‘qualo-quantitative’ version of this dialectic method. That version includes,
by the way, a finitary ‘defanging’ of supposedly “infinite”, division-by-zero “singularities”, by way of some
new, ‘qualo-quantitative’, dialectical mathematics, involving full ‘mathematization’ of “dimensional analysis”.
“Infinite”, “Singularity” units. We see these entities as inhering in category q[h] only, as a “figment” of the
imaginations of certain mathematicians, physicists, etc., i.e., as an errant, ‘mysticist’, subjective feature of
human Nature, projected out of some human minds, onto objective, physical Nature, but not existing in external
nature as an “actual [physical] infinity”. To our view, it is a good thing, scientifically, that our ‘Everything’
categorial progression does not include “infinite singularities” as if they were the substantial, physical content,
e.g., of the “Big Bang singularity”, of a “black hole”, etc. We do not believe that ‘“actual infinity”’, “infinite
density” -- “infinitesimal point” -- actual “singularities” exist as physical realities.
On the contrary, we hold that such mathematical, division-by-zero “singularities”, in the equations that express
present humanity’s best grasp of the “laws”, or recurring behavioral patterns, of Nature’s self-movements, in
fact mark zones of inadequacy, incompleteness, and error in these equations -- even deficiencies in humanity’s
present development of mathematics itself.
To [mis-]take such mathematics for physical reality – to project these present, human-mental, mathematical and
scientific failings onto physical Nature, rather than to attribute them to the present primitivity of human mental
Nature – represents a kind of anti-scientific, mystical/Platonian, fallacious “anthropomorphism”.
This kind of fallacy that might well be named ‘mathomorphism’, an ideological fallacy which is all too rampant
in contemporary “scientific” discourse. This fallacy is also encountered whenever, e.g., a mathematician or a
physicist states that their equations “govern” action in the physical world, as if their mouths-mantra’d puffs of
air, or their dried ink stains on a written page, somehow “grow legs”, and jump out into the rest of the outer,
physical world, coercively imposing the behaviors that they, in actuality, merely [and also quite incompletely]
describe, upon the actual, material behaviors of the other physical substances of which reality is made!
“dark energy” units, “dark matter” units, and “gravitational waves”/“graviton” units. As explained at the
outset of this sub-section, these categories of units are missing from our top-level categories of our ‘NatureHistory’ topic area, along with the [closely related, we hold] categories abstractly-named “Time” and “Space”,
only because their meanings, and/or their origins, are more unknown than known to science to-date. We see
their units as born before those of main category q[r] ↔ q[1], which we chose as our starting category only
because its expected prior categories are as yet too little explained by modern science.
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“black hole” units/‘holonium’/“quark matter”/“quark star” units/“strange star” units. We hypothesize
that the above-named units are of a finitary substance ultimately inhering in a new sub-category of the category
q[r]. We use the name ‘holonium’ to reference the hypothetical, finitary physical substance of which “black
holes”, we hold, are composed. Since that substance remains an unknown for contemporary science, we do not
yet know, with any certainty, in which category of ‘Nature-History’ it inheres. We suspect that ‘holonium’
represents, in fact, a reversion/’retro-conversion’, to units of the “particles” category, and, in indeed, to a
deeper-than-“neutronium”, sub-nuclear, ‘sub-neutronic’ sub-category of category q[r]. “Black holes” might be,
for example, made up out of “quark matter”, e.g., out of, “strange quark”, “strange matter” units. If so, such a
“degenerate”, ‘retro-conversion’ of stellar ‘atoms-matter’ [and of ‘molecules-matter’] units back into ‘particlesmatter’ units might inhere in a new, non-primordial sub-category of ‘“condensed matter”’, ‘“bulk matter”’,
“macroscopic” ‘particles-units’, not theorized as having manifested during the early, “hot”, unimaginably brief,
“microscopic” ‘individual particle-units-only’ epoch of the “Big Bang fireball”. “Black holes” are theorized to
eventually, but very, very gradually self-convert/‘self-evaporate’, into, e.g., photon q[r] units -- “Hawking
radiation”. As of the present writing, no “quark stars”/“strange stars” have been definitively observed to our
knowledge. We hypothesize that “black hole” units inhere in a sub-category of the ‘retro-conversions’ of
categories q[m] and q[a] units, and of some more-advanced particle-unit sub-categories of category q[r], into
units of some less-advanced, more “fundamental” particle-unit sub-categories of category q[r] units. I.e., we
hypothesize that the processes of formation and ‘self-evaporation’ of “black hole” units fit into a special, ‘subsub-category’ of category q[rma], already a ‘retro-conversion’ sub-category of main category, q[mar] ↔ q[7].
“neutron star” units/“neutronium”. We see these macro-units [including “pulsars” and gamma-ray-burst
“magnetars”] as units of a ‘mainly-neutronic’ special sub-category of q[r] ↔ q[1]. “Neutronium” is “slang”
for a, still partly speculative, substance/sub-kind of “degenerate matter” of which “neutron star” units are made.
The huge self-gravitational implosive forces in the stellar core remnants of neutrino-spewing supernovae force
electrons of that stellar core’s atom units’ “electron orbitals” into coalescence with proton units of those core
atom units’ nuclei. This converts core atom units into neutron units, thus forming a substance which is like a
single, gigantic, neutral atomic nucleus, containing neutrons only, or at least mainly. This might be seen as
adding an “Element 0” to the “Periodic Table of the [atomic] Elements”, with an “atomic number” [proton
count] of 0. It might be seen as a macroscopic, ‘condensed matter’ single nucleus unit, made of ‘bulk neutronmatter’, but also perhaps with some individual proton units and electron units still floating around within it. It
is “neutron degeneracy pressure” – the resistance of “neutron star” neutron units to further compression -- that
“stabilizes” a neutron-star unit, per the “Pauli Exclusion Principle” that holds for fermions, but not for bosons.
That “Principle” is the observation that “fermions” such as “neutrons”, unlike “bosons”, cannot co-exist in the
same “quantum state”. Thus, forces which impend such co-existence provoke/meet an opposing ‘force’. In a,
“stable”, “neutron star” unit, these opposing ‘forces’ are enough to prevent that “neutron star” unit from further
compressing/condensing/shrinking, into a “black hole” unit, made of the ‘even-more-degenerate’, hypothetical
material which we have named ‘holonium’. Stellar cores of sufficiently greater mass will finally overcome this
“neutron degeneracy pressure” ‘force’, via higher self-gravitational implosive ‘force’, and “degenerate” further,
into -- we hold -- “black hole” ‘holonium’.
“gamma ray burst”/“hypernova” units. Stars whose high initial mass destines them to a fate beyond the
“supernova/neutron star neutron degeneracy” fate of lower initial-mass-range stars, as well as to a fate beyond
the “red giant/white-dwarf electron degeneracy” of still-lower initial-mass-range stars, may end in minutes-long
“gamma ray burst” photon particle units emission, and direct core self-implosion into a rotating “black hole”
unit. They begin originally in in composition-category q[ar], lately in composition-category q[mar], and end,
per our hypothesis, as composed of ‘holonium’, in a special sub-category of our q[r] ↔ q[1] main category/starting-category, eventually “evaporating” into “Hawking radiation”, also q[ar].
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“white dwarf” units. We solve “white dwarf” non-star units as inhering in a special sub-category of the main,
q[mar] ↔ q[7] category. Electron units are also “fermion” units, not just neutron units. Thus, they also exert
“degeneracy pressure” against, for example, self-gravitational implosive pressure in the remnant stellar core that
is left after a “red giant” star sloughs-off its outer layers. Stars of a certain initial mass-range, less than that of
the stars destined to end in “supernova” ‘self-explosion’, leaving “neutron star” core remnants, are destined,
instead, to end in “red giant” mass expulsion, and also to leave “degenerate matter” remnants. Such remnant
stellar cores, no longer stars, are named “white dwarfs”.
They are not “stars” anymore, because no further nuclear fusion reactions can continue to “burn” in them if they
are isolated. Their “white” photonic glow is entirely thermal. “White dwarfs” are held to be made up out of
[fermionic] “electron degenerate matter” atom units, rather than of “neutron degenerate matter units”, plus of
molecule units, in their cooler portions, plus of the “particle” units that are their thermally generated and
emitted, ‘bosonic’ photon units, etc. Their composition thus places them in yet another special sub-category
of our q[mar] ↔ q[7] main category.
“red dwarf star” units. We see “red dwarf star” macro-units as inhering in a special sub-category of our main,
q[mar] ↔ q[7] category. “Red dwarf star” units are supported contra self-gravitational self-implosion by their
nuclear fusion reactions, fusing Hydrogen nuclei [protons] into Helium nuclei. Observationally, “red dwarf
star” units appear to be the most numerous category of star units. Their theorized life-spans by far exceed the
age of our universe, per the present consensus as to its age. The initial masses in the mass-range defining “red
dwarf star” units are all far less than was the initial mass of our Sun. “Red dwarf star” units are made up out of
molecule units, in their cooler zones, of Helium atom/Helium nuclei units, Hydrogen atom/nuclei [e.g., of
deuteron] units, and of “particle” units in the forms of plasma electron units and plasma proton units, as well as
in the form of units of the “particles” of the q[r] sub-category “photons”, e.g., those generated by “red dwarf”
fusion reactions. Hence, red dwarf stars’ known composition places them in another special sub-category of our
q[mar] ↔ q[7] main category.
“blue dwarf star” units. We expect that hypothetical “blue dwarf star” units will be, in the future, units of a
special sub-category of our main, q[mar] ↔ q[7] category. “Blue dwarf star” units constitute a hypothesized,
hotter-surface, later phase in the typical development of “red dwarf star” units, when -- in the protracted process
of their eventual ‘self-migration’ into their “white dwarf” units “degenerate” phase, then on into their, final,
“black dwarf” units end-phase -- red dwarfs escalate their radiative rates by raising their surface temperatures,
making them “bluer”, or ‘blue-shifted’, due to the greater flux of higher-energy photons that they will thus emit.
The best presently available stellar models indicate that no “blue dwarf star” units should as yet exist, as the
consensus regarding the age of our universe implies that it is too young to as yet house any “blue dwarf star”
units. “blue dwarf star” units are expected to be, ‘hybridly’, composed of some molecule units, many atom
units, plus “degenerate” electron “particle” units, as well as of [emitted] photon “particle” units. Thus, their
expected contents, again, place them in their own special sub-category of our q[mar] ↔ q[7] main category.
“brown dwarf” units. “Sub-stellar”, “brown dwarf” units also inhere in their own special sub-category of our
q[mar] main category. The masses of non-star “brown dwarf” units fall between the masses of heavy planet
units, like the planet Jupiter in our Solar System, and the minimum mass needed to ignite Hydrogen fusion
reactions inside the core of a ‘macroscopic’, ‘condensed-matter’, ‘bulk’ object unit, which makes it a – “selfluminous” – “star” unit. Sometimes called “failed stars”, brown dwarfs in some cases can still fuse deuterium,
but typically cannot fuse Lithium, so that Lithium’s presence in a star unit’s “atmosphere” might serve as a
marker for its classification as a “brown dwarf” unit. To human eyes, such dwarfs would probably appear as
reddish, or even as magenta, in color, not as “brown” per se. They ‘contain’ molecules, atoms, and particles.
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“black dwarf” units. We expect that, still-hypothetical “black dwarf” units will be units inhering in a special
sub-category of our main, q[mar] ↔ q[7] category, in the far future. “White dwarf” units, hence also “red
dwarf star” units, are expected to ‘self-migrate’ and converge to “black dwarf” units end-phases. Presentconsensus stellar models indicate that no “black dwarf” units should as yet exist, because the consensus about
the age of our universe implies that it is still far too young to as yet contain any “black dwarf” units. “Cool”,
few/no photons-emitting “black dwarf” units would be -- ‘hybridly’ -- ‘composed’ of molecule units, atom
units, and “degenerate” electron “particle” units, as well as of any still-emitted photon “particle” units. Such
an expected composition would place them in a special sub-category of our q[mar] ↔ q[7] main category.
“extinct/dormant comet” units, “manx comet” units, “active asteroid” units, and “centaur” units. We see
various ‘[dwarf] planetic’, asteroidal and cometary units as inhering in their own special sub-categories of main
category q[mar] ↔ q[7].
The to-step-255 progression of the categories that comprehend the existing/known kinds-content of our present
‘Nature-History’ topic-area is stated below. Its categorial content is due to taking the category of pre-atomic
“particles” as our starting category, and using ellipsis dots, ‘…’, in place of most ‘synthesis-categories’, partial
and full alike, after the category named q[e] for short, eukaryotic living cells, up until the last category-symbol,
q[hsbepmar] ↔ q[255], which symbolizes q[h]’s incorporation of some units from all known earlier main
kinds of being. That ‘dialectical theory of everything’, ‘dialectic of Nature’ categorial progression, is thus:
q[r] & q[a] & q[ar] & q[m] & q[mr] & q[ma] & q[mar] & q[p]…& q[e] …& q[ep]…& q[b]…& q[s]…& q[h]…&
q[hsbepmar] -- or, in a more “spelled-out” form –
particles[, initially in the “Big-Bang fire-ball”] & atoms/‘atomic clouds’ & generation 1 stars & individual molecules
& molecules/particles interactions & “molecular[-atomic] clouds” & later-generation stars/non-stellar macroscopic
objects, e.g., planets+ & prokaryotic or pre-eukaryotic living cells &…eukaryotic living cells &…eukaryotic cells
feeding-upon/converting pre-eukaryotic cells &… super-biota &…animal/plant societies &… human societies, i.e.,
super-societies &…human-social integration of some units from all known earlier-manifested main kinds of being.

The above considerations complete our exposition, for this text, of presently scientifically-known major kindscontent, in historic order of advent, for the topic-area of Nature-History – i.e., for the topic-area of the known,
categorial, aufheben ‘dialectic of Nature as a whole’ to-date. We see the dialectic of Nature as a single, vast,
but multi-epochal, epochally self-periodized, cosmological movement of self-reiterating aufheben processes.
Now consider the ‘chain-containment principle’ as it applies to this topic-area, of Nature-History. Some of the
“particles” units are, later, contained in atoms, some of which are, later, contained in molecules, some of them,
later, contained in Earth’s pre-eukaryotic living cells units, some of which are, later still, contained in Earth’s
eukaryotic living cells, some of which are, later, contained in Earth’s ‘super-biota’, some of which are, later,
contained in Earth’s ‘animal/plant societies’, some of which are, later, contained/corralled in Earth’s human
[super-]societies.
Can you guess/predict/symbolically ‘pre-construct’ a meaning for category-symbol q[hh], whose corresponding
order-place category is q[256], as a symbol for a future Nature-History kind-of-being category? Units of a
category ‘namable’ as q[hh], as we would define them, do not [yet?] exist, at least not “locally”, on Earth, and
are also not known to exist, by Terran humanity, outside of our earthly locale either. Category-symbol q[hh]
would, tersely, describe ‘a future category, of ‘super-human-society’ units, each such future unit to be made
up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of mere human society units’. Can you see a solution for category-sign
q[hh], as a ‘trans-genealogical’, future outgrowth of q[h]?
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Consider too the general character of the ‘categorial syntheses’, of the ‘synthesis categories’, and, at this point,
of this method’s categories in general, both ‘merely-hybrid’ and ‘self-hybrid’ alike – encountered in this Nature
as a whole topic-area, above, as well as throughout this exposition, e.g., in the other topic-areas that we have
surveyed, and solved.
Distinct category-signs of this method may be redundant: syntactically different, but semantically the same.
They are often ambiguous -- ambiguous enough to often encompass ultra-terse descriptions of more than one
sub-category of a category that they might represent, especially when one recognizes that such category-signs
can sign both a product/result and the process of producing that product/result.
They may sometimes seem arbitrary, “lumping together” disparate content – like “first generation stars” and
“isotopes” for category q[ar], and the ‘de-construction’ of atoms by “particle”-units radiations, e.g., by
sufficiently-energetic photon units’ irradiations, for ‘reverse category’ q[ra] – that don’t seem to belong
together as sub-categories of any single conventional or intuitive category.
Also, this dialectic method’s category-symbols typically apply to both the individual and the collective scales,
e.g., to both the ‘micro scale’ and the ‘macro scale’, of the units that they describe – to single individuals of the
given kind, and to, e.g., physical-spatial collections/collectives/assemblages of many, many of these individual
units of that given kind.
Also, units, represented by categories, can, immanently, ‘migrate’ -- ‘qualitatively-dynamically’ -- over the
course of their life-histories, e.g., from one [sub-]categorial ‘kind’, or ‘sub-kind’, to another, as when a star unit
‘self-migrates’, from Sun-like, “main sequence”, ‘yellowishness’, to “red giant” reddishness, to “white dwarf”
‘whitishness’, and finally to, ‘predictedly’, “black dwarf” colorlessness.
Nevertheless, pondering the possible maximal range of the possible sub-categorial meanings for each given
category-symbol, can, we find, often trigger new insights, new hypotheses that may bring attention to usually
overlooked aspects of a given topic-area’s ‘sub-universe’, and even of our universe as a whole.
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